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hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
Every month, the Editor
cherry-picks one product,
representing the very best
in cutting-edge home
entertainment technology

hi-finews
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PRODUCT

Outstanding: aproduct
that either represents the
pinnacle of sound or picture
quality within one of the
three HiFi News price bands

O

ur free gift this
month may prove
to be both an eye
and ear-opener.
The 'System Diagnostic'
provides aquick estimation
of the likely maximum sound
level achievable from your
combination of amplifier and
speaker. Just line-up the power
rating of your amp with the
claimed sensitivity of your
loudspeakers to see where your
system falls within its 'traffic
light' scale.

This issue also includes
many other 'firsts' including
the Accustic Arts two-box CD
player from Germany with its
'66-bit!1536kHz' processing
and Bel Canto's implementation
of B&O's ICEpower amplifier
technology.
Loudspeakers from the
leftfield are represented by
Duevel's omnidirectional Bella
Luna Diamante and Manger
Audio with its Manger sound
transducer. So has HiFi News
taken aleaf from the red-tops

'Headphones may not be as currenthungry as their floorstancling cousins,
but they are more difficult to evaluate'
Headphones may not be
as current- hungry as their
floorstanding cousins, but
they are arguably more
difficult to evaluate, as
Keith Howard explains in
this month's Audio Exposed
feature on page 95. This lookbehind-the-scenes provides
avaluable backgrounder to
the introduction of uniquely
in-depth headphone testing to
the pages of HiFi News. Turn to
page 42 for acomparison of the
best models at £ 100.

and jumped on the 'exclusive'
bandwagon?
Not achance, for while it's
important to feature eagerly
anticipated hardware, I'll not
be tempted to review preproduction kit that would only
fall foul of our extensive testing
regime. Which is why we have
waited until now before offering
the first full technical review of
Naim's hot Supernait amplifier.
Fortunately, it was well worth
the wait.
Paul Miller, Editor
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THE EXPERT PANEL
HiFi News has the reputation for
delivering the most in-depth reviews
in the audio business. Why? Because
we employ the most experienced and
expert writers in the field.
RICHARD STEVENSON
is Hf Ns multi- channel
specialist and token hi-fi
hippy having edited an
AV trade magazine for
seven years

en*

KEITH HOWARD has
written about hi-fi for
30 years, and edited
HiFi Answers for nine.
All our speaker reviews
are accompanied by
KH's measurements
STEVE HARRIS edited
this very title from 1986
through to 2005. A
lifetime's experience in
audio and alove of jazz
makes SH agoldmine
KEN KESSLER is our
Senior Contributing
Editor and almost
singularly responsible
for the renaissance in
'vintage hi-fi'
BARRY FOX - techno
jourmalist supreme, BF
trained in electronics
with the RAF and
worked for many years
as 4patent agent
CHRIS BREUNIG to
many years the Music
Editor of HFN.
CB's encyclopedic
knowledge of classical
music brings an added
(Ir)th to his reviews

•

Great sound or picture and,

THE No.1 FOR IN-DEPTH TESTING

ideally, great value - these

Not only doe:: HiFi News have exclusive

are the ingredients of a

access to alaboratory replete with

Highly Commended product

audio and video test equipment, but
it's the only magazine whose editor has

t4r
SOUND
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75%

designed world- class test solutions from
the Award-winning Jitter Analyser to the
multichannel QC Suite. This is why we are
the No.1 in Home Entertainment Testing
and why you'll discover facts and figures
about your favourite hi-fi and AV gear
that simply do not appear anywhere else.
THE HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
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In addition to our awards badges, the
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BUILD

75%
ECO

75%

sound / picture, features and build quality
of every product are condensed into
at-a-glance ratings on our colour-coded
pie charts. uniquely, our green segment
provides a measure of product power
consumption. See p16 for full details.
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NEWS
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News
New products, events and
'Hi Fi Confidential', inc new Chord
Electronics CD player, KEF statement
speakers and Pro-Ject's new boxes

10

CEDIA UK Scrapbook
Paul Miller at the CEDIA UK exhibition,
the show for the Custom Electronic
Design & Installation Association

14

Futuretech
Barry Fox looks at audio/video
technology, including the first talk of
'blu rot' on new Blu-ray media

OPINION & ADVICE
73

Music Reviews
New classical, jazz, rock and
audiophile releases reviewed by our
music specialists

80

Opinion
The audio and video hot topics of the
day, as explored by our columnists:
Barry Fox, Ken Kessler, Steve Harris,
Andrew Harrison, Jon Thompson and
Barry Willis

86

Letters
Ed Villchur on the original AR
turntable; are big amps better?:
24/96 digital out from DVD-A

90

Q&A
A last vinyl upgrade: abudget of
£8000 on floorstanders: CD transport
with AES output. Plus Jargon Buster
and the first tests of CD players in
'Way Back Then'

FEATURES
06

Objects of Desire
Afirst peek at chic audio pieces, with
the VTL TL 6.5 Signature preamplifier
and Shanling CD Tl 500 CD player

66

Hi-fi @ Home
Stately home sonic sophistication
-Steve Harris enjoys high- end stereo
sound at the home of Sir John

95

Audio Exposed
To provide background for this
month's Group Test, Keith Howard
discusses the technical challenges of
headphone measurement

102 Inside Story

hi-fiñems

DVD-Video recorders have emerged
as the replacement for VHS recorders.
Jim Lesurf discusses issues of
compatibility he's uncovered
between various brands

106 On Location: Pro-Ject
The story behind Pro-lect Audio
Systems, maker of turntables and
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138 Classic Kit
John Howes remembers Worderi
Audio, asmall British manufacturer
operating in the 1960s and 70s
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DEFINITIVE PRODUCT REVIEWS
18

Duevel Bella Luna Diamante
Impressed by its affordable Planets
omnidirectional speaker, Ian Harris
tries Duevel's striking £ 3750 model

22

Audio Research LS17
Processor control and valves combine
in Audio Research's new entry-level
preamplifier, tested by Ken Kessler

26

Bel Canto S300i
David Berriman finds acool- running,
sweet-sounding integrated amplifier
with 150W of Class D power

30

Accustic Arts Drive 1 Mk 2
and DAC 1 Mk 4
Interesting new ' 66- bit' technology
lies at the heart of this transport and
DAC, examined by Andrew Harrison

36

Cambridge Audio Azur 540R
V3 and Onkyo TX-SR605
Two AV receivers at £ 350 and £ 400
fight it out. Richard Stevenson weighs
up the choice between a5ch classic
design, and 7ch of bells and whistles

42

Group Test: Headphones
In the first technical group test of
headphones in living memory, Keith
Howard roots out the E100 favourites

from AKG K530, Audio Technica
ATH-AD700, Beyerdynamic DT 440,
and Grado SR80

52

Manger Audio Zerobox 109
A Manger sound transducer is the star
attraction in this two-way standmount
speaker, by Ian Harris

56

Naim Audio Supernait
Is it an amp? Is it aDAC? No, it's

Accustic Arts

30

Cambridge Audio

36

Onkyo

36

Supernait, Naim Audio's heroic new

AKG

42

Chord Electrorics 08

Project ondesign

Audio Research

22

Duevel

18

Pro-Ject

09

stereo integrated amp, tested by
Andrew Harrison

Audio Technica

42

Grado

42

Shanling

07

Bel Canto

26

KEF Audio

08

Sony

14

Beyerdynamic

42

Manger Audio

52

TEAC

09

Boulder

09

Mordaunt-Shot

09

VPI

09

Bryston

09

Musical Fidelity

60

VTL

06

B&VV

60

Nairn Audio

56

Worden Audio

08, 106

138

60

Super Systems: Musical
Fidelity A1008 CD/amp
and B&W 803D
Steve Harris gets ataste of power and
precision with Musical Fidelity's latest
electronics feeding diamond-domed
Bower & Wilkins floorstanders
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VTL TL 6.5 LINE PREAMPLIFIER
Making tubes user-friendly is VTL's goal,
and with its TL 6.5 preamp it aims to
deliver all the technologies of its flagship
two- box TL 7.5 unit, at a lower cost and
size. The TL 6.5 is afully- balanced hybrid
design, using valves and MOSFET devices, yet
under the control of a low- noise processor to
allow remote operation of all functions. This
eight- input design uses selected audiophile
capacitors within asimple circuit topology, with

SHANLING CD-T1500 CD PLAYER
Joining Shanling's fleet of sc -fi electronics is the CD-T1500,
an other-wordly player of Compact Disc with avalve
output stage. Four Russian EH6922 triodes sit in
elaborate CNC-machined housings, while inside,
the player uses modern Burr- Brown silicon for
24-bit/192k Hz upsampling before a pair of
PCM1794 DACs. The 10kg
chassis is cut from solid aluminium,
supporting atop- loading CDPro2 mechanism that's capped
with ablue- lit hinged hatcri.
Touchdown price is £ 2000.
Look out for its first full
•

technical review in next
month's HiFi News.
www.shanling.com
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New products and upcoming events...

CHORD ELECTRONICS' NEW FLAGSHIP CD PLAYER JOINS REFERENCE RANGE

AUDIOFREAKS
UNPLUGS AT
HEATHROW
HIGH- END DISTRIBUTOR EVENT
After over 20 consecutive years
of exhibiting within the various
incarnations of the HiFi News
(& Record Review) September
Heathrow show event, Audiofreaks
will, for the very first time, host
its own weekend exhibition in
September this year.
Audiofreaks Unplugged 2007
will take place at the Renaissance
London hotel at Heathrow, in the
Lancaster and Wellington syndicate
suites on the 1st floor. The date is
the weekend of 21-23 September
2007. Opening hours will be:
•Friday 21st September 3pm-6pm
(press, trade and invited guests)
•Saturday 22nd September 10am6pm ( general public)
•Sunday 23rd September 10am4pm ( general public)
Admission is free on both of the
public days.

Chord Electronics has completed its first full-size CD player, available in two versions at two
price points. The Red Reference is the flagship, featuring adisc mechanism mounted at 45°
below aturret hatch like that of the Blu CD transport. Inside the 14kg chassis is adigital

long-standing suppliers, including

architecture based on the DAC64, using a 1024-tap VVTA filter but with the addition of 80- bit
upsampling to 88.2 or 176.4kHz. The Red Reference is priced at £ 13,345 and lays claim to
'best in the world' audio performance. At close to half the price at £ 7425, the Red Standard

Conrad-Johnson, Avalon Acoustics,
Finite Elemente, Karan Acoustics,

is based on the Reference, but omits upsampling and the digital outputs and word clock input
seen on the top model. Chord Electronics, 01622 721444 www.chordelectronics.co.uk

KU- UNVEILS NEW.
MUON LOUDSPEAKEk
WHEN LOUDSPEAKER MEETS ART...
KEF has completed a ' statement'
project with its Muon
loudspeaker. Priced at £ 70,000,
it is afour-way design built into a
shaped 6mm-thick super-formed'
aluminum cabinet standing

PRO-JECT BOXE
COMPLETE AMPLIFIER SOLUTION
First came the Phono Box... now the
Austro Czech company has aline-up
of similarly- sized affordable units
to assemble an entire amp. The Pre
Box (£ 150) is atwo- input preamp
with remote- control, for use with
the Amp Box Class D power amp.

2m tall. The exterior form came
from Welsh- born designer Ross
Lovegiove, whose previous

Two version are offered, stereo at
25W/ch into 8ohm, and a28W

assignments include work on the

£150. To complete the line-up for

Sony Walkman in the 1980s. The
Muon features four forward- and

turntable systems there's the Speed
Box SE II power supply, and achoice

two rearward-firing 250mm bass

of Phono Box SE II, or premium Tube

drivers, a250mm low midrange
driver and a 165mm KEF Uni Q

Box SE II (£ 300) stages. The Head

upper-mid/HF unit. Inside, the
Muon uses KEF's activated
charcoal (Acoustic Compliance
Enhancement) technology, to
increase the effective acoustic
volume of the cabinet. KEF,
01622 672261 www.kef.com
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Audiofreaks plans to present
new products from most of its

www.hifinews.co.uk
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monoblock. All units are priced at

Box SE II caters for headphone users.
Henley Designs, 01234 511166
www.project-audio.com

Zanden Audio Systems and Magnum
Dynalab. Said Audiofreaks proprietor
Branko Bozic: ' Our decision to
continue our presence in the same
location within the well-known and
established venue has met total
and undivided support from all our
suppliers. We are looking forward
to an unprecedented presence
of leading individuals from many
of them during our forthcoming
weekend event.'
Audiofreaks, 020 8948 4153
www.audiofreaks.co.uk

AUDIOFREAKS

UNPLUGGED
.111 20071111
21- 23 SEPTEMBER
RENAISSANCE LONDON
HEATHROW HOTEL

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MEZZO
NEW MIDRANGE MODELS EXPLOIT PERFORMANCE

HI-FI CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE

ELLIOT

BRINGS

A new family of loudspeakers from Mordaunt-Short

SCREEN AND HEARD

includes technologies from the brand's flagship
Performance series. Two Mezzo models are available

It seems manufacturers always

YOU

THE

LATEST

HI-FI

GOSSIP

into tuners and turntables, too.

have an urge to create something
different, be it aesthetically

VIP TREATMENT FOR VPI

now, the Mezzo 2standmount and Mezzo 6
floorstander, which both include an Aspirated Tweeter
Technology (ATT) tweeter and Continuous Profile Cone

or technically, and things are
certainly hotting up on the

giant TEAC has decided to sell

(CPC) bass drivers. Curved cabinets are used to reduce
internal standing waves, with magnetically-attached
grilles fitted over the light oak or dark walnut finishes.
The two-way Mezzo 2will go on sale in September

AV projector front. For astart,
Norwegian manufacturer
Projectiondesign has announced
the Action m25 1080p HD
projector which, at just 3.7 x

Talking of which, Japanese
a $ 19,000 turntable called the
VPI HR- X1. You guessed it: this is
actually the HR-X manufactured
by VPI in the USA. The TEAC clone
has a50mm-thick acrylic platter

9.2in, is being touted as the

which floats on an air suspension
system. It has apair of 24- pole AC

Mordaunt-Short, 01753 860868 www.mordaunt-

world's smallest. At the other

synchronous motors and weighs

short.com

extreme, earlier this year Sony
announced the 4096 x2160

original VPI version is available in

for around £ 400 and the 6around £ 800, with other
models to follow to complete asurround- sound setup.

in at 1161b. Interestingly, the

pixel, 2000:1 contrast, CineAlta
4K SRX-R220 projector. This
S126,000 goliath is able to

Japan for 58,000 less!

A FEW COPPERS MORE?

cover a20m ( 65.6ft) screen. If
your living room is too small to
accommodate the Sony then the
new LP-XL50 from Sanyo might

The price of copper has rocketed

be just the ticket. This 1024 x
768 pixel marvel is said to fill
an 80in screen from adistance
of only 8cm. In order to achieve
this the Sanyo uses aproprietary

'Perhaps in the next few years
Bryston will consider diversifying
into tuners and turntables, too...'
FIRST INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER IS ROLLED OUT
Adding to its ' entry-level' 800 range [ see cover story,
Aug], Boulder Amplifiers has released its first integrated
amplifier, the 865. Like other models in the range it
offers only XLR balanced inputs, and uses aresistor
step volume control based on the 810 preamp. Output
power is specified at 150W into 8ohm and 300W into
4ohm, and the UK retail price is set at £ 7750.
Metropolis, 01435 867438 www.boulderamp.com
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aspheric mirror to focus and curve
the image onto the screen above

recently, affecting most products,
particularly hi-fi and AV cable.

(or below) the projector. Expect
to see this clever product in the
shops from the end of the year.

The margins on audio cables are
typically very generous and while

BRYSTON SPINNER
Having talked about producing
one for years, Bryston, famous for

theirs with immediate effect.
One company, Van den Hul, has

its high- end amplification is finally

actuially reduced its prices to try

to release aCD player. Ingeniously

and hold on to its customers.

called the BCD1, it uses Class-A
proprietary Bryston circuits and

EXPANSION IN THE CAN

a24-bit/I 92kHz Crystal DAC.

Finally, at atime when some

Available by the end of this
year, alas the player won't carry

hi-fi companies are scaling back,
Sennheiser, manufacturer of
headphones and microphones,

the company's famous 20-year
guarantee, though sources tell me
it might stick five years on them,
HI-FI DATES FOR YOUR DIARY...
02 SEPT
Audio Jumble, Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge,
Kent, opens 10.30am, early 9.30am, Tel: 01892 540022
21-23 SEPT Unplugged 2007, Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow
05-08 OCT

123rd AES Convention, Javits Convention

Center, New York, NY, USA
10-11 NOV Audio Show 2007, Hotel Sobieski & Hotel Bristol,

some manufacturers won't raise
prices until they run out of drums
of old stock, many are increasing

has announced an expansion of
its headquarters in Wennebostel,

which is pretty good for alaser.
Perhaps in the next few years

Germany. Plans include anew,
larger production facility replacing

Bryston will consider diversifying

aplant 30km away.

+

Warsaw, Poland

o
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Fir st sight of new products & technology
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'GEM SHOW

C

Report by
Paul Miller

EDIA Expo might still be dwarfed by its US counterpart but after 11 years this event now

represents the showcase for the ' residential' custom installation industry in Europe.
Held at the ExCel centre in London's Docklands, this is atrade-only affair that combines

training and educational seminars with new products, technologies and services.

Home automation blends seamlessly with home cinema, multiroom networking, lighting control and
integrated security systems. If you'd rather have a ' man in' to build your dream installation then, likely
as not, he'll be aCEDIA affiliate. Typically, atrue enthusiast will get more satisfaction from doing the job
himself, which is why more custom install products are being targeted directly at the end- user. HiFi
News will bring its technical weight to bear on these 'crossover' technologies in the months to come.

• 00

SHOW REPORT

Left: There's more to Crestron than touchscreen
controllers as this new range of AV electronics clearly

0000a000eoeeoe

indicates. Seen here is its £3500 6x45VV, six-zone AV
receiver with £1500 multizone expander. Crestron
also launched aCD burner and 2-to-4 zone HDD server
at £ 2000+. After abrief conflict with JVC's 'Adagio'
branding, these Crestron products will appear under the
'Adanto' banner when finally released in the UK.

SHOW REPORT
Right: Arcam demonstrated the latest version
of its £3000 FMJ MS250 music server with the
capability to support four (analogue) zones plus
the master room with additional optical and
coaxial digital outputs. A 400GB HDD is included.

Left: Seen running in an automated demonstration
is the forthcoming and evolved version of Audio
Partnership's Cambridge Opus wall-control unit. This
keypad is backwards-compatible with the original but
offers an integral LCD screen that supports streaming
video access to, for example, HDD or DVD menus
on remotely- located hardware. The Opus hardware
may also be merged with lighting and other home
automation schemes provided by Lutron.

" -r
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SHOW REPORT

Left: Still the largest production plasma in the business,
Panasonic's 103- inch Full- HD ( 1920x1080) plasma is
distributed, installed and serviced by PSCo who offer the
logistical experience, heavy- lifting gear and manpower
to negotiate its 220kg bulk. Expect to pay something in
the region of £ 50k for the luxury of owning the heftiest,
highest-tech pane of glass currently available.

0
Above: The massive 10-channel AVC-A1XVA still
dominates the top end of Denon's AV amplifier range,
but this new £ 2000 7-channel AVR4308 is the first of
its models to be equipped with a DAB radio receiver.
Described as ' format neutral', Denon's new receiver
includes Dolby TrJeHD and DTS HD decoding via its
HDMI v1.3 input. Streamed Wi-Fi is supported along with
a built-in web racio browser with etiernet connection.
Audyssey room correction is included as standard.

00

SHOW REPORT

Above: Quietly extending its grip over the specialist
market, DMi ( the installation arm of D&M Holdings) was
showcasing the latest universal DVD players from ( topto- bottom) Denon and Marantz together with an HDD
server from US- brand Escient and our own, home-grown
Opus multiroom controller from Cambridge Audio.

000

SHOW REPORT

Right: Armour Home Electronics numbers Myryad and
Systemline among its brands of domestic audio and
server/controller systems but it also distributes larger
server solutions from IT industry specialists Axonix.
With scalable client/server systems for corporate media
distribution right down to consumer- level products.
Axonix delivers SD and HD audio and video from up to
13TBs of RAID6 storage using arrays of 250GB HDDs.

CT 2007
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First sight of new products & technology
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SHOW REPORT

Left: A total of four NaimNet music servers are
combem,../r

distinguished by the number of outputs (or zones) they
can service. The NS03 seen here offers four analogue
outputs, six digital ( ethernet) streams plus acontrol
screen for the princely sum of £ 4250. The basic NS01
single-output NaimNet music server is expected to
kick-off the range at £ 3000.

•00

SHOW REPORT

Right: Two surprises in one booth! New from Bob
Carver's Sunfire brand is the £ 3500 TGP-5 AV
processor and 7x400W/8ohm TGA7400 power
amplifier while, sitting on top, is astandalone 8channel DSP-based audio equaliser from Audyssey.
This £ 2500 equaliser has been blessed by Tomlinson
Holman of THX fame and represents an evolution of
the automated room cor -ection technology fitted to
AV receivers from Denon, Onkyo, Marantz and NAD.

SHOW REPORT

DMC 250

Left: Nestled among products and services costing a
small fortune was this thoroughly affordable media

Media Centre

centre from Harman Kardon. The DMC 250 is expected
to sell between £ 500-£550 and includes a DVD player
with scaled 1080p HDMI output plus the capacity to rip
from CD or DVD to USB or SD slot memory cards.
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Right: Not only did SIM2 deliver an eyeball- popping
demonstration of its £ 30k HT5000 projector ( exclusive
review of this 3-chip Full- HD DLP system next month), but
it also announced anew single-chip Full- HD projector,
the HT3000E, at £ 101c. The latter is the first to feature
the dynamic ' Unishape' lamp technology along with a
full implementation of TI's BrilliantColor. The PRO-X01
(pictured) is SIM2's first outboard video scaler.
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AUDIOFREAKS

UNPLUGGED
2.0071111
21- 23 SEPTEMBER
Welcome to the first ever
Audiofreaks show weekend - an exciting
opportunity to hear and see new products
and meet their creators
at the Lancaster and Wellington suites, First Floor
Renaissance London Heathrow Hotel
Bath Road, Hounslow TVV6 2AQ
Friday 21 September 3pm-6pm ( press, trade and guests)
Saturday 22 September 10am-6pm • Sunday 23 September 10am-4pm
Admission Free

r•

conrad-johnson

Acustica Applicata ( DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems
Benz- Micro • Cardas • conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente
Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab • McCormack
Muse Electronics • Tri -Planar • Zanden Audio Systems
Distributed Exclusively by Audio freaks

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk
www.audiofreaks.co.uk

NEWS
Delving into the technology of tomorrow

BLUE FUTURE

Marketing teams from both blue laser formats play the numbers game, and arusty future for

today's blue discs... Barry Fox takes alook at how the tech of tomorrow could affect you

B

oth blue laser formats have huge hi-fi potential,
but the audio industry will only get achance
to enjoy it if movie, music video, and games

applications succeed first. The first hard sales
figures from the rival camps show how both formats are
hurting - largely because there are two formats.
Says Ken Graffeo of Universal, the only studio that
is backing HD DVD exclusively over Blu-ray: ' Price is
everything. If it's 5299 or over, it's focused on the early
adopter. We tested 5399 with aS100 rebate in US and
got afive- to ten-times sales increase. It's about razors
RIGHT:
Christian
Bale in The
Prestige, one
of the BD
films said to
showing grey
dot spotting

and blades. Once you've bought the razor you've got
to use Gillette blades. The ratio of hardware is more
important than the ratio of software.'
Despite this, the total sales of standalone HD DVD
players in North America is now 170,000. 'We are
satisfied with European sales,' says Graffeo. ' HD DVD
has 76% of the market, to BD's 24%'. Says Olivier Van
Wynendaele, of Toshiba: ' HD DVD is half the price of a
Blu-ray player'.

"Depending on country, either HD
DVD or BD has been the bestselling
format" says Sony Europe'
BELOW:
Microsoft Xbox
360 with its
optional HD
DVD drive unit

When reminded that Sony has shipped amillion PS3

decision based on the nunbers of over-the-counter
player sales."

BLU ROT
In the early days of Laservision, CD and DVD there
were reports of ' laser rot'. Some discs, sometimes
poorly pressed or stored in high humidity, let oxygen
from the air seep through the protective lacquer and
erode the aluminum reflect ive layer. This caused data

players into Europe, at around € 400 each, and they
all play Blu-ray discs, DVDs and music CDs ( as well as

errors which made the player stutter or stop playing.
Now there are reports of afew early Blu-ray discs

games), Graffeo and Van Wynendaele qualified their
figures: 'They are for standalone players. We are not
considering the games market. We believe the market

showing signs of grey dot spotting.
BVHE's The Prestige was the Blu-ray title most

will be made by standalone players'.
However when talking about the optional HD DVD
drive for the Microsoft Xbox 360 games machine,
Graffeo described it as ' having the highest attach rate
for any Microsoft accessory'. The total price of the
360- plus- drive is the same as for aPS3.
Says Xavier Bringué, of Microsoft: ' In the US
155,000 Xbox HD units have been sold. We don't have
figures for Europe. We don't have worldwide figures.'
Total sales of blue laser discs in North
America, from launch to the end of May
2007, are just 1.2m HD DVD versus 1.5m
Blu-ray; there are 240 BD titles and 220
HD DVDs.
David Walstra of Sony Europe and the
Blu-ray Group, acknowledges: ' Depending
on country, either HD DVD or BD has been
the bestselling format. Across Europe, there
is aclear and consistent 2-to- 1advantage
for Blu-ray over HD DVD disc sales. This can be
explained by the PS3 being used as aBD player.'
'Even though several independents have
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gratefully used Toshiba/Microsoft's early offer to
provide free of charge services to launch HD DVD
titles, these independents will make their final

www.hifinews.co.uk
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often cited on internet postings as having problems.
Others said BVHE's Gone in 60 Seconds, Sony Pictures
Home Entertainment's Stranger Than Fiction and
Warner Home Video's The Departed were also
affected, but to alesser extent. Most of the affected
discs appear to have been released within ashort
time of one another, and at least some pressed by
Sony DADC. But Sony says it has not received any
complaints. Disney's BVHE is now asking customers
with aproblem to call its Consumer Relations hotline
'for forensic examination'. BVHE's hotline told acaller
that so far only one disc had been returned and the
disc appeared to have been cleaned with acaustic
substance, such as bleach or ammonia.
If the problem is real, and does not affect HD DVD,
it could be related to BD's use of a0.1mm coating
layer. Sony DADC has been using atransparent
adhesive film, but has now switched to the spin
coating process used by most other replicators.
There was no internet when Laservison, CD and
DVD rot was discovered, so awareness was slow. Now
any problem will be publicised and addressed far
more quickly. 0)

MELOD001

selectaudio

exquisite audio products

e. select.audio@tiscall.co.uk

www.selectaudio.co.uk

t. +44 (0) 1900 813064
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Melody Pure Black 101d Preamplifier

®

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

Melody Pure Black 101d Valve Preamplifier
In avery short time Australian designed Melody amplifiers have achieved world-wide acclaim. The company's Pure Black
101d valve pre- amplifier, for example, has already won recognition amongst Japan's hi-fi cognoscenti where it is now
considered to be one of the three finest pre- amps in the world - regardless of price. Not surprisingly, this highly specified
pre-amp features superior components throughout its state-of-the-art circuitry by specialists like Aerovox and Jensen.
What is surprising is the price, at just £3,295.
Now Melody amplifiers are available here in Europe and already the French specialist magazine " Revue du Son et Home
Cinema" has awarded the Melody Pure Black 101d its highest accolade, commenting "... this pre-amplifier is worthy
of association with the best in the world ..." Please call for further information.

www.melody-europe.com
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WHY OUR REVIEWS ARE THE INDUSTRY'S BENCHMARK.,
HiFi News has the most comprehensive
and trusted test regime of any hi-fi
magazine in the world. Each month we
offer aclear evaluation of all types of
audio equipment - two-channel audio
from turntables, integrated, pre- and
power amplifiers, FM or DAB radio and
CD players, through to multichannel
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DIRECT ACCESS
Want to skip directly to our detailed
description of sound or picture quality?
Then look for these icons:

e

SOUND QUALITY...

PICTURE QUALITY...
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plasma, DLP or D-ILA.
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six-channel QC Suite testing station
developed by HiFi News' Editor,
Paul Miller, and now an industry standard.
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report data online. Log onto
www.hifinews.co.uk and follow the links
to obtain free downloads.
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UNDER THE BONNET

•
Ever wondered what makes an amplifier,
°"'''ck% CD/DVD/Oniversal player or AV processor
tick? This is where HiFi News lifts the lid
r t on each and every review product to give
r
'"
you the inside track on its key building
111
blocks. The blue 'speech bubble' captions
are generated by our engineers, rather than
copied from brochures or PR fluff, so you are
guaranteed atruly independent overview of
•
the product's inner workings.
d
As a rule, many of the highlighted
o
components or circuit details will be linked
to specific areas of performance in the Lab
di
Report. No longer an anonymous ' black
levi
box', visualising key areas of strength or
rtit•
weakness within a product permits a far
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Technical Editor, Keith Howard. All
electronics are measured using the
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They say that apicture is worth athousand words, so it's certainly worth
spending a little time getting to grips with the graphical content of our
Lab Reports. To enable comparisons between issues, one of the graphs
on each Lab Report will be repeated for products of similar type. For
example, our reviews of CD/DVD/Universal players, outboard DACs and
AV processors will always include a graph illustrating how distortion
increases with decreasing digital signal level at both lkHz (black trace
or infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill). Reviews of amplifiers will always have
a graph showing distortion versus frequency at, typically, 101N/8ohm.
The second graph in each Lab Report is used to illustrate some other
technical feature that's typically unique to the product under test. You
rnight see agraph showing abnormally high jitter from a CD player, for
example, or how the dynamic power output of an amplifier varies with
different loudspeaker loads.
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WATERFALL GRAPHS
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This specific 3D or 'waterfall plot' accompanies most of our loudspeaker reviews.
The graph illustrates the ' annulative spectral decay' of a loudspeaker, showing
the output of its drivers and cabinet in response to a brief transient or impulse
signal. The first line in the plot ( 1) shows the frequency response of the speaker
plotted from 200Hz-20kHz. Once the impulse stops, almost every speaker carries
on producing some output from, for example, poorly-damped drivers to cabinet
resonances and reflections within the box. These residual honks, rattles and
buzzes, nowever subtle, are depicted by the cascade ( 2) that follows the initial
impulse response. Our plots show these ' noises' emerging from the speaker ( 3)
up to 5msec (five thousandths of asecond) from the initial transient and are a
direct indication of how clean or coloured the design is likely to sound.

3D GRAPHS
Occasionally it's impossible to illustrate aspecific technical 'feature' on aflat. two-dimensional graph
and athird axis is required. Viewing the full output of aCD/DVD player to show the effect of its digital
filter is just one such occasion. This example plot shows afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep ( 1) plotted against
output signal level (the vertical or Y axis) and output frequency (the X axis from 0-100kHz). Here we
can see the effect of agentle fitter in the slow ultrasonic roll-off ( 2) alongside rippled stopband images
(3) and harmonic distortions (4). In this case, the ' digital' distortions ( 3) are caused by reflections of
the audio data off multiples of the sample rate (something that only happens with LPCM) while the
conventional 2nd, 3rd. 4th... harmonic distortions (4) are just as likely to originate from the analogue
stages as the choice of internal OAC.
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home cinema products including DVD
players, AV receivers and processors plus
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HiFi News is also in the unique position
of offering similarly in-depth testing of
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DVD-A and SACD players. Not forgetting

HiFi News apowerful edge, but we are
also the only magazine to offer its full test
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Our expert reviewers sum up all that's
important about a product in our Verdict
section, with key indicators of quality
illustrated on our colour-coded pie chart.
Viewed clockwise from the top, the
sound (or picture) quality, the breadth
of features and facilities, the quality of
its construction are all allocated a slice
of the pie. Plus, and here's an important
extra consideration in our era of Global
Warming, power consumption is indicated
by afinal green segment.
Each of these Sound, Features, Build
and Economy slices are rated in percent:
the larger the segment, the better
the sound, the greater the number of
features, the higher the standard of its
construction and the more economic it is
to run. Naturally, there's some variation in
these ingredients as ' passive' devices like
speakers, cartridges and passive preamps
do not draw anything from the mains.
Similarly, we do not allocate speakers or
MM/MC cartridges arating for features.
Neither is there any over-arching
figure for 'value' as this perception is
largely dictated by the priorities and
wallet of the beholder. Instead, products
are divided into three colour-coded price
bands - the pie-charts are coloured
purple for products up to £ 1000, blue
between E1001-£3000 and red for the
rarified high-end at E3000+.

TESTED THIS MONTH...

42

Group test: £ 100 headphones go tête-à-tête

SOUND or PICTURE QUALITY

PIE CHART COLOUR KEY

EQUIPMENT
UP TO £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £ 1000

EQUIPMENT
OVER £3000

For the diehard music and movie enthusiast,
this piece of the cake is all about its flavour.
The key ingredients are discussed with all
the passion you'd expect from our team of
world-class reviewers and their enthusiasm
is reflected in the score for the equipment's
sound or, indeed, picture quality.
As ever, this rating represents a balance
of subjective qualities, so while not all
80-percenters, for example, will sound
identical, they will offer a better overall
performance than those ranked below.
Within each of our three price bands, 50%
represents an acceptable sound quality,
60% is good, 70% very good while anything
over 80% is excellent. Only state-of-the-art
items will score over 90%.

SOUND

75%

FEATURES & FACILITIES
This slice of the pie is very straightforward
-the more inputs, outputs, knobs, bells
and whistles featured on the equipment,
the higher its score. A passive preamp
with little more than an input selector
and volume control will score close to
10% while a multichannel preamp with
4 digital, analogue and HDMI inputs plus a
host of DSP options will inevitably score
closer to 100%. The value of a high
score for features will depend on your
priorities, but a 50% rating represents
the average haul expected from a
product of its type.

18 Duevel Bella Luna Diamante

22 Audio Research 1517 pre

26 Bel Canto 53001 amplifier

30 Accustic Arts twobox CD

36 Cambridge/Onkyo AV amps

52 Manger Audio Zerobox 10

FEATURES

75%

rIPIr"PIPM•P•1111,7
1
1e"..quir

BUILD

ECONOMY RATING
Wherever you stand on Global
Warming and the Great Green
Debate, no-one could have missed
their electricity
bills
tip-toeing
upwards in recent times. It's a littleappreciated fact that running a50in
plasma or LCD screen for several
hours a day can end up costing a
few hundred pounds ayear in power
alone. The power consumption
of CD and DVD players is rather
less at 5-20W but big screens and
projectors
may
demand
some
300W while the highest of hi-end
amplifiers tip the scales in excess of
500W. Our 0-100% scale covers a
power consumption from 1000W+
down to 1W. The smaller the green
wedge, the more it'll cost you to run
and the more CO, that will be on
your conscience.

75%
ECO

75%

j
i

D. This 3dB

BUILD QUALITY
With
years
of
production
engineering and test experience
on tap at HiFi News, we are
uniquely able to assess the build
and component quality of all
our review products. Remember.
just because a product looks
pretty or is finished in a stunning.
polished wood veneer, doesn't
always mean it's built like a brick
outhouse or designed to last as
long. To score in excess of 90%,
the equipment must be backed
by aminimum 5year guarantee.

•„
56 Naim Audio Supernait integrated amplifier

60 Su
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The Duevel Planets shone
brightly in our April 2007
test. How does this earlier,
far costlier omnidirectional
design compare?
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Tested by Ian Harris

D

uevel's distinctive Bella Luna Diamante
speakers may not be new to the UK market;
indeed, they have formed the core of the
German company's range of distinctive

omnidirectional speakers for anumber of years now.
However, just as it is not guaranteed that every new
product is particularly interesting, it is certainly not
the case that every interesting product is particularly
new. Duevel speakers have not been widely reviewed
in the UK press, and the outstanding spatial qualities
of the new, entry-level, Planets model (
HFN April 2007)
tweaked my interest sufficiently to persuade editor Paul
Miller to let me give these ' seasoned' campaigners a
somewhat overdue HFN once-over.
If ever acomponent should make an impact before
anote was played, the Bella Luna would be it. Looking
like something between a22nd century pagoda and a
venting system for aparticularly stylish nuclear shelter,
the speaker prompted puzzlement in each and every
visitor to my listening room. Ihasten to add that, in
almost all cases, the puzzlement was positive in nature,
and the Bella Lunas certainly add another chapter to the
'hi-fi as sculpture' story.
To give Duevel due credit, it has managed to make
this function- led structure extremely attractive visually,
which is quite an achievement when you consider the
limited aesthetic appeal of the average speaker motor,
basket and cone. The review pair matched aluminium
panels with satin- black diffusers to excellent effect,
while real wood veneers, ranging from the subtle to the
spectacular, are also available (these being paired with
`bare' wood diffusers which, rather nicely, uncover their
multi- ply construction).

SPINNING TOP DIFFUSION
Frequency split is alittle out of the ordinary, with a
44mm carbon-fibre mid/treble driver firing vertically
downwards through abeautifully turned horn,
while bass is handled by an upward-firing 220mm
cone. Splitting the two is a ' spinning-top' shaped
omnidirectional diffuser, which tapers upwards into
WHY OMM?
There is no true omnidirectional loudspeaker:
one that radiates sound equally in all directions
across the whole audible frequency range. The
best that can practically be achieved is one
that radiates evenly in the horizontal plane, as
the Bella Luna does through its combination
of an upwards firing bass- mid driver with
conical reflector and circumferential horn
tweeter. Throughout audio history there have
been designers and listeners who espouse this
wide sound dispersion, just as there have been
opponents who prefer aspeaker's radiation
to be constrained to narrower angles. Those
arguing for the omni approach often cite
the high ratio of reflected-to-direct sound in
the concert hall, but more significant may be
the fact that omnis like the Bella Luna have a
directivity - in the horizontal plane, anyway
-which is much more consistent with frequency
than that of conventional speakers. This
ensures that the direct sound and early lateral
reflections have similar spectral content. KH

AUDIO

FILE

Two-way
horn loaded
omnidirectional

Price: £3750
Made By:
Duevel
Supplied By:
Real Hi Fi
Telephone:
0870 909 6777
Web: www.cdkonzert.com

ABOVE: Centred between the Bella Luna's discreet
single-wired multi-way terminals, asmall bayonet switch
connects the speaker's impedance matching circuitry
the neck of the horn to direct mid/treble output via
a360 degree horizontal slot. The Duevel's cabinet is
reflex- loaded via four triangular cut-outs at its base, one
of which contains aset of discreet single-wired multiway terminals, along with asmall bayonet switch to
activate the Bella Luna's impedance matching circuitry.

DEPTH AND DETAIL
While the Planets model showed itself to be avery
capable eitry-level speaker with revelatory spatial
capabilities, it was immediately clear that the
Bella Luna was amuch more rounded performer
-although, perhaps this was to be expected at a
price of £ 3750, against the Planets' £ 800! The first
aspect of the larger Duevel's performance to impress
was the behaviour at the top and bottom of the

'the Diamante excelled
at uncovering the rich yet
subtle bass harmonics of
both cello and piano'
frecuency spectrum. Low frequencies displayed
enough depth and detail to pinpoint the shape
and texture of each note in the loping ( and slightly
recessed) bass line to 'Watching The Detectives',
while there was also enough top-to- bottom
speed and grip to comfortably untangle the sonic
mayhem of King Kurt's Destination Zululand. For
those who prefer their musical fix to be acoustic,
the Bella Luna also excelled at uncovering the rich
yet subtle low-frequency harmonics of both cello
and piano in atruly natural and organic manner.
At the other end of the scale, high frequencies
had atremendous sense of energy, providing
impressive levels of low-level detail and excellent
transient impact. This gave the Duevel speaker
agreat affinity for tempo and musical nuance, ç_->
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LAB

DUEVEL

uncovering the tiniest rhythmic flourishes with ease.

BELLA LUNA DIAMANTE /£3750

RESULTS

Lower midrange, via the ultra- neutral Musical Fidelity
kW amplifiers, was natural-sounding and well integrated
Horn-loaced ccmpresston
tweeter has a44mm

but, perhaps, just afraction recessed as compared to
the frequency extremes.
mui

PUSHING THE LEVELS
At all sensible levels, the Bella Luna speaker displayed
very good levels of clarity and coherence but, of course,
the kW amps present agolden opportunity for decidedly
non-sensible levels, and here the Bella Luna was alittle
less comfortable. Push the volume up too far and the
high-frequency and upper- mid energy levels seem to

titaniim dome and adozen
20mro diameter neodymium
magnets arrayed around
it. A patented phase plug
design provides uniform path
length frcfn all sections of
the diaphragm -to the smallerdiameter horn : hroat

-Joao

contribute to aslight sense of congestion. Reprising
my listening programme via apair of single- ended 805
monoblocks, it seemed that valves made aperfect
partnership with these speakers. Forty watts seemed

Machined from lamhated

to provide power- a- plenty, and atouch of warmth in

wood, the two ' flying saucers'

the midrange seemed to tie the frequency extremes
together atouch more fluently.
In terms of spatial performance, the ultimate

have adua role. Together the
upper and ower sections form
acircumferential horn which
distributes tweeter output over
360 degrees horizontally. The

width of the soundstage was impressive, but highly
material-dependent. However, where the Bella Luna
trumped any speaker Ihave yet heard was in the
sense of total separation between the image array
and the speakers themselves. Listening to Wolfgang
Schneiderhan and the Berlin Philharmonic under Eugen
lochum playing Beethoven's Violin Concerto [ DG], the
orchestra appeared firmly located along and beyond
the front wall, with absolutely no tendency to gravitate
towards the speakers at either end of the soundstage.
Throughout lOcc's 'Art For Art's Sake', the Bella Luna
speakers provided ahuge, multi- layered, wall-to-wall
rendition, which showed that, given appropriately
recorded material, these omnidirectionals were indeed
masters of the truly cavernous soundstage.
And that, really, is the crux of the matter. While
the speakers' performance goes way beyond ahuge
soundstage, it is this aspect that distances them from
more conventional speakers. For those listeners who
consider spatial performance to be an inconsequent
sonic frippery, the Duevel cannot quite match the clarity
under pressure, power handling or drive of the most
capable conventional speakers.
However, for those who value the sense of
atmosphere an impressive soundstage can provide, an

ImMIMMIt

lower section also acts as a
conical reflector to distribute the
forward ou -.psr. Iron- the upwardsfiring 22Orssm bass nid driver

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
When aloudspeaker distributes sound
over awide angle you would expect it to
have lower sensitivity than conventional
speakers which, at higher frequencies,
confine their output to narrower angles.
So it's no surprise to find that the Bella
Luna, despite its horn- loaded compression
tweeter, has an average sensitivity (across
200Hz to 20kHz) of only 83dB. In practice
it will appear to be more sensitive than this
because of the more energetic reverberant
field it generates.
Although it is difficult to combine wide
dispersion with aflat frequency response,
the Bella Luna does apretty good job
although the essentially flat trend is
marred by quite large ripples above 2kHz,
hence the high frequency response error
figures. Pair matching error is high too but
principally because of disparities above
10kHz, below which the matching was

much tighter, as shown in the response
graph ( below, left).
Loudspeakers of this type usually have
messy, ditficult to interpret cumulative
spectral decay waterfalls because of
their reflectors, and the Bella Luna is no
different ( graph, below right). But there
appear ta be some bass- mid driver cone
resonances around the narrow response
notch at 2.3kHz, and there are ripples in
the impedance modulus curve - particularly
at 250Hz - suggestive of low-frequency
enclosure resonances.
Unusually, the Bella Luna has a
switchable impedance correction network
which is very effective at making the
amplifier ioad more benign at mid and high
frequencies, even though it reduces the
minimum modulus slightly. The modulus
and phase figures quoted in the table,
below, are for this corrected condition. KH

00

omnidirectional such as this should be aprerequisite
for the audition list. As with the Planets, the Bella Luna
Diamante demonstrated spatial capabilities on apar
with the very finest anywhere near their price point,
while also providing alarger sweet spot and avery
welcome flexibility in positioning. c')

70
200

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Another individually styled
and highly spatially capable
omnidirectional from Duevel.

I
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I
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00k

Frequency »

0000
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LEFT: Good pair matching below 10kHz but there's a marked loth at

SOUND

75%

2.3kHz and response ripples thereafter; RIGHT: Some cone resonances are
visible around the response notch

Horn- loaded mid/treble is well
integrated and, combined with

Sensitivity ( SPI at 1m for 2.83V rms input)

impressive bass performance,

Impedance

offers a surprisingly punchy

at its most comfortable at wall
shaking levels, the Bella Luna
seems particularly well suited to
valve amplification.
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83d3
3.8 ohm @ 2861-Ir
38.1 ohm @ 38Hz

performance for such an
elegant looking speaker. Not

modulus min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz)

Impedance phase min/max

(20HZ -200.12)

32° @ 26Hz

BUILD

80%

-55° @ 98Hz

Pair

matching 200Hz-20kHz)

±-7.9dB

LF/HF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)10kHz)

49Hz j24.1kHz

THD 100Hzi1kHz/10kHz ( for 90dB SPL at In)

0.5% I0.3% I1.7%

24.5kHz

Quality redefined.,
brilliant natural sound...

"One of hi-fi's true classics redefined: this
is the best Quad electrostatic design ever,
and atruly world-class speaker"
-What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision, January 2007
"I have to say that this is the finest speaker
on the planet"
-Ken Kesslet

New,

00

"By the highest standards, the 2905s get
*everything right to ( idegree that had me
shaking my head in awe"
-- Noel Keywood, I

World

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Hectroacoustirs Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XLI, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.uk

PREAMPLIFIER TEST

hi-fi news
EDITOR'S

CHOICE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS17 PREAMP (£3099)

The euphony of valves married to the
convenience of remotely- controlled
input select on and volume control
—Audio Research scores again

22
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Tested by Ken Kessler

G

¡ven that Audio Research managed to provide
afrisson of ' REF' sound in its entry-level PH5

phono stage, is it too much to hope that
the same benediction might apply to anew
entry-level LS- series preamplifier? Imagine: an affordable
preamp with agoodly slice of REF3 magic.
Clearly, the LS26, which nestles smack in the middle
of the range, exhibits much of the REF3's capability, but
that unit costs £ 5300. You'd not merely expect topflight performance at that price, you'd demand it. The
LS17's price tag, though, brings us that much closer to
earth. It costs amore attainable £ 3099.
Which is not to say that it lacks for anything beyond
an elevated price, and Iwould not deduct asingle point
for the absence of aphono stage — this was designed
from the get- go as aline- level- only preamp. Besides, it
begs for the partnering PH5 phono stage, should vinyl
be among your most- used sources.

A SENSIBLE DISPLAY
Audio Research has been making line-only stages for
some time, and this one clearly respects the brilliance
of its predecessor, the delightful LS16, by tampering

sensible and legible as one could want tn this day of

only slightly with the recipe. Like its forebear, the LS17's
ingress and egress include two balanced and five single-

preamp/processors with miniature TV screens onboard.
So hair-shirt it is not. Two rotaries control volume

ABOVE: Damping
rings are used
to control

ended inputs, plus two balanced and one single- ended
output, while atape deck is served by adedicated
monitor input and record output. The seven inputs are

and source selection, while pushbuttons access power,
tape monitor, the unity-gain processor loop and

microphony
in the 6H30

mute; these functions are also found on the supplied
handheld remote. The company has also addressed

double-triodes

labelled BAL2 and BALI for the XLR-equipped balanced
inputs, while the phono socket single-ended inputs are
tagged Aux, Tuner, CD, Proc (for processor) and Monitor.
Where the ' 17 departs from the ' 16, while resisting

custom installations, so all of the LS17's functions are

the full-on light show of the REF3, is the fitting of a

individually addressable by discrete codes for integration
with external controllers. And despite such modern
touches, the LS17, especially in silver, is unmistakably an

rather classy, newly- commissioned linear LED display.

ARC product, thanks to its lab look, complete with black

Its main function is a20- lamp horizontal sequence for
visual determination of where you've set the 104- step

handles fitted as standard.

volume control — very tasty. It also contains indicators
for the selected input and muting, and it's about as
....0•100'.././7/:/1/110111,11111111'111.101.1121ileirk%h.

CZ=

o

TAKING A BALANCED VIEW
Under the bonnet, the LS17 employs two 6H30
twin triodes in its hybrid WET/tube audio stage. The
480x134x305mm (whd) chassis houses alarger

'The LS17 is undeniably avalve preamp, yet it keeps the euphony in check.
Vintage-sounding it certainly is not'

THE PERFECT DOWNSIZE
What confuses this seasoned Audio Research
observer is the company's seemingly schizophrenic

power transformer, redesigned power supply with line

ability to take the core value of an exceedingly

proprietary output coupling caps. The power supplies
are electronically-regulated, low and high voltage types.

complex design, the REF 3, and translate it into
something almost minimalist. With but two valves,
asingle large motherboard and two daughters, and
arelatively cost-effective solid-state power supply,
the LS17 is clearly cut- down and simplified. But this
is never apparent. The only obvious economising
is the removal of that oversized display, for which
Iam actually grateful. Close listening reveals
little in the way of compromise — perhaps ashade
less dynamic range, atad less mass down below.
But here is aperfect example of downsizing that

regulation better than 0.01% and new parts including

The circuitry provides an automatic 50- second warmup tine, which places the LS 17 into mute mode after
switcn-on, thus precluding any nasty power- on thumps.
Around the back, ahost o XLRs stared me in the

AUDIO

FILE
Line- level valvehybrid preamp
with remote
control

face, so it was all but mandatory that Ifirst savoured the

Price: £3099

difference between single-ended and balanced usage.
Regular readers will know that Iprefer the latter, and
the LS17 did nothing to charge my mind. If you have

Made by Audio
Research

balanced-output sources and balanced input amplifiers,

demands the use of an oft- cited analogy: the 1517

invest in some balanced-XLR-terminated cables and
enjoy the added coherence, :: ighter bass and everything

is to the REF 3what Porsche's Boxster is to the 911.
In other words, ' nearly as good for awhole lot less

else that studio types will tell you do not exist merely
by going to balanced operation. But, as Ilearned, those

money'. And that's music to most ears.

single-ended outputs came in handy when Istumbled
upon amatch made in heaven. Of which more anon. C
'>

Supplied by:
Absolute Sounds
Telephone: 020
8971 3909
Web: wvvw.
audioresearch.
corn
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Sources included balanced- output PS Audio and
Simaudio Moon phono stages (with SME 30/SME
Vturntable and Koetsu Urushi cartridge) and the
balanced output of the Marantz CD12/DA12 CD player.
Power amps included the McIntosh MC2102 and Krell
Evolution 600, driving Sonus faber Guarneris and Rogers
15ohm LS3/5As. Speaker wiring came from Yter, and
interconnects contained amix of Transparent and
Kimber balanced and single- ended.

e

A SINGER- SONGWRITER DIET

For some inexplicable, if not quite perverse reason,
I've been masochistically over- indulging in singer-

BELOW: Logiccontrolled
selection is
provided for
two balanced
inputs, 5singleended inputs
with additional
sockets for tape
and single-ended
preamp outputs
alongside two
balanced preamp
outputs

songwriter works of late, much of it like cod liver oil:
you know it's supposed to be good for you, even if it

into their angst, which surely is the raison d'être of
their whining. Where it shines most is in its ability to
sound devoid of coloration, especially sss-artifice, while
somehow conveying all the humanity of avoice without
resorting to euphonic tube enhancement. That's the
trickiest part of all to explain: the LS17 is undeniably
avalve pre- amp, yet it keeps the euphony in check.
Vintage-sounding it most certainly is not.
And that's because the LS17 has nearly all the detail
retrieval and openness of the REF3, if the portrayal is
somewhat less majestic in dimensional terms. If there's
an ARC with 'warm' to one side and ' cool' to the other,
with perfection in the middle, the REF3 is amere degree
or two towards warm, while Krell's Evolution 600 is a
hair towards cool. The LS17? A teensy bit warmer than

tastes like something from the crankcase of a 1947
Hudson - filtered through Wayne Rooney's jockstrap. So,
too, is the music of Joni Mitchell, something everyone
with 'taste' is supposed to love, despite avoice like
fingernails across achalkboard. Bob Lind of ' Elusive
Butterfly' fame, the supremely over- rated, tuneless
Tim Buckley: whatever is music's equivalent of luwies.
Maybe Idid it for, well, enlightenment. Or to understand
why Iworship the Ramones.
But what these ` poets' all share are breathtaking
recordings, masterful backing musicians and vocals
with character. Feeding them through asystem with
the LS17 at its heart enables the listener to tap directly

.esoreri/ra#'
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RESULTS
Fully discrete PSU
rectification and
regulation

A popular 68HC711 processor
from Motorola performs all the
LS17's housekeeping duties

Attempting to offer apreamp

between anotional ' 1' and ' 20',

that combines the attraction

the latter representing afull

of valve amplification with

+17.6dB gain, dropping 2dB to

the convenience of remote

+15.6dB at ' 19' then reducing

control, volume and input

in 3dB steps before reaching

selection might very easily

-48.3dB at ' 2'. This gives an

result in an unhappy marriage,

effective volume range of 66dB

but Audio Research has

with finer increments possible by

cracked this particular nut to

momentarily twisting the spring-

spectacular effect. The 1517's

loaded volume knob between its

FET/6H30-based gain block

20 LED steps.

provides amaximum + 17.6dB
Mechanical relay
switching for the
balanced and single en ded eWts

of amplification, sufficient to

In practice, Audio Research
is using pairs of DS1666

raise 1V out from a 132mV

'audio digital resistors' for its

input. The volume control steps

volume control, 128- position

RIGHT:
Distortion

Sovtek 6H30
double- triodes

versus frequency
for 1V output,
left channel
(black infill) vs
right channel
(red infill)

A pair of 051666 chip resistor
networks are used to control the
volume for each of the left and right
channels ( left channel highlighted)
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20

100

1k
Frequency >>

10k

20k

E

the REF3, but still close enough to dead-centre to

while they still blended into awhole. There was the

qualify as areference ( with asmall ' r') device.

trademark L53/5A midband, used to great effect on
the new collection of Dusty Springfield- at-the- BBC

Enhancing this experience, amidband so lifelike

sessions. All the requisite textures were maintained,

as to beg adiet of unplugged material, are rapid
transients, and deep, rich bass able to flatter both

while the Quads inserted atingle of warmth, ahint of
lushness. Meanwhile, the LS17 simply did as it was told,
commanding the sources components, feeding the amps.

the hard, tight lower octaves of modern funk as well
as acoustic bass and percussion. Wilko Johnson's
guitar fusillade on the remastered edition of Dr
Feelgood's Down by The Jetty borders on the vicious,

It sounded so good that Ieven broke the rules by
hooking the Guarneris to the Quads - ano- no because

with all the attack that his chopping style should

the Sonus fabers like more power. But at normal levels,

embody. In the same tracks, the late Lee Brilleaux's
harp both punctuates and challenges the guitar, and
the bass/drum rhythm section has such sheer mass

with not-too- strenuous material, still Iwas able to
hear the LS17 sounding almost as wide open as with
the bigger amps, while it revealed asubtlety that
complemented the small Beeb monitors. Acoustic
guitars - some Eric Bibb, some Rory Block - possessed

that the mono disc sounds almost as visceral as the
fuller stereo bonus CD.
Shifting from Essex R&B to twee folk and back,

adeliciously authentic woodiness. Bottleneck? Slippery

from the wry delivery of Long John Baldry's Anglicised
blues to the intricate harmonies of The Four Seasons,

and suitably metallic.
Far be it from me to suggest that this preamp

the LS17 proved as versatile with material as it is with
source handling. But all of that was in an ideal situation:
balanced mode, feeding £ 6k's worth of amp and

negates the need for an 1326 or aREF3. But it is,
undeniably, the best value of the trio, and aproduct
so impossible to fault that I've ordered one for myself
(maybe my PH5 was feeling abit lonely).

another £ 6k's worth of speakers. Iwanted to have some
real world fun with it.

CONNECTED CLASSICS

in the listening room, organising my CD library, doing
the annual turf-out and clean up, and Isuddenly got the

85%

When Audio Research brings
out new models, they always

So out came the Quad II Classic power amp. And
although it's single- ended, it presented one of the nicest
surprises of the review sessions. Iwas messing around

SOUND
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ABOVE: Avalve
preamp with

demonstrate the best of the
`trickle-down' theory. Thus,

urge to hook up the LS3/5As and the Quad II Classics
-why I'm not sure. Still using the aforementioned vinyl
and silver disc sources, Iheard asystem few would
imagine assembling even in full-on ' Fantasy Hi Fi' mode,

of remote
control - full

Both its immediate and net effects were revelatory,
as if each component was allowed to shine and perform
of its best - like tasting every ingredient in afine sauce,

tI

offers for circa £ 3000 what

input selection,
up/down volume

would have cost £ 6000 five

and mute are

but, by gum, it worked.

TURES

asalesperson could say with
astraight face that the LS17

the convenience

offered on this
minimalist

BUILD

years ago. So, yes, it flaunts an
indecent amount of the £ 9000

76%

ECO

74°/o

REF 3's prowess. Yes, it sounds
simply delicious. And, yes, I'm
buying one.

handset

potentiometers that support the

Because of the stepped impedance of

far left) indicates that distortion

XLR connections, the LS17 achieves

intermediate steps between each of

this volume network, the response of

is slightly higher on the right ( red

its most linear performance at

the 20 notional volume settings. Most

the LS17 also varies by volume position,

trace) than left ( black trace) channel

200-300mV output where distortion

manufacturers opt for asingle chip

showing the greatest HF attenuation at

at 0.006% vs 0.002%, respectively,

falls to just

solution shared between channels

the maximum setting (-2.4d13/20kHz).

from 20Hz right through to the upper

output, which might be required to

to ensure precise matching but, for

This improves to - 0.53dB/20kHz

msdrange. increasing to just 0.01%

drive apower amplifier to its rated

reasons of fidelity and improved

at unity gain (volume ' 14') and

at 20kHz and 0.02% at 40kHz. The

specification, distortion increases to

channel separation (
89-106dB from

-0.2dB/20kHz at - 6dB (volume ' 12') as

difference between channels probably

- 0.012%,

20Hz-20kHz), Audio Research uses

illustrated by the graph ( below).

boils down to matching between

incurs some 0.05%. Once again, these

the 6H30 triodes in each channel,

figures are perfectly acceptable and,

pairs of these chips in each of its dualmono channels.
The mere 0.08dB error in channel

At 87.8dB, the A-wtd S/N ratio is

- 0.001%.

At some 2V

while at 5V output the L517

just where I
would expect it. although

sa another LS17 might measure very

indeed, very well managed by the

distortion (almost entirely 2nd and

slightly differently.

standards of this breed.

Distortion also varies according

Afull QC Suite Report for the LS17

balance is thus explained even if it still

3rd harmonic in composition) is rather

surpasses what might be achieved with

lower than with some competing ' high

to the LS17's output level, which

preamplifier is available by following

aconventional rotary analogue pot.

end' valve preamps. The graph ( below,

is not uncommon. Via its balanced

the links on www.hifinews.co.uk. PM

HI- F1 NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

RIGHT: Frequency
response at reducing
volume level positions
-position ' 20' (green),
'15' ( red), ' 10' ( blue)
and ' 5' ( black)

1k
Frequency >3.

lek

Maximum gain

+17.6d8

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (1V output)

0.002-0.01%

Distortion at IkHz, 10mV-5V output

0.0014-0.058%

Frequency response, 20Hz-100IcHz (max. volume position)

+0.0dB to -13.5d8

Channel separation, 20Hz-20kHz

>89dB

A-wtd S/N ratio (re. OdBV)

87.8dB

100k

E
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Saved by the Bel
BEL CANTO 5300i (£ 1699)
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Having made its name with sincle-ended triodes, Bel
Canto is row blazing acooler and greener path with
thoroughly modern Class D amp technology

Tested by David Berriman

C

entrai to Bel Canto's philosophy is the
achievement of musical reproduction. In
1991 the company started working on digital
and analogue products in Minneapolis, USA

and by 1992 it was ready to launch Aida, its first digitalto- analogue converter. Bel Canto next introduced a
series of award-winning high-powered single- ended
triode designs, in particular the SETi40 integrated
amplifier that combined apowerful single-ended triode
with cutting-edge integrated circuit devices in the
preamplifier section.
With SET triodes as abenchmark, Bel Canto went
on to introduce switching power amplifier technology
in high-quality audio amplifiers. Year 2000 saw the
introduction of the eVo switching amplifier line, using
analogue power supplies. In the current e.One Series,
which includes the £ 1699 S300i reviewed here, these
have been replaced by regulated switch- mode power

on/off, volume and input switching) gives rise to adire

supplies, which offer smaller size, improved efficiency,
cooler running and the elimination of mains- based
power supply ripple and noise ( see PM's boxout, below).

warning in the manual never to plug in the amplifier

OUT OF THE BOX

enough to see, so avoid it at one's peril.
Idutifully obeyed, of course, but it does rather limit

Lifted from its packaging, the S300i couldn't be simpler
or easier to install. It's deceptively compact and light,
due to the small power amplifier heatsinks and the
miniscule switch- mode power supply (which runs at
such ahigh speed that very small low- source- impedance
transformers can be used). The back panel is uncluttered
with just four WBT speaker terminals and enough sets of
RCA stereo inputs for four line inputs, line and recording
out. Bringing the price to £ 1799, Bel Canto also offers
an optional USB input but neither version has arear
mounted on/off switch ( or afront mounted one).
Its fascia is even more simplistic, with achunky
brushed aluminium panel, agreen alphanumeric
display and single rotary knob, which is the only control
interface. The lack of an on/off switch, coupled to the
tyranny of aslightly scary single- knob, (which controls

until all the inputs and outputs are connected. To do
otherwise invites the possibility of adestroyed amplifier,
loudspeaker, or maybe even both. The disclaimer is plain

the reviewer habit of ' hot' plugging and unplugging

ABOVE: Four
analogue inputs,
afixed tape
output and
variable preamp
line output are
joined by aUSB
DAC input. The

inputs and speaker leads, to keep everything warmed
up running on-song. However, this is always done with
the particular input disabled via the appropriate input

single pairs of
speaker outputs

selector button, but I, for one, certainly did not wish to

and should not

find out the hard and embarrassing way.
The interface is elegant, but several times Iturned
the amplifier into standby mode when all Iwanted to
do was change the input, or adjust the volume level.
Likewise, Imanaged to change inputs accidentally! The
button must be ¡messed for just the right length of time,

are floating
be connected
to grounded
speaker
configurations
like the Tannoy
Dimension series

but one does get used to it in the end.

'Ignoring the dire warning in its
manual invites the possibility of a
destroyed amp, speaker, or both'

e

JUPITER AND BEYOND
Iran the S300i in for afew days as recommended
before beginning any serious listening. Once settled
in, the overriding impression of this little amplifier
is : he smooth, powerful and effortless nature of its
reproduction. Driven from my Musical Fidelity A5 CD
player, the Mozart Symphony No 41 in C Major ' Jupiter'
ICEPOWER GAINS ANOTHER CONVERT
More amplifier manufacturers are adopting
some form of analogue Class ID / 1
3VVM switching
technology to achieve high power outputs at
greatest efficiency. There are numerous third- party
solutions now available, but Bel Canto has chosen
the same ICEpower solution already implemented
to good effect by Rotel. A growing range of
ICEpower amplifier modules are available from its
originators, Bang & Olufsen. The ( mono) 200ASC
version chosen for the S300i is afully integrated
solution with abuilt-in switch- mode power supply
and the capacity to deliver 200W/4ohm. The total
efficiency of the amplifier and power supply is
claimed to be 79% ( see our Lab Report). PM

from the Karajan/Berlin Philharmonic recording [ DGG
474 27202], pointed up the S300's music- making
abilities to great effect.
The strings shimmered sweetly and naturally in this
remastered 1978 recording, and the orchestra was set
in aconvincing soundstage. Even in the most denselyscored passages, the instruments kept their separation
and, while the bass had alovely weight and bloom, the
strong rhythrn drove the music along securely.
Changing mus:cal genres, there was the 20- bit
remastered Columbia disc of Miles Davis' and Gill Evans'
classic Porgy and Bess [
Columbia/Legacy CK 65141].
Playing ' Buzzard Song' and ' Bess You is my Woman',
Miles' trumpet sang out clean and,pure, while the
gently brushed cymbals possessed anatural warmth and
sizzle. When the horns came in together in ' Bess', they

AUDIO

FILE
Stereo
integrated
amplifier with
four analogue
and one USB
digital input.
Rated at
150W/ Bohm
Made by:
Bel Canto Design
Supplied by:
Aanvil Audio Ltd
Telephone:
01359 240687
Web: www.
belcantodesign.
com
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BEL CANTO

--'..

were loud and mean, but clean and
controlled. Some amplifiers render
this intro as apiercingly harsh mush,
' but not the S300i. Miles' brooding
\
I trumpet was pure magic. The tubas
were rich and solid, while the bass
was easy to follow. In short, a
captivating musical recreation.

S300i £1799

hi-finews
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Each of the left and right
channels are driven from a
Bang 8. Olufsen ICEpower
200ASC Class Damplifier
module. The left channel
board is highlighted here

The JSB input is '
:e•viced by aBut( Own
.CAT2903 single-chip
JSB stereo audic codec
Moidh, althoughunused
in ithis instance, also
supports conventional
SIIPDIF digital audio

For those used to brighter
sounding amplifiers, the S300i
could initially seem dull, but
the extended upper harmonics
of strings, cymbals and Miles'
trumpet, for instance, are
there - just not highlighted
or emphasised, and this is just
as they are heard at aconcert
in the hall. It sounds more like a
good valve amplifier than agood
transistorised design and Ican sense
the lineage of those early Bel Canto SE Triodes.

togic.controlled (but switched by
mechanical relays) input selection
and digital volume control is
acftieved on this rear board

STRUCTURE AND WEIGHT
With Barb lungr's ' Quartier Latin' from her album
Chanson: The Space In Between [
Linn Records AKD167],
the dreamy bells in the intro were crystal clear and her
voice was velvety rich and expressive. Some amplifiers
give atight, fast and lean sound to the double bass,
which has its appeal, but the S300i gave it structure and
weight, clearly reproducing the well-formed notes. The
whole track was presented in abeguiling and tantalising
way and, while Ihave heard her placed more forward in
the mix, the abserce of harshness or undue emphasis on
her voice was very welcome. The 5300i conveyed the
intimacy and fragility of her voice beautifully.
Returning to Mozart - but this time the Piano
Concerto No 21 in C Major, K467, played by Howard
Shelly, with the London Mozart Players [ Chandos CHAN
94 04] - the strings and flute in the first few bars were
delightfully light and clear, while the Steinway sounded
beautifully fluid in the rich live acoustic of St Jude's
Church London. The piano sound revealed arich and
extended harmonic structure, and there was ample
weight and power in the piano's lower registers.

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Perhaps Bel Canto had written its technical
specification before settling on the choice of

by avery impressive 0.001ohm output
impedance, sustained almost entirely across

B&O's ICEpower module as the application
note for the 200ASC board (see inside shot,

the audioband before peaking at several
tens of ohm at - 70kHz. The response also

above) rates it at 200W/4ohm. Bel Canto's
claim for 150W/8ohrn and 300W/4ohm can
only be achieved at very high distortion.
In practice, Isqueezed avery creditable

extends out beyond 20kHz to 60kHz (-3dB).
Distortion varies with frequency, powei
output and load impedance, with optimum

115W/8ohm (< 0.5% THD) and 125W/8ohm

through the midrange at - 0.02%. As the
graph illustrates, however ( below, right),

(<1% THD) with 225W available into 4ohm.
As is usually the case with this type of
Class D/PWM amplifier technology, there

results at 1W/8ohm and 20-30VV./8ohm

distortion does increase quite rapidly at
higher frequencies, reaching - 0.3% at

is precious little dynamic headroom at
126W/240W into 8/4ohm loads and an
obvious limitation into lower impedances
of 91W/2ohm and 48W/lohrp. This is
clear enough from the graph ( below, left),

requiring an input of just 148mV to achieve
afull 125W output at volume • 100'. As a

suggesting that difficult or law impedance
speakers are best avoided. Its control over
other speakers, however, is improved

result, you'll typically be using the digital
volume control through the lower registers
of its range. PM

20kHz at just IOW/Bohm. Also, it's worth
noting that the overall gain of the S300i
is alittle higher than average at i-46.5dB,

Curiously for acool- running amplifier, the burn- in
period seemed very long ( 100 hours is recommended),
and the S300i's transparency kept improving well
beyond that. Beware, though: the 5300i does not
sound immediately impressive. It may not win over on
first listening, but is best savoured over afew albums
and days..ndeed, it's asound that, once appreciated,
cortinues to appeal. (!)
IDO

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
A rich, sweet, transparent-

Dynareur

,. 111.,1

420

20

100

Output »

1k
Frequency.>

•

trace). 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green) loads

sounding amplifier with fine

ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion versus frequency at 13W/Bohm

detail and powerful bass,
the 5300i sounds more like
a classic valve design, but

HI-FI NEWS SPECIF1C TISNS

with the benefit of wider

Power Output, 8/4ohm (<1% THD)

bandwidth. Its subtle, rather

Dynamic Power, 814/2/1ohm

12W/240W/91W/48W

than obviously impressive

Output Impedance (2011z-20kHz)

0.001-0.01ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-20kHz)

+0.'dB to -0.5d8

presentation is ideal for
those seeking to recreate
the musical event - whether
originating in the concert hall
or the recording studio.
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125.N1225W

Input Sensitivity (for OdBYVI600W)

13raV/148mV

Aivtd SIN ratio (for OdBW/full output)

85.8d13/105.6dB

Distortion (10W(Bobm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.02-0.28%
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not everything is created equal

Tel: 0870 909 6777 • info@realhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com
To find your nearest '
Zed hi-ft Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.

From Germany comes this
intriguing two- box CD player,
promising to set anew CD standard
with some novel digital technology

Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

t's not unusual even today to see acompany's
best CD player built into two separate units. Two
boxes because, following atrend set in the 1980s
for state-of-the-art CD reproduction, the disc

transport and digital-to-analogue converter are housed
in independent chassis. More recently, however, we've
seen atrend for top CD players to be built into asingle
box, and there are compelling arguments either way for
how to make the best performing player.
In favour of the single- box solution, signal paths are
generally alot shorter, the whole assembly is tuned to
work together as the designers intended, and there is
no need to transfer data over the less-than- ideal S/PDIF
cable in common use.
In atypical two- box CD player, on the other hand, we
can keep the mechanical disc data extraction process
in one unit, and the digital computation and analogue
stages in another, helping to isolate the sensitive
DAC from vibration and extraneous noise. Two boxes
also means truly separate power supplies, with the
associated audiophile advantages of cleaner power to
each section.
Best of all, for the inveterate audio tweaker, separate
boxes introduces the possibility to mix ' n' match
different components, to upgrade parts of the digital
front-end as required.
Accustic Arts is relatively new to the UK, ahighend brand that makes complete systems including
CD players and auniversal DVD player, through to
loudspeakers, cabling and even asupport rack. While
the brand name may look like amisspelling of ' acoustic',

it's actually derived from the phrase 'ACCUrate acouSTIC

ABOVE: To load a

Arts', and the products are designed and built by a
pro audio company called Schunk Audio Engineering.

CD, the hatch is
opened manually

SAE, we're told, was initially involved in professional
recording, and later developed its own near-field

by sliding the

monitors for recording studios, before applying the

backwards

mirrored door

experience gained in manufacturing and listening
trials towards creating high-performance home hi-fi
components.

MIRROR MIRROR
Accustic Arts makes asingle- box CD player as well as
the CD transport and DAC combination reviewed here,
and both this transport and the one- box player use
the same principle of manual disc- loading through a

THE 66-BIT 15361cHz STORY
In the digital numbers game, the more bits and
the higher the frequency, the merrier. However,

'The DAC 1Mk 4is the more
interesting, with its claim to " redefine
the boundaries of music reproduction"

Accustic Arts was coy about explaining its
technology fully, and goes so far as to remove part
numbers from the digital receiver, upsampling
and DAC chips in use, claiming to protect its R&D

sliding mirrored hatch. Beneath the door sits asturdy
disc mechanism, the DAISy CD- Pro 2LF [ see last month's

investment from being copied in the Asian market.

end audio companies. This requires amagnetic puck to

So how does this ' 66 f1536' technology add- up?

be carefully placed on the disc to secure it to the motor
spindle, and while this process of manually sliding open

In the DAC 1Mk 4, the 16/44.1 signal is
upsampled to 192kHz by one chip. According to
SAE, this is processed with 8-times oversampling
in the DAC chips, actually two off-the- shelf fourchannel codec chips, we're told, ' internally
connected to one mono-DAC'. Inside the bits are

News section], adevelopment of the respected Philips
CD- Pro mechanism that's long been afavourite of high-

adoor and clamping the disc is not as straightforward as
tray- loading, it does recall some of the ceremony of vinyl
disc playing to the digital format. Inside, the disc bay is
lined with black cloth to reduce stray light reflections,
while avivid blue light appears across the mirrored door

said to be ' divided up' and reassembled ' by means

when the transport is in use. This can be switched off by

of avery elaborate accumulator function', for a
final bitstream of 66- bit. So, the 66- bit figure is

abutton in the centre of the front panel.
Once loaded, adisc can be played or stopped by two

calculated from 32- bit for each of the left and
right channels, ' plus two additional bits'. The

dome- head chrome buttons on the fascia, while track

'1536' figure seems to be 8x192kHz, as 'the chip is
internally working with this frequency'.

skip is undertaken by achunky chrome knob on the left,
heavily sprung so that it returns to the centre position
after release. Unfortunately there is no pause button on
the disc transport itself, so if you need to temporarily >

AUDIO

FILE

CD disc transport
and ' 66-bit!
1536kHz' DAC
converter
Price:
£2990/ £3195
Made by:
Schunk Audio
Engineering
GmbH
Supplied by:
Audio Reference
Telephone:
01252 702705
Web: www.
accusticarts.com
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CD PLAYER TEST

interrupt the music for aphone call, for example, you'll
need to use the remote handset. This is ametal-skinned
affair with direct track number buttons, and whether

RIGHT: Both CD
transport and

using the fascia controls or remote, disc control is very
fast and responsive. At the rear of the solid-feeling metal
box is aselection of three digital outputs, on AES XLR,
BNC and RCA phono sockets. Each of these uses an HF

DAC feature
large chromed
knobs for
'Standby' and
'Operate'. The
transport's

transformer coupling, said to improve performance by
blocking the passage of unwanted ultra- high frequency
interference in either direction. Inside the Drive 1

Play button is
asoftly sprung

transport, four separate power supplies are assigned to

chrome affair,

laser control, digital signal processing, display control
and display lighting.

with the Stop

The DAC 1Mk 4 is perhaps the more interesting
product, with its claim to ' redefine the boundaries

symmetrically
on the other

of music reproduction'. Its specification includes D/A
converter technology of 66-bit/1536kHz, although this

side of the

control sitting

display

refers to the manner of configuring two four-channel
codec DAC chips, rather than its expected input format
—see Box, p31. Previously, the DAC 1Mk 1of 1997 used
aBurr- Brown PCM63 24/96 chip, while the Mk 2and
Mk 3versions used the graded Burr- Brown PCM1704K.
Like the Drive 1, the DAC 1has one large knob

A replacement Drive 1transport from Accustic Arts

to toggle between ' operate' and ' standby', with the
other knob used to select one of four digital inputs:
one AES XLR, two RCA and one BNC. No Toslink optical

quickly resolved the issue, allowing useful comparisons
to be made with familiar DAC references.
Used as acombination, the Accustic Arts Drive 1

input is available, reducing the DAC's versatility for use
with many modern sources such as computers, games

with asmooth and low- grain treble and excellent low-

Mk 2and DAC 1Mk 4 showed aclean, lean sound

consoles and cable/satellite set-top boxes.

frequency span. Played in isolation, the Accustic Arts
units impressed with their tight, controlled rendition of
bass, having firm control of the extreme low bassline of

Additionally, digital outputs are offered on XLR and
RCA connectors. For the all-important analogue output
there is apair each of RCA phono and balanced XLR

'Inertia Creeps' from Massive Attack's Mezzanine. And

connectors, and since the DAC 1Mk 4's digital topology
naturally generates abalanced output, Accustic Arts
recommends using the XLR outputs whenever possible.

given uptempo and sprightly material such as the gypsy
violin music of Loyko from the album Gypsy Blues, the
Accustic Arts pair showed excellent spatial placement of
musicians playing fast and furious folk.

e

DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE

Some minor detractions about the sound quality
became evident when compared to known references,

Both single-ended and balanced outputs were tried but
for the majority of the listening tests, Istayed with the
XLR balanced outputs. Initial listening showed adetailed

'It avoided most of the telltale vices of digital sound,
with atidy, if dry, treble'

sound but one that was apt to sound too crisp and
edgy on some sibilants. Further testing with amixture
of other transports and DACs suggested afault with the
Drive 1Mk 2, as it would not lock to other brands' DACs.

where the final effect of the tight gip on sound was
manifest as aslight flatness to the sound. On classical
material such as Pictures at an Exhibition the life and

111111111111111111111

vitality of the orchestra was mildly subdued, drawing
back the punch of brass instruments and the swell of

Inqivost

strings. Instrumental colours showed some reduced
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vibrancy, where the reference dCS front-end flowed with
richer tone painting, and additional could dredge out
more low-level micro details about the performance's
pace and phrasing.

EXCESS NO AREAS
On rock and pop material the Accustic Arts pair fared
well, its firm bass and dry voicing heJping to keep track
of the synth rock of Depeche Mode, for example. Atight
control through the midband and top prevented any
treble excesses from distracting, ordering the swing
rhythm of ' Personal Jesus' into something rhythmically
tight and well-timed.

ABOVE: The Accustic Arts Drive 1Mk 2CD transport includes three digital
outputs, delivered through RCA phono, BNC and AES XLR sockets, while

To get an insight into the sound of the individual
units, Itried both transport and DAC with counterparts

the DAC 1Mk 4 DO; converter has atotal of four inputs, plus RCA and XLR
digital outputs. Analogue outputs are available through unbalanced RCA
phono and balanced XLR connectors

from dCS, namely the Verdi transport and Purcell/
Delius upsampler DAC combination. With the Accustic
transport into dCS converters, there was little change G,
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VBT
New UK Distributor: Anatek Acoustics
Call + 44 ( 0)1903 524 602 or visit www.anatekacoustics.co.uk

I

• Pole Terminals
• Banana Plugs
• Sandwich Spades
• RCA Sockets
• RCA Connectors
• Tools
• Accessories

nextgeno
For 20 years now WBT have been
developing high quality connectors,
sockets and pole terminals for hifi
enthusiasts as well as for well-known
manufacturers of audiophile hifi devices
so that audio reproduction devices can
prove their capability and you can enjoy
your hifi system at home to the full.
'tile

nextgen is the next chapter...

911)

Reality in sound.
Hear the difference in Room 21 at the London
Sound 8L Vision Show ( 21-23 Sept 07).
CMOS PREAMPLIFIER

Anatek's famous fully patented output stage produces awonderful
natural sound. All the benefits of Class A (non-switching), no
crossover distortion and none of the disadvantages of heat, which
can consequently put stress on the components.
Handmade from start to finish, every Anatek piece is atrue labour
of love. Models available in black or silver finish.

O MB50 MONOBLOCKS

o A5OR INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

MCI PHONO PREAMPLFIER

NEW MO
Phono Preamplifier.
Awarded 5Globes by
Hi Fi World. Read the
\

incredible review in the
\

s„..„.........
August
issue

of

Hi Fi World.

Anatek Acoustics
Call + 44 ( 0)1903 524 602 or visit www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
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LAB

ACCUSTIC ARTS

Drive 1 & DAC 1/£2990/0195

RESULTS

These aie the tsvo lour-clanner DACs. The only
high quality 'ow- charmer DAC that Iknow of is the
PCM41G4 froon Burr- Brown, but this has adifferent IC
package.. Wolfson's 4-DAC (8-channel) WM8768 fits

Digital input receiver,

the package bur. not the ipecificatior.. Judged by lab
results alone, Mese parts deliver avery high quality
performance typical of stereo DACs Hire the AD1853
from Analog Devices or Kliz11792 from Burr- Brown

possibly one of Crystal's
popular CS8414 parts

Asynchronous sample rate
converter, increases CD's
44.1kHz to 192kHz. This
is possibly an AD1896
from Analog Devices

Multiple electrolytic capacitors
offer a ow series- resistance
in this highly regulated "_ ow

LEFT: M's metal-topped remote control

Impedance Power Supply'

provides the usual transport controls
with direct track access

mamnn.a..r, G,rny n:

-..--

from the reference transport,
excepting some very slight reserve in
the musical flow, akin to that noted
on the Mussorgsky piece. Playing

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

'Electricity' from prog rockers
Anathema's A Natural Disaster, the
same well- layered soundstaging of

Ihave expended adisproportionate amount
of effort attempting to correlate Accustic
Arts description of its technology with the
commercially available but inked-out ICs
that populate its interior (see inside shot,
above). Whatever the exact name, rank and
serial number of these parts, the end result
(tested via its balanced outputs) adds- up

and treble, falling to - 1dB at 20kHz but
offering amassive 125dB rejection of
stopband images just outside of this span.
The multiple DAC combination also boosts
its overall S/N ratio to 111c18 (A-wtd. re.
OdBFs) although experience suggests this
might be opening the 'window' just alittle
too wide for a 16-bit medium. All else being

to asupremely well-specified combination,
Jitter. as promised, is impressively low at
120psec and state-of-the-art for a 16-bit
S/PDIF digital interface. Distortion is low
at ~ 0.002% right across the 20Hz-20kHz
audio range at its 5.5V peak output, but not
vanishingly so. The analogue output stage is
just as likely to contribute to this distortion
as the DAC combination, so it's no real
indicator of M's choice of DIA converter.
The frequency response, meanwhile, rolls
gently away through the upper midrange

equal, players with aSIN around 96-98dB
often sound that bit smoother.
Low-level linearity is superb at ± 0.1dB
over afull 100dB dynamic range while
careful PCB layout holds stereo separation
to awide > 98dB tram 20Hz-20kHz. At very
low bass frequerc ies, however, distortion
harmonics extend right out through the
midrange (see graph, below). A full QC
Suite Report for the Accustic Arts Drive/DAC
combination is available by following the
links on www.hifinews.co.uk. PM

piano, vocal and background effects was offered up, the
piano maintaining its solidity and rich harmonic decay.
Using the DAC 1Mk 4with aCD transport other than
its Drive 1Mk 2partner suggested that this DAC has the
stronger sonic signature of the two units. On the track
'Flying' from the Anathema album, when the vocalist
declares ' feels like I'm flying...', it was harder to follow
the sentiment, as his voice sounded artificially reined in
and dynamically stunted, rather than soaring above the
backing as it was heard previously.
DEEP AND WIDE
Despite these criticisms, principally regarding a
perceived flattening of dynamics when compared
to more expensive references, the Accustic Arts
transport and DAC combined to prove itself as ahigh
performance digital front-end, offering up adeep and
wide soundstage with clean rendering of instruments
and voices. In terms of tone, it avoided some of the
tell-tale vices of digital sound, with agenerally tidy, if
dry, treble. And for listeners of rock and jazz, it was able
to keep basslines coherent and distinct, providing the
essential foundation to drive music along.
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styling combine to make astrong
Arts flagship two- box player.
controlled, if lacking the last

BUILD

word in fluidity and dynamic
expression. Two very capable
from CD, even if the highfalutin
talk of new CD standards from
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66- bit technology is overstated.
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HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS

85%

5.50Vrms (
balanced output!

Aivtd SiN Ratio

111.Cdd

Distortion lkHz, Odlesi-30d8Fs

0.002%10.0E4%

Distortion 20kHz, Od8Fs

0.003%

Digital Jitter

120psec

Resolution @-100c18

±0.1c10

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>98dE

1k

E

level at lkHz ( black infill) and 20kHz ( blue infill); ABOVE RIGHT:
(recording)
LF distortion harmonics are low but extend well into the midrange

Maximum output level

Sound is tight, smooth and

units able to give great sound

40

ABOVE LEFT: Increasing distortion plotted against decreasing digital

FEATURES

visual statement for Accustic

40

(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level e>
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Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder
Today's top end audio equipment doesn't just sound fantastic - it looks
amazing too. At Unilet we can demonstrate the very best designs because
we are one of the few dealers who keep the really special brands in stock.
With the latest models from companies such as Chord. KEF. Wilson Benesch,
Meridian, Quad, Bryston, Esoteric, PMC and Marantz, you can hear for
yourself what the Hi -Fi News reviewers are waxing lyrical about.
When it comes to choosing the best hi-fi and audio visual components,
we have a good ear for sound quality and an eye for what is stunning.
Call us to arrange a demonstration now on 020 8942 9567.

Check out our website
where you'll find all the
best brands we stock
including:
Acoustic Energy • Arcam
AudioLab • B&W • Bryston
Chord Electronics • Denon
Esoteric • Jamo • KEF
Lehmann • Marantz
Meridian • Michell Engineering
Mission • Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity • Panasonic
Pioneer • PMC • Primare
ProAc • Pro-Ject • Quad
REL • Roksan • Rotel • SME

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden. Surrey KT3 4BY

Tel: 020 8942 9567
nd and

\
re

www.unilet.net

Hi Fi • Audio Visual • Multiroom Special .sts

Spendor • Stax • Tannoy
TEAC • Wilson Benesch
Wharfedale • Yamaha

AV RECEIVER TEST

Four Hundred Club
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AZUR 540R V3 (£350)
ONKYO TX-SR605 (£ 400)
In the competitive £ 400 AV receiver market, two
accomplished new models tread different
paths to make the best affordable onestop amplifiers for both music
and home cinema
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Tested by Richard Stevenson

A

V receivers are the strangest of amplifier
breeds: complex, demanding of technology
and festooned with features in an attempt to
please all of the people all of the time. When

the constraints of budget mean manufacturers cannot
achieve the latter, decisions and directions are taken
creating adiversity of the species that Darwin would
have been proud of. No two products illustrate this
bipolar situation more than Cambridge Audio's Azur
540R V3 and Onkyo's TX-SR605. Chalk and cheese are
positively siblings compared to these two, priced at
£350 and £ 400, respectively.

CLASSIC MEETS COMPREHENSIVE
From the Cambridge camp we have alithe- looking
receiver, exuding an air of build quality and classic audio
values. From its beefy aluminium fascia and subtle blue
display to its weighty remote and gold-plated terminals,
the design is pure class and wholly belies its bijou price
tag. The specification is solid enough, with core Dolby
and DTS processing, ahealthy power supply and basic
HDMI switching.
Not so the Onkyo. The TX-5R605 is the best
specified, most comprehensively featured receiver
yet to see a £ 400 price ticket. It is simply bristling
with up-to-the-minute technology, the key to which
is its comprehensive HDMI implementation. Not

analogue video input to HDMI output and break-out of

ABOVE: The Azur

only is this one of the first pieces of AV hardware to

bitstream HD- audio.
Hook up aBlu-ray or HD DVD player that can output

540R (top) offers
6pre- and power

Dolby TrueHD or DIS HD- Master audio over HDMI and
the TX- 512605 is designed to decode these new high
resolution formats - albeit eschewing the top- spec

amp channels
while Onkyo's

reach the market compatible with the latest HDMI
1.3a specification, it also includes upconversion from

192kHz stereo variants. At time of writing, the feature
is hamstrung by alack of any format disc player that
can output bitstream HD audio over HDMI, so file this

TX-512605 has 7
power amps and
two assignable
HDMI inputs

feature under 'future proofing' for now.

'The Azur house sound renders the
breathy quality of the track with arare
smoothness and plenty of emotion'
r=

-a,.

9

1.11011.0111.111Mailiindaélitablei.
dleâtadadigillieb

HD-AUDIO POTENTIAL
Onkyo's inclusion of Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD
Master Audio decoding in abudget receiver is the
shape of exciting things to come. Movie surroundsound formats have long irked purists as they use
lossy compression to squeeze up to seven channels
onto aDVD. Think MP3 to 7.1 channels. HD DVD

In addition the Onkyo has aneat graphic user display
compared to the Azur's block text OSD, and complete
auto-setup ir. contrast to the 54OR's stoically manual
system. While the TX- 5R605 also features Audyssey
2EQ room equalisation software, the Azur shows an
indignant disregard for such new-fangled graphic
equalising tweakery. Both units have IR control but
the Onkyo again nudges into the lead by offering a
dedicated IRcontrolled iPod dock as an optional extra.
Another key difference is that the Azur is asix-

and Blu-ray have higher maximum audio bitrates:

channel design offering asingle back speaker output for

18Mbis for HD DVD and over 24Mbis for BD. Both

DTS-ES and Dolby- EX encoded movies, while the Onkyo

Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD use this to offer up to

is afull seven-channel implementation with ' stereo'

eight channels of lossless 24-bit/96kHz audio, or
stereo at 24-bit!192kHz. So now, the surround-

the deal for many users content with 5.1 surround

sound camp has adopted formats that potentially
sound far better than CD. But the key is that True-

sound and its reduced speaker-count, the Onkyo's rear
channels can be configured as apowered Zone 2output

HD and DTS-HD have the potential to bring hi res

or used to bi-amp the front channels - and that is a
major plus point.

audio to the masses in away that SACO and DVD-A
didn't. This could be anew dawn for audiophiles
and movie fans alike and Iheartily salute Onkyo for
including these new formats in abudget receiver.

rear- back channels. While this might not make-or- break

From the perspective of features and flexibility, this
battle is acomplete drubbing for the Azur - but it's not
all roses for the SR605. While the Onkyo is aweighty
beast, pick it up and it creaks like ashoe- box. The fascia
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Cambridge Audio
Azur 54OR V3:6.1
channel receiver
with HDMI
switching and
RDS tuner. Rated
at 6x8OW
Tel: 020 7940
2200
www.cambridgeaudio.com
Onkyo TX-SR605:
7.1 channel
receiver. HDAudio decoding
and ROS tuner.
Rated at 2x9OW
Tel: 01494
681515
vvww.onkyo.
co.uk
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LAB

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

LEFT: This alloy-fronted remote is the gateway to the

Azur 540R V3 / 050

RESULTS

54OR's setup menu - don't lose it down the sofa!
is ashot- gun spread of tiny plastic buttons and the
display is orange and red - subtle eh? Around the
back there is none of the lush gold connectivity of
the Azur and adistinct lack of multichannel pre-

arnbridge specifies
custom toroidal
ransformer for this and
Il its Azur range

.•

amp outputs. It might have atrick processor but

••

•;

there isn't any way to use that technology with
abeefier multichannel power amp in the future.

UMW,

6channel digitally.
controlled analogue'
volume control

The Onkyo remote control is an incongruously
black parts- bin special and you just can't escape
from the fact that the overall appearance of

Tosniba rather t
Silicon Image solut
used çor the 2-ini1

P

1
This single Crystal
CS42518 codec combines
a2-channel ADC with an
8-channel DAC

the TX- 5R605 package is a £ 400 mug's eyeful.
Interestingly, while the power figures
are broadly similar, the Onkyo runs alot
hotter than the Azur, and at the end of a
long listening session was doing agood
impression of aGeorge Foreman grill. From
the outside at least, this is ashoot-out of

Three pairs of Toshiba output .
transistors are bolted either s
of afan-cooled heat pipe

acool and understated beauty against an
aggressive and hot-headed beast.

493000-series
provides Dolby Digital and /FS
6.1 channel decoding.Bais
management is also performed
using this processor

—

SOUND -OFF
It wasn't too long ago that Ihad the pleasurable
company of CA's larger 640R receiver and within afew

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT

bars of Sara K's seminal ' If ICould Sing Your Blues' the
540R revealed much of the former's sonic panache.
Using the analogue direct input from an SACD player,
the Azur house sound renders the breathy quality of the
track with arare smoothness and plenty of emotion.
The top end is well extended without excess and the
soundstage, if not particularly wide, is robust for such a
budget receiver.
Like its bigger brother, the Azur has adistinct
penchant for uptempo scale and drama. Chesky's superb
pressing of Stravinsky's The Royal March (
Solisti, New
York) cracks along with apace, getting your feet tapping
and fingers drumming. Given afist-full of volume the
540R has afine attempt at creating the bombast and
scale of the work too. Bass is fuller than with the slightly
lean 640R but there was amarked shortage of minutiae
detailing and low-frequency dynamics compared to
the bigger model. A standup bass solo recording was
certainly not short of bluster and presence but it was
more difficult to pin- point different notes in avery twodimensional sound stage. Yet it still got me air- plucking
along with the musician indicating the 540R does a
fine job of hiding its shortcomings behind agutsy and
eminently musical performance.

Over its lifetime, the 54OR receiver has been
steadily refined by Cambridge, reaching its
apex in this V3 model. It meets the 80W
specification by maintaining 2x120W/i3ohm
and 2x170W/4ohm in stereo mode,
dropping quite acceptably to 5x9OW in
multichannel guise, at which point it's
drawing some 790W from the wall.
The 540R is not quite as tolerant of low
impedance speakers as the Onkyo, however,
with its maximum dynamic power output
of 235W and 175W into 4 and 2ohm loads,
despite offering alower distortion across
this range. The slightly higher - 0.2ohm
output impedance also suggests the 540R
will suit speakers with ahigher and more
uniform impedance trend.
Cambridge has engineered agentle I
IF
roll-off to its amplifier, falling to -0.6dB
at 20kHz and - 5.9dB at 100kHz, but this

El too
A
I

0.100

0.0111

Mre'l

is perfectly matched between cbannels.
Distortion is low at - 0.005% through bass
and midrange (aperformance it maintains
from 1W to afull 80W/8ohm output) but
there's an increase through the treble that's
more pronounced on the front channels
(0.15% at 20kHz) than the surround
channels (0.05% at 20kHz).
Cambridge has succeeded in reducing
the jitter that plagued earlier versions of the
540R from 2000psec+ to lust 350psec at
all 44.1kHz, 48kHz and 96kHz sample rates
in this V3 model. The AMd S/N ratio is also
improved to 101dB while lock times with
both LPCM and Dolby bitstream inputs have
been reduced by at least 1sec.
Bass management has also been
'straightened out' with all speaker
configurations now implemented without
extra distortion. PM
t000
0.100

1

0.810

0.001

BOOM, TIZZ AND TURBO?
Switching to the Onkyo proved to be one of those
moments when one remembers not to judge abook
by its cover. It might have afascia with ' boom, tizz and
turbo' written all over it but the Onkyo creates asound
with great subtlety and refinement. The Stravinsky
CD now had afar deeper soundstage and about 20
more musicians that filled the room with apalpable
presence. The Royal March felt bigger and more
complex, allowing one to better pinpoint instruments

0.001 1.

100
Dynamic Power 0008.1 »

400

0.000

20

100

11,
Fr.quency

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs distortion into 8ohm ( black trace),
4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green) loads; ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion
vs frequency at 101N/8ohm for front ( black and surround ( blue) channels

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output, 2channels/5 channels (<1XTHD)

120W/90W

and analyse particular facets of the track. The Onkyo's
sound, dare Isay it, was far more ' hi-fi' than the Azur

Dynamic Power, 8/ 4/2/ lohm

150W/235W/175W/ 100W

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.19-0.24ohm

and less passionate or boisterous to boot. How's that for

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -5.8dB

unexpected role reversal?
For traditional music listening these receivers have a
sound that will polarise opinion and so should perhaps

Input Sensitivity (tor OdBIN/80W)

150mV/3725mV

A-wtd SIN ratio ( Rent / Surround)

83.3dE1/82.5dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (Front! Surround)

0.005-0.15%! 0.8045-0.05%

be a ' dead heat'. However, I'll always vote guts and glory C-1.
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AV RECEIVER TEST

hi-fi news

LAB

ONKYO

TX-5R605 /£400

RESULTS

LEFT: Onkyo's full system remote control is not as
chunky as Cambridge's, but it is more versatile
over slide- rule precision, so the Azur won this
round. Both models are suitably equipped with
multichannel inputs for SACD or DVD-A sources
and likewise have analogue direct modes for
this input that switch down redundant digital
circuitry. In reality the differences between
the standard and direct modes proved to be
surprisingly slim. The Onkyo gets marginally

Alarge 1
ame
transformer includes
multiple secondary
taps for the TX-512605's.
various digital, analogue
and video circuits

Is separate video
ocessing board includes a
enesis (earoudja) FLI8125
de-intedacer and scaler
ogether with SiI9135/9134
DMI processors that handle
Onkyo's switched HDMI
Inputs and output
Hooking-up with the coaxial
and Jigital inputs at the edge • -•
of the amplifier and the HOW
inpu:s above, this board
includes aDolby TrueHD and
DIS-ID Master Audio decoder •
from Texas Instruments

crisper while the Azur's flatter and fatter
sound gains abit of height and air.
The complex 5.1 SACD re- mix of Pink
Floyd's The Dark Side of the Moon can sound
stunning with the best amps and contrived
with others. From the opening ching-ching
of cash registers in ' Money' to the fabulous leading
edge of the saxophone, the Azur simply envelops you in
the music. Yes the bass is still alittle thicker than ideal
and the top-end lacks acertain sparkle, but for sheer

Seven power amp channels
are serviced by seven pairs
of complEmentary Toshiba
transistor:, all mounted on a
single, fluted alloy heatsink

entertainment value the Azur is right on the ' Money'.
By contrast the Onkyo falls straight into this
recording's trap of sounding all production and no
music. It was cleaner, more detailed and had far better
projection than the Azur but its cooler balance just
doesn't let all the facets gel as awhole. For my ' Money'
(I'm going to get mileage out of this pun) the Azur again
nudges ahead with multichannel.

FROM MUSIC TO MOVIES
Swapping to aDVD player and using the coaxial digital
connection immediately caused akerfuffle with the
Azur. Feeding it aPCM stereo stream compressed the
imaging completely and added aglassy, brittle top- end
to anything remotely resembling abright recording.
Strangely, these issues were not prevalent with Dolby
and DTS formats and the Azur sounded rich, dynamic
and pacey at the movies. It certainly had adistinct bent
for big effects over detail or dialogue so if you are into
Pirates of the Caribbean more than Elizabeth it is likely
to tick all the right boxes.
The Onkyo really found its footing with movies. It
retained its fine extraction of detail and clarity but
added low-frequency muscle that wholly solidified its

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
In practice, the TX-SI2605 is fractionally
beefier than the Cambridge model, offering
2x1 30W and 2x190W into 8I4ohm,
respectively, and 5x95W/8ohm but with
more headroom under dynamic conditions
where some 160W. 265W and 3-50W is
achieved into 8. 4 and 2ohm. Electronic
protection kicksin at about 130WI1ohm
but, for all the extra beef, the graph ( below)
clearly shows that Onkyo trades some extra
distortion over the Cambridge.
As arule, while the Cambridge amp
holds distortion at bay over its full dynamic
range, the Onkyo shows agradual increase
from 0.004% at 10W/8ohm to 01125%
at 80W/8ohm. Similarly, distortion also
increases at both low and high frequencies
(~0.01% at 20Hz and 20kHz) versus
- 0.004% through the midrange. These are
not excessive figures by any stretch, but

they do demonstrate adifferent 'character'
to the Azur 540R. Onkyo has engineered
a 'quieter' amp in the TX-512605, however,
achieving an A-wtd SIN ratio of over 90dB
for all front, centre and surround channels
with about 5dB of extra overall gain at
some + 44.5dB.
Digital inputs are handled seamlessly
with 'flatter' responses with both 48kHz and
96kHz inputs than the Azur (-0.65d111/20kHz
and -0.9dB/45kHz, respectively). Jitter.
however, is uniformly higher at ~ 700psec
for all incoming sample rates though, once
again, this is far from debilitating. Distortion
from the digital inputs is mainly 2nd-4th
harmonic in nature and varies from ~0.002%
through the midrange to - 0.03% at 20kFiz.
Front/centre/surround channel separation
is also impressive at > 80dB right across the
audio Fange. PM

movie performance. While it didn't match the Azur
for sheer thunder, it was more genre agnostic and its
2

projection of dialogue fights well above its price point.

HFN NEWS VERDICT
CAMBRIDGE - LEFT: ONKYO - RIGHT
So which would I
choose if Iwas looking
to spend £ 350-E400 on

SOUND

100
Dynamic Pow., Output

78%

EEJ

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output vs distortion into Bohm

an AV receiver? Despite

(black), 4ohm ( red), 2ohm ( blue) and lohm ( green); ABOVE RIGHT:

the Azur being better

Distortion vs freq. for front ( black) and surround ( blue) channels

looking, easier to use
and more musical,
the answer has to be

Power Output, 215 channels (<1% THD)

Onkyo's cracking

130W/95W

TX- 512605. It's versatile,

Dynamic Power, 8141211011m

1E0W/265W/350M-130W

a gem with movies,

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.116-0.165ohm

and it's about as

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0d8 to -1.2d8

feature- laden as you

ECO

could hope from an

64%

affordable AV receiver
on

40

the market today.
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Input Sensitivity (tor OdBI/V190VV)

77rrN/160mV

A-wtd S/N ratio ( Front/Surround)

41.4d8/90.7dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz (Front/Surround

0.085-0.01% / 0.0035-0.009%

PS

AUDIO

Come and meet Paul McGowan - designer of
the PS Audio Power Plant.
Endeavour Room - London Sound and Vision Show . Park Inn Heathrow 21 - 23 September 2007.

Li

POWER PLANT PREMIER
AC Power Regenerator

Everything you hear and see through your Hi Fi or Home Cinema system begins its journey at the
wall socket. AC Mains quality can and does impact the audio performance of your system.
PS Audio is arecognised leader in power quality and power protection products. If you want
to protect the investment in your system, and enjoy adramatic improvement in your existing
components at the same time, try the new Power Plant Premier.
The Power Plant Premier is the world's only true AC regenerator that offers the full power
of the wall, low distortion even with difficult loads, MultiWave, CleanWave, remote
control, true surge protection, front panel harmonic power analyzer, AC volt meter. and
outstanding AC isolation. All this for just £ 1,799 represents unbeatable value.
The Premier Power Plant is now available in the UK with US and UK plug outlets.
Please call for more information.
Digital Link Ill DAC £799

GCHA Headphone Amplifier £ 799

GCPH Phono Stage £799

"The Crowning Jewel... is
the Digital Link Ill. "

"Brilliant. Loads of power
and detail."

Absolute Sound, March 2007

ImageXperience, March 2007

"The Reference Phono."
"The PS Audio is an outstanding
design. It gets more from LP than
anything I've heard to date. "
Christopher Breunig, HiFi News
May 2007 (Score: 20 / 20)

Distributed in the UK by Signature Audio Systems
0208 480 3333 • info@signaturesystems.co.uk • www.signaturesystems.co.uk
Dealer enquiries welcome.
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£90-110 HEADPHONES
Models from AKG, Audio Technica, Beyerdynamic and Grado are put on trial
REVIEWS AND LAB TESTS BY KEITH HOWARD

ri

i he very worst thing that can happen in any
group test, equipment failure aside, is to

AUDIO

be confronted with a line-up of uniformly
competent but undistinguished products,

Varinotor diaphragm
design is claimed to
suppress resonances
while providing
generous bass output.

none of which has the star quality to force it front
stage. But in this, HFN's first headphone group review
for as long as any of us can remember - and the
first to include measurements for even longer - that

FILE
AKG 1(530
£89.00
Tel: 01707
278100

depressing scenario doesn't arise. As soon as Isneaked

www.akg.com

aquick initial listen to these four ' phones, it was

Audio Technica

obvious that they were all quite different and that one

ATH AD700

was outstanding. And this while they were still running-

£99.95

in on pink noise!

www.audiotechnica.com

It's one of the odder features of today's enthusiast
hi-fi press that it often treats headphones with a

Beyerdynamic
DT 440

certain disdain, an attitude which doesn't reflect what's
happening out there in listener- land. First the Walkman
and then the iPod have made headphone listening
a key part of the way many people hear their music,

Faux leather earpads
are easy to resnove
for washing or
replacement

i

It was obvious that they
were all quite different and
that one was outstanding'
and it isn't only at the budget end of the market that

considerably less. These are meat and potato hi-fi
products: not fancy, not exotic but still capable of being
very satisfying if crafted with care.

A QUESTION OF COMFORT
Like it or not, sound quality isn't the only issue when

etc - and you'll find numerous models on offer across

selecting headphones. You'd have to be the most

a broad range of types, prices and pretensions. And

hair- shirt of audiophiles to put up with heavy, head-

the audiophile headphone market has been evolving

clamping, ear- roasting ' phones just for the sake of

in recent years, nowhere more obviously than in the

ultimate sonics. Comfort matters, although - as

development of high quality insert-ear models from

we inconveniently all have different sizes and

companies such as Etymotic, Shure and Ultimate Ears.

shape of head and ears - there is always an

As well as offering fine sound quality, these achieve far

element of individual preference to this.

using electronic noise cancellation.
It's going to take awhile for HEN to cut its way
through this jungle of headphone product, but the

beyerdynamic.

Grado MO

although an online search will find them on sale for

Audio Technica, Beyer, Grado, Sennheiser, Sony, Stax,

superior noise isolation to that offered by headphones

258258
WW1N.
COM

headphones are thriving. Browse through the ranges
of the ' serious' headphone manufacturers - AKG,

£109.95
Tel: 01444

The four ' phones in this group offer
different approaches to comfort. At 300g,
the AKG K530 is the second lightest model
in this group, although with its sparsely

journey begins with this review. What we have here
are four conventional ' phones, all of them offering

RIGHT: The white-finished AKG K530 is

little sound isolation in either direction and all with

described as asemi- open design, and uses

recommended prices in the range £ 89 to £ 110,

abroad flexible headband

AKG K530
Unlike the three other headphones in this test, the K530 isn't atrue open- back
model. Whereas the capsule back plates of the others are all fully perforated,
the K53C's are only partially perforated near to where they pivot to the
headband - what AKG calls asemi- open design. Clamping force is supplied
by twin ' unbreakable' metal arches within which a broad flexible headband is
carried on spring- loaded retracting strips paying out from the two capsules.
AKG's patented Varimotion diaphragm technology acts as a piston in the centre
but has acompliant outer annulus, astructure which is claimed to obviate
diaphragm resonances. The soft, foam-filled earpads are finished in faux leather
and are easily removable for washing or replacement. The 3m straigtt cable is
terminated in a gold-plated mini-jack plug, with an adaptor for quarter- inch jack sockets.

£110
Tel: 01279
501111
www.gradolabs.
COT
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21-23 September 2007
Visit our room

Look, Listen, Experience...
Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room
•Home Cinema

• Turntable Workshop

• Custom Installation • System Set-up

ARCAM

LOEWE.
epos

s
ti?

kudos
...and others
Visit our showroom at:
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg 40D
tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries@basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

A
BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

MB50 Monoblocks

CM05 Preamplifier

•

A5OR Integrated amplifier

(el
EAR/Yoshino

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1223 208877, Fax: + 44 ( 0)1223 208761
www.ear-yoshino.com

Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce a
remarkably natural sound. It has all the benefits of Class A ( nonswitching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the
heat and consequent stresses on components
For more information please visit:
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 ( 0)1903 524602

Anatek Acoustics

GETTING THE MEASUREMENTS RIGHT
A few words are in order about the objective tests
rwodyml
system
clad alu
voice coil

accompanying this review. Headphone sensitivity ( unlike
speaker sensitivity) is normally an academic issue, since
there will usually be plenty of signal voltage available
to achieve the desired output level. But headphone
impedance is aconcern, for two reasons.
First, some headphone amplifiers are only suitable
for use with higher impedance headphones, although
it isn't always clearly stated what load impedances
are acceptable. An example is Ben Duncan's battery

:
4
‘

powered Phones 01, the design of which was featured
in HFN some years ago. It is specified for use with
headphones of no lower than 75ohm impedance so it
would be unsuitable for all four models reviewed here.

Suede-finisb earpadte
press only Itghtly
against the ears,
making the A0700
unusually comfortable

Moe

•

perforated capsule housings it doesn't look it. Classified
as asemi-open- back design, it has true circumaural
ear pads to achieve agood seal to the head, which

'Some headphone amplifiers
are only suitable for use with higher
impedance headphones'
Unfortunately other headphone amplifiers are often not
so meticulously specified, so it isn't always clear which

BELOW:
Audio Technica's

headphone impedances are compatible.

ATH-AD700

Second, like loudspeakers, headphones have a
frequency- dependent impedance characteristic. This

is finished in
champagne

is particularly significant when lower impedance
headphones are used with amplifiers having asignificant

gold and violet
and has self-

output resistance - which many do - since this results
in frequency response errors. High output impedance

adjusting spring-

by feeling featherweight to wear. The suede finish
circumaural pads are pressed only lightly against the
head and the weight of the ' phones is supported by two

is common in headphone amplifiers, principally in
order to reduce the disparity in output level between

means there is no pressure on, or squashing of, the ears
themselves. But aquite high clamping force prevents
these from being the most comfortable ' phones here.
That accolade belongs to the Audio Technica ATHAD700, which belies its 358g mass and bJlky looks

spring- loaded pads that sprout from the top of each
capsule. Odd as these look, Ifound the AD700 abreeze
to wear for long periods.
Beyerdynamics' DT 440 is aheadphone with alongstanding reputation for excellence but it's the heaviest
here at 394g and less than benign to wear long-term,
principally due to its large and hard headband. Despite
its thin layer of padding, this presses too obviously on

loaded pads

headphones of low impedance/high sensitivity and
those of high impedance/low sensitivity. Inserting
aresistor in the output feed also makes it easier
to ensure unconditional feedback stability and
provide short-circuit protection.
Our Swiss friends at the IEC recommend
an output impedance of 120ohm in
standard IEC 61938, but this is sheer

the top of your cranium, particularly if you have less

lunacy since it can introduce frequency

than afull head of hair. The clamping pressure is quite
high too, although the velvet finish circumaural pads are

response errors of up to 10dB or more
with certain headphones. Even amuch

themselves quite comfortable.

lower output impedance can have

Grado's SR80 takes adifferent approach, using
foamed supra-aural earpads. These help it achieve a

an audible effect on tonal balance
but, once again, this is an area in

featherweight mass of just 210g - easily the lowest he -e
-but the capsules press against the ears. Ifound this a
little uncomfortable after awhile but the low mass is

which headphone amplifiers are often

certainly awelcome feature. Apparently the headband
can be bent to suit individual requirements but that isn't
something Itried.

amplifiers for the
listening assessment:
the PS Audio

inadequately specified.
Iused two headphone

Audio Technica ATH-AD700
The largest headphone in this group, the AD700 succeeds nonetheless
in being the second lightest by deploying amagnesium frame structure,
aluminium back plate, neodymium magnets and copper- clad aluminium
wire in its voice coil. It has unusual ' 3D wing supports' - two selfadjusting spring- loaded pads that pivot above the capsules to support the
weight of the headset alittle above the ears rather than on top of the head.
Clamping force is low and suede-effect headphone pads have alarge surface
area to reduce pressure still further. A 3m straight cable is captive to the left
capsule and is terminated in agold-plated mini-jack to which can be screwed an
adaptor for quarter- inch jack sockets. The mixture of champagne gold and violet on the
capsule housings will not strike everyone as being in the best possible aesthetic taste.
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

For further info about any of our products please
visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

imissaige.4

a

Spectral DMA- 16o.
The new amplifier from the
company already well known for
its highly resolving sound. £ 5995

b Esoteric SA- 60.

Goldmund Eidos 18.

The new more affordable CD/SACD

This CD/SACD player has one

player with the special Esoteric

of the best sounds at this price. £ 3195

sound. £ 3495

d FIRS Nimbus Damping System.
A new approach to removing

Gamut CD3 Mk3.

unwanted vibrations from within

The latest version of this well

electronic components. Affordable

received CD player. £ 3300

and highly effective.

IAccuphase DP- 500.
The new CD player from this
company with their own manufacture
drive mechanism. Exceptional sound.
£3950

ACCUPHASE

AESTHETIX

ASTIN TREW 1'AUDIO PHYSIC e AYRE ACOUSTICS

BENZ- M ICRO

CARDAS

CLEARAUDIO 1> DAVINCI

ECLIPSE- TD • ESOTERIC 1>FUTUREGLASS 1>GAMUT 1>GOLDMUND 1" GRAND PRIX AUDIO 1" LEBEN 1" L
YRA 1' M IT CABLES 0>M ONOPULSE
NAGRA • NORDOST 1> NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE 1>OPERA 1> PAGODE 1>PATHOS 1>PEAK CONSULT 1>QUADRASPIRE

SILTECH

SME

SPECTRAL 1>SYSTEM AUDIO 1'THIEL 1>TRANSFIGURATION 1>VELODYNE 1>VIRTUAL DYNAMICS e W HEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00.

with free and easy parking outside

Aldermaston

It is advisable to call us before visiting.

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might frnd this method more convenient.

Reading
Berkshire RG7 13JA

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk

for those interested, in this issue's 'Audio Exposed', p95.
Pivot above each
capsule allows
the 01440 to be
folded up neatly for
transpoit or stoi,qe

C
8I SO WHAT DO THEY SOUND LIKE?

After aperiod of informal use, Ibegan my structured
listening to these four headphones with the Seiji Ozawa/
Orchestre de Paris recording of Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker
Suite from the CD layer of PentaTone Classic's 5186
107. This is a 1974 analogue recording with a
particularly fine balance of orchestra and hall acoustic
and awarm, seductive, big sound overall.

Drivers featu -e a
neodymium magnet
system and achieve
unusually effective
suppression of
diaphragm resonances

GCHA, which has ameasured output impedance of
44ohm ( see the review in July, p60), and amodified
version of Musical Fidelity's X- CAN v3 in which the
output resistance was, at my request, reduced from
the standard 30ohm to 18ohm. These two amplifiers
elicited significantly different tonal balances from all
four headphones because of their different output
impedances. So if the headphone you are thinking of
buying has significant impedance variation across the
audible frequency range, beware: it is likely to sound
quite different according to which headphone amplifier
you use it with. ( Our frequency response measurements,
by the way, are corrected for this effect.)
Measuring the frequency response of neadphones
in ameaningful way is fraught with difficu:ty, and

This sense of scale was conveyed convincingly by the
Audio Technica AD700, which delivered as spacious an
image quality as Iever recall hearing from headphones.
Via the GCHA the balance was alittle too reticent in the

'Particularly in long-session listening,
the AD700's more natural tonal balance
and superior comfort won the day'
upper midrange, robbing the sound of some detail, but
via the X-CAN it was almost spot on. This alluring sound
quality, coupled with the AD700's exceptional comfort,

silver and black
Beyerdynamic

made it difficult to set enjoyment aside and get on with
the rest of the review listening.

DT 440 is a
folding design

Although the Beyerdynamic DT 440 produced good
results on this piece too, offering amore obviously

that can be
reduced to
acompact

detailed insight than the AD700, it just couldn't match
it for spaciousness or tonal fidelity. The tonal balance

Particularly in long-session listening, the AD700's more
natural tonal balance and superior comfort won the day.
Grado's lightweight SR80 took this shift in tonal
balance still further with an obviously mid-forward
sound that was occasionally edgy on the strings

individual variability, there is controversy over what

thin, with little evidence of the warm acoustic

frequency response is ideal. Some manufacturers
attempt to achieve afrequency response at the
eardrum which mimics that of asound source, like a

space in which this recording was made.
This propensity to shout on violins and

choose to use less extreme response shaping. For this
reason the frequency response graphs reproduced in
the lab reports are uncorrected but behind each one,
reproduced as agreyed-out trace, is the equivalent
eardrum response ( according to Shaw, 1974) for a
flat- response loudspeaker located at 30 degrees off

package

was mid-forward by comparison and - although the
DT 440's sound is always well controlled - it tended
towards harshness on the violins and trumpets.

not just because - as already noted - we each have
differently shaped heads and ears. Even if we ignore

loudspeaker, positioned in front of the listener. Other
designers believe that this results in coloration and

BELOW: The

and shouty on the brass. Overall the sound was

trumpets was shared by the AKG K530 but
compared to both the DT 440 and SR80 it
had noticeably less resolving power. The
sound was always alittle clouded, and
again lacked the spaciousness that
distinguished the AD700.

MORE THAN IKNEW
Moving to very different

the head's median plane. There is no suggestion that

musical fare - albeit

this represents an ideal response but it does provide a
relevant reference. All this is explained ,nmore detail,

recorded in anatural
acoustic using a

Beyerdynamic DT 440
For adesign that has been around as long and has been as popular as
the DT 440, we aren't told very much about the details of its design in
Beyer's product literature. But we are assured that it ' is still manufactured in
Germany providing an excellent quality' - aclichéd reference to traditional
Teutonic engineering values, perhaps, but one that is borne out by build
quality and performance. Particularly if you're someone who travels with
headphones, or if you like to store them away when not in use, you'll appreciate
the fact that the yokes supporting the capsules can be swivelled upwards to tuck
them within the curve of the headband, forming an unusually compact package for a
headphone of the DT 440's fully deployed size. A 3m straight cable is terminated in a
gold-plated mini-jack, with an adaptor to fit quarter- inch jack sockets.
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Please Note .Basis Vector tonearm sold separately.
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King Sound
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Basis 2200 Turntable

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturntable is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.

RARIR

Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

2006

selectaudio

www.basisaudio.corli

From £ 1795 to £57,995

rather than what it did do, which caught my attention.
The last track Ichose for the formal comparisons
Compact housing is
claimed to offer anonoesc nant air chamber
touttill provide good
bass extension

will surprise many readers, particularly those who only
know Elton John as amiddle-of-the-road crooner rather
than the distinctive and adventurous artist he was in the
early years. ' Sixty Years On' is not only the best recorded
track on his technically variable Elton John album
(DJM 827689-2 ME), it is also aremarkable example
of the use of string accompaniment in popular music
of the early ' 70s. Paul Buckmaster's bold, discordant
arrangement is nowhere more subversive of familiar

SR80 is the orit

'This track thrives on large image
scale and dynamic contrasts that the
AD700 delivered convincingly'

model here whose
foam earpads res: os
the ear rather -man

pop and rock idioms than in the track's unsettling

around it

introduction, where it sounds like an approaching
swarm of very angry African bees.

purist mic technique - Inext selected atrack fi-orn the
latest Naim Sampler 6, which features the Laurence

You'd expect headphones to give an insight into
the use of studio reverb that few speakers can match,

Hobgood Trio with Kurt Elling singing the classic ' More
Than You Know'. I'd never heard Elling before but I'll
seek him out in future: he de!ivers this fine song with

and so it proved via the AD700. But this was only a
very small part of why it so comprehensively blitzed
its competitors here. This track thrives on large image

solid pitch and distinctive panache, ably accompanied
by piano, double-bass and drums.
Turning to the AD700 first, Iwas immediately

scale and dynamic contrasts that the AD700 delivered
convincingly, while also getting the small details right.

BELOW: The
all- black
Grado SIM is

This was ' Sixty Years On' as Iknew it.

alightweight

struck again by its unusual spaciousness of sound and

Iexpected the DT 440 to be alittle less convincing

design with

the natural tonal balance of Elling's voice. Its lack of

but in fact it crashed and burned on this track. There

asingle-

midrange emphasis could occasionally leave the AD700

was so much less menace in Paul Buckmaster's

piece sprung

sounding less detailed than the other ' phones here, but

strings, the vital dynamic contrasts were suppressed

headband

it was almost always more mJsically insightful. That was

and, surprisingly, there was also less detail evident.

the case here. Its effortless, faithful portrayal of vocal
inflection made this track aparticularly compelling
listening experience.

The DT 440 didn't reveal as much about the studio

Although its presentation was quite different, putting
greater emphasis on vocal overtones, the DT 440 made
apersuasive case for itself on this track too. The piano
accompaniment was rendered alittle more clearly and
Kurt Elling sounded younger ( he's 40 in November) but

manipulation, nor did it successfully throw the harp and
acoustic guitar to the extreme left and extreme right
of the sound stage.
In fact this was the only track on which I
preferred the SR80. Its forward tonal balance
denied it the weight and scale of the AD700's
presentation but it did abetter job than the

overall Irated the sound just alittle less characterful,

DT 440 of resolving the far- left harp and

and certainly less spacious, than via the AD700.

far- right acoustic guitar, and was also more

As before, the SR80 took the change in tonal balance
astep further, ninimising Elling's chest tones and giving

felicitous on Elton's vocal.
Once again the K530 toned down the

atonally thin sound as aresult. As acorollary, the sense

SR80's tonal imbalance but there was

of the acoustic space in which this recording was made
was suppressed, making it sound less distinctive.

apervasive clouding of the sound. The
menacing strings were less clearly

In terms of tonal balance the K530 came closest
to the AD700 but again there was some clouding of
its sound which robbed the vocal of some intimacy,
character and inflection. It was what the K530 didn't do,

delineated, there was alack of ' air' to
the sound throughout and, all told, the
recording appeared older and fuzzier
than it actually is. G.

Grado SR80
In its successful attempt to make the SR80 as light as possible, Grado has
removed all superfluous structure to make this the simplest, most strippeddown design in this group. The sprung headband is asingle piece; the capsules
adjust up and down on thin rods which are friction coupled to the plastic
headband ends; and the capsules themselves are easily the smallest in the
group, with foam cushions that rest on, rather than around, the ears. The SR80
is also unusual in this company for having asplit cable that connects separately to
the two capsules. Overall cable length is also shorter than usual at 2m, which may
not be long enough in some situations. In common with the others in the group it is
fitted with agold-plated mini-jack but supplied with agold-plated adaptor for quarterinch sockets, which in this case pushes rather than screws into place.
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How the new 550K Supercharger
from Musical Fidelity
turns most hi-fi systems
into 550w dynamic power houses.

The new 550K Supercharger
is alow gain power amp that is
connected to the system just before
the loudspeakers.
Used in asystem with an amp rated
between 50 and 200 watts, it will
increase its power to 550 watts, and
improve the system almost
beyond recognition.
It dramatically increases dynamic
range and enables the amplifier
already in the system to function
perfectly.
The 550K turns even amodest
integrated amp into astate-of-theart amplification system.
It works with any make of amp, and
it works with valve amps, transistor
amps and hybrids.
Visit musicalfidelity.com to find out
more about the 550K Supercharger,
or contact your audio dealer for an
audition.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

GROUP TEST

HEADPHONES VERDICT
What Ilisten fo - first and foremost in

wear for long periods. A bargain.

headphones is a spaciousness and tonal

has a less extreme tonal balance than the

The Beyer DT440 is a popular, long-

SR80. But it consistently lacks resolution,

balance that match what Ihear from

lived product and it is easy to see why.

presenting a soft-focus view that robs the

loudspeakers. If that's what you crave too

Technically it is the best in the group and

sound of musical insight and interest.

then look no further in this group than the

clearly is meticulously manufactured.

Audio Technica ATH-AD700 - but be sure to

Its sound is mostly fine too, although it

and in some respects it justifies the plaudits

use them with an amplifier with low output

fails to be quite so listenable or quite so

it's received, delivering - on the right source

impedance. They possess a notably open

comfortable as the AD700.

soundstage and natural, un headphone- like
tonality, and they're also comfortable to
AKG K530

material - an open and detailed sound. But I

Least expensive of the group, the AKG

found it shrill at times, and always lacking in

K530 offers a little more sound isolation and

AUDIO TECHNICA AD700

'

65%

convincing weight and warmth. C
I
D

BEYERDYNAMIC DT 440

90%

BUILD

The Grado SR80's reputation precedes it

GRADO SR80

SOUND

80 0/0

70%

BUILD

75%

75%

BUILD

BUILD

75%

65%

AKG K530

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-AD700

BEYERDYNAMIC DT 440

GRADO SR80

Because of its higher impedance

Of all this group, the AD700 is the

Beyer's venerable DT 440 can claim

The Grado SR80 comes closest to

the K530 has the lowest sensitivity

model with the most idiosyncratic

to be the best measuring headphone

matching the steep rise in output

at 106dB for 1V input but that is

response. While it broadly follows the

here with very tight capsule

sensitive enough to achieve more

Shaw 30° free-field curve by gently

above 1kHz demanded by the 30°

matching over most of the audible

free-field curve. But it achieves this

range, the best bass extension

by having amarked diaphragm

than adequate sound pressure levels

sloping down below 1kHz, above

from most headphone outlets.

that frequency it makes no attempt

Variation in impedance modulus

to imitate the peak in output at

is the largest here, so the K530

2.7kHz. Matching of the capsules

is the most sensitive to response

was fair and bass extension average

errors from high source impedance.

for the group. Although it has the

Matching of the capsules' frequency

lowest variation in impedance

responses was tight over much of

modulus, it is still audibly affected

the frequency range but suffered

by changes in source impedance,

and anotably clean free-field

resonance at 2.3kHz, which gives rise

cumulative decay waterfall lacking

to aprominent ridge in the free-field

the resonant ridges apparent with

cumulative spectral decay waterfall.

the others. Distortion levels are also

There is asecond strong resonance

commendably low, like the AD700.

at 5.3kHz, athird at 8.8kHz and

Although the frequency response

two less prominent ridges at higher

initially rises above lkHz it makes no

frequencies. So if any headphone
in the group displays treble 'grain'

an 8dB disparity at low frequencies,

higher values depressing the

attempt to follow the extreme peak

possibly due to imperfect sealing. As

midrange relative to the treble and

of the 30 degree free-field curve.

it should be this one. Except for a

aresult of its semi-open-back design

particularly the bass. The free-field

Because its variation in impedance

narrow disparity between 6and

the K530 offers higher isolation than

cumulative spectral decay shows

modulus is second largest in the test,

8kHz, capsule matching is very good

others in the group but, as with the

some diaphragm breakup resonances

the DT 440's tonal balance can be

but the SR80 is the least successful

all models here, there is no isolation

at 2.2kHz and above but these are at

readily tuned by careful choice of

at extending its response to the low

below 1kHz.

arelatively low leve ,(see p99).

amplifier output resistance.

frequency depths.

Freg response blue: L. red: R.

Rre response (blue: L. red: R. grey eardrum, see p47)

reg response ( blue: 1, red: R. grey: eardrum, see p47)

alr

Freg response (blue: L. red: R. grey: eard

rn,

see p47)

Mr

eardrum, see p47
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TEST PARAMETERS iMODEL
Sensitivity (
SPL at lkHz IV rms input)

AM K530

AUDIO TECHNICA ATH-AD700

BEYERDYNAMIC DT 440

113dB

118dB

Inpedance modulus min/rnax

58ohm@1.39kHz / 158ohm@114Hz

28.5ohm@20kHz / 39.7ohm@l 02Hz

i

Capsule matching ( 100Hz-10kHz)

±6.7dB

±6.3dB

l ± 3.1dB

GRADO SRBO

113dB

113dB

29.4ohm@20kHz / 47.9ohm@82Hz

31.6ohm@20kHz / 46.1ohm@98Hz
t7.2dB

Isolation (averaged 100Hz-20kHz)

14.2dB

10.0dB

7.0dB

5.9dB

LF extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

35Hz

34Hz

25Hz

39Hz

THD ( 100Hz/lkHz for 90d8 SPL)

1.3% / 0.2%

0.5%1 <0.1%

0.5% / <0.1%

1.1% / <0.1%
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Zero Hour
MANGER AUDIO ZEROBOX 109 (£3000)

Smallest of the range
of intriguing speakers
to use the Manger
sound transducer, the
Zerobox 109 promises
accurate transient
response and good
directivity from a
sealed- box speaker

52
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HIGHLY

COMMENDED

Tested by Ian Harris

W

ith speaker designs becoming ever more
esoteric, there is acomforting familiarity
about two-way standmounts. A compact

cabinet, asimple crossover, atweeter, a
woofer and that's about your lot. Or is it?
At the rear, the £ 3000 Manger Audio Zerobox 109
appears to be more or less following the script, with
bi-wirable terminals and amanageable, if not exactly
compact, cabinet. However, when you get to the
baffle, things start to look alittle less familiar. Okay, a

200mm cone is hardly tearing up the rulebook, but the
fact that the higher frequency unit is flat, star- shaped
and marginally the larger of the two drivers gives the
Zerobox speakers aunique appearance.
Iuse the terms ' higher' and ' lower' advisedly
here, as the distinctive Manger Audio ' bending wave
transducer' is nominally full- range, meaning the Zerobox
is functionally closer to ahybrid electrostatic than a
traditional two-way, with the Manger Driver handling
frequencies from 35kHz down to 140Hz, and the
200mm ScanSpeak paper-cone woofer carrying things
down to aclaimed - 3dB point of 40Hz.
As with hybrid electrostatics, there is ahuge
theoretical advantage in this frequency split, with
no intrusive crossover in the ultra- sensitive presence
zone. Of course, the drivers still have to cross over

solid, with each speaker we,ghing 17kg. Levels of finish
are good, with bevelled cabinet edges and several high-

somewhere, and any hybrid has the additional challenge
of seamlessly matching differing driver types. While the

quality veneer options available. The grilles, in sheer
fabric on arigid steel frame, are both sonically and

Manger driver may be both circular and box- mounted,

visually fairly transparent.

the Zerobox is most definitely ahybrid, as the unique
MSW drivers are neither pistonic nor truly planar in
operation, and bear almost no functional relation to
traditional moving- cone drivers ( see boxout).

At 490mm x260 mm x360mm ( hwd), the Zerobox
is alittle larger than most standmounts. Construction is

ABOVE: The
Zerobox 109 is
bi-wirable, and
cherry, maple and
other finishes are
available besides
the ebony veneer

e

seen here

ROOM FILLING VITALITY

Manger's UK Distributor, David Jackson, was at pains to

explain that the distinctive speaker drivers benefit from
extremely 'fast' amplifiers, with arecommendation for

MANGER SOUND TRANSDUCER

frequency extension greater than 150kHz. While not

The MSW addresses the challenge of producing

quite 'flat' to those giddy heights, my reference Musical

output from 80Hz-33kHz via one driver by utilising
asingle flexible diaphragm, which generates
different frequency ranges simultaneously
from varying sections of its surface area. A key
advantage of this approach is that the area in
motion decreases as frequency rises; so the highest

'What the Zerobox achieved superbly was
to provide the life and energy of live music
at "comfortable" listening levels'

frequencies involve very low moving mass, while
the air- moving requirements of bass signals benefit

Fidelity KW monoblocks were deemed fully satisfactory,

from amuch larger driven area. The propagation

and certainly from the first few bars of the Allegro from

speed of impulses through the diaphragm is

Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, it was clear that the

carefully related to the speed of sound in air. This

Zerobox boasted arare level of transient speed. The

arrangement closely mimics asingle point source.

piece sparkled with joie de vivre and vitality which filled
the room with aremarkable sense of presence.
One issue with reproduced music is that
genuinely life- like volumes can be overpowering
in real-world listening spaces, and what the
Zerobox achieved superbly was to provide the
life and energy of live music at ' comfortable'
domes:ic listening levels.
The mechanics behind this effect appeared
to be largely working at the top and bottom of
the frequency spectrum, with ultra- clear treble
and extremely agile bass straddling amidrange
which was neutral without ever being recessed.
Integration was excellent, with no hint of any sonic
mismatch between the differing technologies.
Thus encouraged, Imoved on to the title
track from Simple Minds' New Gold Dream. Here,
the introduction was rendered in arhythmically
irresistible fashion and, again, the sheer energy on

AUDIO

FILE

Two-way
standmount
speaker with
Manger Audio
bending wave
transducer
Price: £3000
Made by:
Manger Sound
Systems
Supplied by:
Manger UK
Telephone 0161
304 0099
Web: WWW,
manger-audio.
co.uk
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LAB

MANGER AUDIO

ZEROBOX 109 / 0000

RESULTS

Thin, flat diaphragm
comprises three layers and
can Radiate frequencies
over most of the audible
frequency range. from
80Hz to 33kHz

.

In a manner analogous to the
Quad ESL- 63, bending waves
travel through the diaphragm'
from the voice coil. imitating
the radiation pattern of a
sDurce positioned a
distance behind

-Ytil

.

r-

ABOVE: The technical' appearance of the or ver units may
be concealed behind acoustically transparent grilles

Star- shaped 'tamping material arould
rye edge of the diaphragm dissipates

offer when the vocal, drums and bass kicked in was
mesmerising. The Zerobox appeared to perfectly merge

it travelling waves at low frequenc es
wnile acentral damping structure.
within the cinzle of the voice coil,

the panel- like speed of the Manger driver with the solid
punch of the sealed- box moving-cone bass unit, leading

dissipates hign frequencies

to both kick drum and snares having avisceral sense of
impact, even at quite moderate levels.
A NEAT TECCK
Soundstage depth was excellent, with image
presentation falling somewheie between the solid focus
of the finest moving-cone units and the airy space of
electrostatics. While stage width seemed to be largely
defined by the outer- edge of the speakers, the Manger
speakers had aneat trick: whenever it seemed that
images were ' hanging' on the boxes, if Imoved my head
slightly to one side, the image was revealed as being
some three feet behind the speaker. Impressive indeed,
and very beneficial for off- axis listening.
Overall coherence was excellent at all sensible
playback levels but, with both densely recorded rock
material and climactic classical passages, the Zerobox
had aclearly defined upper limit. Beyond this, while
there was no overt serse of distortion or listener
fatigue, the sheer energy on display seemed to detract

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
With any travelling wave drive unit like the
Manger Sound Transducer the difficulty
is avoiding resonance. As bending waves
travel out from the voice- coil, they
have to be damped before they can be
reflected back from the diaphragm edge
and interfere -with the outgoing wave.
This is very difficult to achieve - and our
measurements suggest that the MST
doesn't quite pull it off. The first indication
of this is the frequency response ( see graph)
which, while il has apretty flat underlying
trend, exhibits marked ripples, particularly
between 700Hz and 4kHz where there are
two large switchbacks with peak-to- peak
excursions of about 12dB. Despite this,
the pair matching was tight, indicating
that MSTs are built with high consistency.
Evidence that these undulations are

resonance related can be seen in the
cumulative spec-Eral decay waterfall where
alarge ridge is visible at about 800Hz,
followed by low amplitude ridges up to
almost 3kHz. Lower frequency resonances
cannot be resolved because of the short
measurement time window, but ripples in
the impedance modulus and phase curves
indicate the presence of further resonances
down to about 150Hz. The amplifier load is
very unusual in that its modulus rises gently
towards 20kHz. never exceeding 8.5ohm.
And the impedance phase angle never
goes negative from 20Hz to 20kHz. A lack
of the expected peak at the bass system
resonance suggests that an impedance
correction network is used. Sensitivity is
unspecified but averages amodest 85dB
from 200Hz to 20kHz. KH

so

from the speakers' musicality.
On agentler note, Rebecca Pidgeon's 'Spanish
Harlem', from the Chesky SACD The Raven. possessed

as

awonderful clarity, with both vocal and instruments
displaying excellent levels of physical and tonal

us
-24

separation. For listeners who value energy and impact,
the Zerobox 109 deserves astrong recommendation. c5

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
A highly amplifier-dependent
speaker, which is capable of a
quite stunningly vital sound
when paired with appropriate

76

10k
401
'
Frequency

WM

»

OM

> requency»

LEFT: Good pair- matching but significant peaks and

dips in the response

caused, possbly, by bending waves travelling across the MST driver

RIGHT: Resonances also appear in the cumulative spectral decay waterfall

HI-FI NEW SPECIFICATIONS

electronics. The Zerobox may

Sensitivity ISPI at lm for 2.83V rms input)

85.0dB

not quite match the levels

Impedance modulus min/max ( ,OHz-20kHz)

3.6ohm @ 50Hz
8.5ohm @ 20kHz

of neutrality and lack of
coloration which are achieved

Impedance phase min/max ( 20Hz-20kHz;

designs, but its sense of life
and presence is both musically
appealing ard highly addictive.
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2.8° @ 4.1kHz
33° @ 92Hz

by the very finest moving- cone
Pair matching [2004-1z-20kHz)

± 0.6dB

LF & HF extension (- 6d8 ref 200Hz 8. 10kI-iz tturd-octave smoothed)

36Hz 8. 37.5)37.0kHz

TH0100HzilkHz/10kHz ( for 90dB SPL at iml

0.6% / 0.9%

0.1%

visit our web site for second hand listing
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Independent audio consultants

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.

zre
cn

You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

• •••■•
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Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

E

E
o
FOCAL

densen b200

focal electra 1007be

martin logan summit

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5.30 PM t01582 485 316 mail©acousticarts co uk www acousticarts co uk
audio reseach audioquest aloia b&w . beyer. blueroom clearaudio . copland densen focal jm-labs
grado harman kardon hutter kef koetsu krell marlin logan mrzhell ortofon project qed
quadraspire roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta transparent audio . vibe velodyne wilson audio
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London & South East England

Central England

•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441
vvww.soundcrafthdi.com

•Banbury
01295 272158

Overture
www.overture.co.uk

•Aylesbury
Noteworthy Audio
01296 422224 vwvw.noteuvorthyaudio.co.uk

•Birmingham
0121 429 2811

Music Matters
vvww.musicmatters.co.uk

•Guildford
01483 504801

'Solihull
Music Matters
0121 742 0254 www.musicmatters.co.uk

R J. Hi Fi Ltd
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020 8863 0938

Harrow Audio
www.tiarrowaudio.com

•Stourbridge
01384 444184

•London N7
020 7607 2148

Bartletts HiFi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

'Sutton Coldfield
Music Matters
0121 354 2311 www.musicmatters.co.uk

'London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262
www.1ststopay.com

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.
Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range o: interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.

•London
020 8876
• London
0845 634

SW14
7632
W1 Hi Fi Care
0340
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at

Shasonic

•Sevenoaks
Sound Seduction
01732 456573 vvww.soundseduction.co.uk
*Worthing
Phase 3 HiFi
01903 245577
www phase3hiti.com
South West England

•Halifax
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Super
Size Nait
NAIM SUPERNAIT

hi-fi news

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

(
E2350)

With five times the power of the original, an
on- board microprocessor, not to mention
adigital-to- analogue converter, the new
Supernait has come along way since the
original NAIT of the early 1980s

t.

*
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

t's been nearly aquarter of acentury since Naim's
first integrated amplifier appeared in the pages of
HiFi News. Back in 1983 the original ' Naim Audio
InTegrated' amplifier ( NAIT) was avery simple

affair. It sported two DIN inputs plus amoving- magnet
cartridge input, and was specified at ahumble 15W/ch.
Nevertheless, the Nait and its incrementally numbered
successors have proved enduring favourites over this
time, and it has arguably been the first foot on the
upgrade ladder for many amodern Naim devotee.
The Nait lives on as the Nait Si, at £ 750 still the
entry-level product from the company that built its
reputation with minimalist amplifiers. But now it's been
joined by abigger, smarter brother, packing more
specified power at 80W vs 50W. It has many more
functions, with apreamp section based on the NAC282
that allows separate listen and record outputs, although
the biggest headline news must be the inclusion of
an on- board DIA converter. This simplifies the use of a
variety of digital devices, such as computers and TV settop boxes, potentially making the Supernait something
of acentral hub for many aliving room installation.
UPTOWN AMP
Externally, the Supernait is immediately amore
upmarket looking affair than the Nait 5i, resembling a

AUDIO

FILE

high-end NAC252 preamp with two additional 3.5mm

Stereo
integrated

sockets - one aheadphone output, the other ahybrid

amplifier with

analogue/optical digital input. Two large knobs control
motorised pots for volume and channel balance. A
glance around the back reveals ahost of socketry that

on board DIA
converter. Rated
at 80V1/f8ohm

confirms that this is aconsiderably more grown-up
product too. Options here include pre-out and power-

Made bv:
Nairn Audio

in DIN sockets ( normally connected by alinking plug);

Telephone:
01722 426600

two coaxial and two optical digital inputs; and arow of
phono sockets above the Naim's usual DIN connectors
as an alternative for five of the six available inputs. Also
on phonos are stereo subwoofer outputs, which could

Web: www.naimaudio.com

be used as pre-outs although Naim does advise using a
dedicated four- pin DIN for this and bi-amp applications.
Naim has long traded on the principle of using

ABOVE: Instead of switched resistors for volume, Naim
prefers metal-wiper potentiometers for best sound
especially preamplifiers, and we're told that the
challenge when designing the Supernait was putting
atransformer in the same box as the preamp stage
without causing power interference - iN fact the very
reason why high-end amps tend to favour separate
boxes. Adding adigital section could add to the issue,
as mixing analogue and noisy digital circuitry is frowned
upon when playing purely analogue, arid to this end
Naim ensures that the unit's micro and DAC switch off
when not in use.

e

KEEP ON RUNNING

Evaluating Nairn electronics can be adrawn-out process,
since even more so than with other products, they often
need extended running- in and switched-on time, and
the sound that greets you can take time to impress.
This is not audiophile hi-fi in the derogatory sense of

outboard power supplies for most of its electronics,

'Guitars were plainly shown,
simultaneously forthright and
confident in description'
blinding you with superficial detail while depriving
you of substance below. Nevertheless, and despite
any concerns on my part, this Supernait went straight
FROM NAIT TO... SUPERNAIT
Naim first showed its original Nait amplifier at the spring Audio 83

for the musical jugular, engaging this listener with a
seriously habit-forming sound.

show, with an HFN&RR review appearing in September - against the

Coloration is an easy hurdle to overcome given the
way familiar tracks can entice the ear with new purpose.

wishes of company founder Julian Vereker. Nevertheless, despite its
low power and some performance glitches, the £180 amp was the final
favourite in agroup test. The Nait 2came in 1988, reviewed August
'89; still only 15W but tested at around 22W, and again the preferred
winner in sound quality, this time up against Arcam and Marantz.
In 1993 the Nait was updated with new full- width casework and a
doubling of specified power to 30W. This £499 Nait 3was tweaked
two years later with aremote- controlled Nait 3R, and survived until
Naim introduced the 5Series in 2000 with its Nait 5 integrated. The
current 5i appeared in 2003, swelling rated power from 30W to 50W,
although actually reaching 65W on test in June 2006.

Acoustic and bass guitar in the opening minutes of
'Dogs' from Pink Floyd's Animals were plainly shown,
simultaneously forthright and confident in description,
yet strangely veiled in the sense of areduced wideband
transparency. Bass guitar was tangibly tight and
focused, even if Waters' Fender bass now sounded more
like aGibson in tone.
However, the Supernait painted not just with the
broad brushstrokes that some amps once used, but with
colour and musical detail to fill out the sound, all the
while still tracking the key melodies and rhythms. Maybe (+_>
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LAB

NAIM AUDIO

Supernait /£2350

input

e

O 0 0
O 0
O 0 o
o

RESULTS

Substantial 400 V'S tioroical
traisformer includes six
secondary hindirgs feeding
separate preamp. digital
section, power amp and
control logic boa-dc

Naim's choice ir burr- Brown
PCM1792 DAC vw.s replaced
by the PCM179 Iin laten
produce:in samales for es
reduced power : onsumption
and improved performance
Motorised volume ( left) aad
balance ( right) controls are both
addressed D1' remote oon:rol

ABOVE: Top row of buttons selects source

for listening, bottom row for recording
there was some editorialising here, some
promotion of some parts of the mix, but I

Complementary pairs of
Sanken power devices
are bolted onto this
aluminium beatsink bar

never felt shortchanged by any omission.
GROOVE TIME
After the expansive out-of- phase electric
piano intro to ' Sheep', the main track
shrank inward in width as the groove kicked
it, but it still had me riveted to the end
as choppy electric guitars answered the
call of lead vocal and synthesisers. With a
slight letterboxing' effect that shrank the
soundstage came also atiny downscaling of
images. although this amplifier was very adept
at describing astage with precise imaging.
Despite an apparent tailoring of its upper
frequency response, the Supernait proved it
could track low bass, including the subterranean traffic
rumbles from Muti's 1983 Pictures at an Exhibition.
Strings and brass zipped along, highlighted in style,
for example, as the interplay between mute brass and
the heavy resonant strings in the ' Samuel Goldenberg'
Promenade. Top end was sweet, smooth and free
of distracting graininess. The Supernait's digital side
proved highly capable of aconvincing sound, and
despite afurther narrowing of its sound stage compared

HI-FI NEWS LAB REPORT
Supernait's response is usefully flat to
within - 1.0dB at 20kHz but falls away quite
rapidly thereafter, hitting -20dB at 100kHz.
The fact that this response is unaffected
byvolume demonstrates that Naim has
correctly buffered the control and it also
suggests the amp will be less affected by

Many aspects of the Supernait's
performance reflect the ' new thinking'
of Naim's latest generation of engineers.
Power is ahead of the 80W/8ohm
specification at 2x9OW/Bahm and afull
2x145W14ohm, a + 2.1dB increase that
reflects the capacity and regulation of its
power supply. Under dynamic conditions
it's possible to squeeze some 2x260W into
2ohm but Naim's remarkably fast-acting
protection will silently limit any output
beyond this into 2or lohm loads.
Iwould recommend speakers of above
average sensitivity as ideal partners, and
particularly those with very easy-going
impedance trends if the Supernait's high
(by modern standards) 0.24ohm output
impedanc:e is not to be reflected in a
further modification of the overall system
response. Into abenign Bohm load, the

the spurious output of some co players
than many. There's also only amild increase
in the Supernait's distortion from alow
0.009% through the midrange to 0.02% at
20kHz and 0.045% at 45kHz (see giaph,
below right).
It's also worth noting that the Supernait
offers avery high +49dB gain, iequiring
an input of just 90mV to achieve its rated
BOW/Bohm output. This may help explain
the below-average 74dB A-wtd SIN ratio ( re.
0c1BW) but it may also limit the useful range
of its volume control. Pm
Mime

to agood (analogue) CD source, there remained a
sense of ' rightness' in the sound. With aCD transport
connected via coax, stereo images were fixed precisely

0100

in space and with little artifice. Playing internet radio

a

via optical from aMacBook Pro laptop, spoken voices of

0001

studio guests were rendered incredibly cleanly, free of
spit and fuzziness, aptly demonstrating the universal
quality of this remarkable amplifier. 03

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
If ever there was an amp
deserving the oft- overused
expression foot tapping, this
is it. Blending convenience

1110
Drone Power CkÉput »

250

20

100

10k

ABOVE LEFT: Dynamic power output versus distortion into Bohm ( black
trace), 4ohm ( red) and 2ohm ¡ blue) loads. Output is restrictec by protection

into lohm: ABOVE RIGHT: Distortion versus frequency at IOW/Bohm

HI Fi NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
90W/145W

by accepting modern digital

PowerOutput, 814ohm (<1%IHD)

sources, with remote control

Dynamic Power, 8I4I2I1ohrn

105W/175W/260W

and an upgrade potential

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.235 -0.240ohm

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to -20.6dB

by adding an extra power
supply, this Supernait stands

Input Sensitivity (for OdB1N/ 80W)

10mVI87mV

products Maim Audio has ever

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdRWIfull output)

74.0dB/93.1dB

produced.

Distortion (101/1/18ohn, 20Hz-ZOkHz)

0.006-a02%

as one of the tnest balanced
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www.manger-au • io.com
At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending
wave transducers.

precision
in sound
Manger Speakers
ASR amplifiers
HMS cables

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

World's
Best
Amplifier?
103 zerobox

ASR's Revolutionary
Emitter II Exclusive
This Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it " revolutionary," and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are,at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve

r•

swing

109 zerobox

had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
Harry Pearson - The Absolute Sound

info@manger-audio.co.uk

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619

SUPER SYSTEMS

hifinews
su
Upe'
Systems
Looking for ahi-tech system that's fuss free, one that
'just works'? Steve Harris thinks B&W 803D speakers
powered by Musical Fidelity's 500W A1008 amplifier
with matching CD player provides one possible answer
Musical Fidelity A1008 CD player (£2999)
This player is atop- loader, with the CD left exposed. The
transport's arm looks as if it is intended to perform milling or
drilling operations on the disc, rather than merely holding the
magnetic puck in readiness. The player is easy to use, especially
with its front- panel display duplicated on the top surface. Inside
the box, the electronics are based on alow-jitter 24- bit upsampling
DAC and 'further jitter reduction techniques' are used. The valve
output buffer stage is an option - aparallel pair of phono sockets
provide audio output via the solid-state analogue stage only.
Coaxial and optical digital outputs are also provided.

Musical Fidelity A1008
integrated amplifier (£2999)
As most of the universe must know by now, Musical
Fidelity's aim is to make sure that you have enough
power to drive your loudspeakers, and suggests that
200W/channel is aminimum with loudspeakers of
normal sensitivity. If you want to go the whole hog,
switching to akW550 integrated or adding the
Supercharger 550K power amp to your system will
give you well over 500 watts. But you can get 250W/
channel with the A5 integrated, or with the A5CR
power amplifier, or now with the A1008.

A1008 Power Supply
The A1008's specification is much the same as the
A5's, however it comes with amassive separate
power supply, which connects to the integrated
amplifier via two locking- plug umbilical leads. A
third cable provides power for the amp's control
system. Additionally, this power supply can be used
with the A1008 CD player for ' increased dynamic
range and audio quality'.
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B&W 803D
loudspeakers
(£5500/pair)
As the ' D' suffix tells you,
this impressive 1164mm-tall
floorstander comes with the
spectacularly high-tech diamonddome tweeter. But B&W isn't
exaggerating when it says that the
803D also embodies ' awealth of
other technologies'. Some of these,
like the tapering-tube tweeter
loading, derive from the original
Nautilus project of the early 1990s,
but there are plenty of more recent
innovations. For example, B&W has
used Kevlar cones since 1974, and
this material is now used in the
sophisticated FST ' surroundless'
midrange driver. Here aring of
foamed material is placed under the
Kevlar cone's edge, absorbing the
effects of bending waves travelling
up the cone while compressing
sufficiently to accommodate the
cone's movement. For the bass,
there are three parallel-connected
180mm units using the Rohacell
laminated cone material, reflexloaded, as you'd expect, by B&W's
turbulence- reducing Flowport.

L

et's suppose you want a
very good system, on a
budget that doesn't go

too far into five figures.
And let's suppose you don't
want equipment that needs
constant fiddling and tweaking,
that takes hours to ' come on
song', or that only plays certain
kinds of music well, or one
that other family members
are frightened to switch on.
You would consider some big,

range, and chose the smallest

integrated, the kW500 and

and caters for digital inputs,

floorstander in the series,

now the A1008 are all direct

the 803D. This is still abig
loudspeaker, and it weighs in at

descendants.

including USB.
With Musical Fidelity

45kg. To ensure ample power,
we chose Musical Fidelity's

SIZE AND POWER
Descendant it may be, but the

latest integrated amplifier,

A1008 is avery different beast.
It has five times the power

the 250W/ch A1008 with its
separate power supply, and
added the matching A1008 toploading CD player to complete
the package.
A couple of years ago Iasked

well- engineered loudspeakers
of conventional approach
but using the best available
modern technology, and agood

Antony Michaelson which of
his products was his all-time

amplifier that really has enough
power to drive them, with an
upmarket CD player to match.

Musical Fidelity boss plumped
for the A1000 integrated

To find such asystem, a
system that just ' works', we
focused on the B&W ' Diamond'

favourite. Without taking too
much time for thought, the

amplifier. ' Even though it's only
50 watts, it had abeautiful
quality about it', he said. The
M3 integrated, the TriVista

output and it seems to weigh
about five times as much, even
if it's not quite five times the
size. It has avolume control
that makes even the Al 000's
look tiny! Two massive cables

products, 'A' used to stand
mainly for amplifier, with
strong overtones of ' Class A',
but these days we tend to
see amatching amp and CD
combination bearing the same
number. The A1008 CD player
is asubstantial, high-spec player
with an optional valve output
stage, its top- loading transport
surmounted by arather

with locking connectors carry

brutalist arm or gantry.

power from the PSU box to

To change discs, you lift the
arm fully, and it will stay up. I

the main unit, while asmall
DIN connector carries control
signals only. One of these
DIN connectors was enough
to carry all the power for the
A1000. Apart from all this, the
A1008 has full remote control

found that it would remain in
the access position for afew
seconds before descending
gradually until the loose
magnetic puck in its maw was
reunited with the hub, with &>

Musical Fidelity
24/26 Fulton
Road
Wembley
Middlesex
HA9 OTF
Tel: 020 8900
2866
Web: www.
musicalfidelity.
corn
B&W Group
Dale Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 2B
Tel: 01903
221500
Web: www.
bowers-wilkins.
COT
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SUPER SYSTEMS

asuggestive little kissing sound.

whether you go for clarity, overt

array of three 180mm ( 6 inch) bass

There's also alight to illuminate the

drive and separation of instruments,

business of changing discs.

or for asofter- edged sound which

units to provide full bass extension
while allowing an even slimmer

With the 1008 CD player, you
have the choice between valve and
solid-state output stages, each with
its own pair of phono sockets on the
back panel. The differences may be
subtle, but they are certainly there.
Istarted off listening to the system
with the valve setting.
After acclimatising to this Itried

shape. Also, the FST midrange is

majors on sweetness, coherence
and relaxing listenability.
Returning to the loudspeakers,

CLOCKWISE

B&W's 803D does provide a
well-calculated balance between
performance and domestic

FROM TOP:
The MF 1008
upsampling

acceptability. When B&W launched
its Nautilus 801 adecade ago, this

CD player has
an optional

successfully provided amodern,
high-tech replacement for the

valve stage

mounted within the main cabinet
rather than in the separate ' head' of
the larger models.
Obviously, this speaker will
reward care taken in positioning,
and only when this is done will the
music spring to life with amagically
coherent stereo image. On the
other hand, it will work pretty well

revered 801 studio monitor. But

and includes
optical or coaxial

with its single 380mm ( 15 inch) bass
driver, the Nautilus 801 was just too

digital outputs.
The matching

the image gained agreater depth,
at least in the centre, and also

big for most homes.

amplifier is fed
from aseparate

non- resonant curved cabinet, which
simply doesn't rad ate energy to

gained clarity on some recordings.

continued its ' 15 inch' tradition,
in the form of the 801D, but also

power supply
box via umbilical

produce unwanted room effects.

introduced anew flagship model
for well-heeled domestic users, the

links. The

switching to the solid-state output
and found that there could be a
sense of greater detail or precision
to some percussion sounds, and that

There was aslightly fuller weight to
the bass too, and amore obvious
sense of drive.
But ultimately Icame to prefer
the valve output, which gave a
stereo stage that really seemed to
have back corners extending behind
the speakers, with awholeness
about it which made for asubtly
relaxed listening experience.
It probably just depends upon

With the Diamond series, B&W

800D. This uses paired 250mm ( 10
inch) bass units instead, reducing

remote handset
operates both
the A1008

the width of the cabinet.
Next down in the range, and still
avery large speaker, is the 802D,

amplifier and
CD player. The
B&W 803D may

with two 200mm ( 8 inch) bass
drivers. The final floorstander in the

be bi-wired or
bi-amped if
ed

series is the 803D, which uses an

if you just plonk it down anywhere.
Ithink that it can do this mainly
because of its immensely strong and

This is atall speaker and Ifound,
slumped in my sofa at alistening
distance of about 3m with the
tweeters alittle above my ear level,
that it produced astereo stage of
comfortable height.

e

UNFORCED REALITY

The 803D sounds genuinely
seamless. It's difficult to characterise
the bass, mid and treble as separate
entities, because the ranges are
blended together so well.

'It's atiny
detail,
something
you'd normally
have to listen
for quite
carefully, but
on this syste
it was as de
as day'

The bottom end really is clean
and powerful, only there when
needed but never found wanting.
The midrange is neutral, clear and
free of any significant character or
coloration. The treble combines
extreme purity and freedom from
any hardness, sizzle or other
ear-catching aberrations, with a
constantly rewarding level of detail.
Ithink the extended, pure high
treble of the diamond tweeter helps
to contribute to an unforced realism
on voices, even with background
singers buried deep in the mix, and
atruth and precision on percussion.
As with the bass, it is there when
needed, but never drawing
attention to itself.
Settling down to listen to the
system as awhole, Istarted with a
disc that had proved problematic for
many components in the past. The
LSO's recent own- label Beethoven
Symphony 5with Haitink [ LSO Live
1.500590], I've found, is arecording
that really demands alot of the
amplifier/speaker combination.
There really is awide dynamic range
on this disc, arange that is quite
hard for most rooms and systems to
accommodate. You need to set the
volume level high enough to make
the quietest passages comfortably
audible and realistic. But when
you do this, you can find that the &,
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Something a little

different..
We have recently chosen to stock the
fantastic Chord Electronics range. We
firmly believe that with their electronic
expertise, combined with breathtaking
cosmetic design and the superb
construction, Chord Electronics produce
some of the worlds finest Hi Fi.

vç-e-

EXTENSIVE EX DEM & USED LIST ALWAYS AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Linn Akurate System.

Just arrived
come and hear the
fantastic new
Linn Akurate System
including the
Akurate DAB/FM tuner.

Linn Summer promotion
ending soon.

Linn Classik with Komponent 104 Speakers

'10% discount off
any new product with
any LK trade-in'

A truly compact 2channel HT. System
Integrated 2

75watt Amplifier

Afil/Fhl Tuner
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Linn Power Amplifier
and receive
free Aktiv cards

nausea, pert entrance
deludes Ircegtecient 101 Speakers
Option Komponent 120 Sub

(now Includes Kaber and Kelbk cards)'

4.11Www.--

Special packages

'Full installation and
system check
free with any purchase'

Don't miss out call today.

Norman

£849.00

selling at E1665 00 we are now offering the full pack lor

Linn Class* Movies with Komponent AV Speakers
IChannel Home Cinema Packee
,ntludes Inc Linn Claud Mom.
',eh performance CO/OVO engine
,IClan. ode, Pqrtal, Pro Loge 11 a. COS
,Ds tuner irath 200 atabora ticeset.
Nomponent AV Speaker pad
T(

WAS'sthe Komponent 120 SoCeeder

decimal Rear Stands ( 100 00

£2249.00

amain selling at £4990.00, we are now offering the full pack tor

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, B8(0, Bose
Chord Electronics, InFocus, JVC,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short,
Pioneer, REL, Roksan, Sim2, Tannoy,
Teac, Tivoli, Velodyne, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

LINN
6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
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neweastIe

www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday Saturday 9am-5.30pm
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Telephone 0191 2857179.

Telephone 01228 546756
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SUPER SYSTEMS

loudest passages seem painfully distorted.
The 1008 electronics and 803D speakers
sailed through this test, free of any
distortion or compression on the climaxes.
And yet it was the delicate touches that
kept catching me unawares. Systems or

few notes of ' Limehouse Blues' to set the
tempo. It's atiny detail, something you'd

matter of amplifier/speaker matching. The
B&W is not an inefficient loudspeaker, yet
it clearly thrived on the power available

normally have to listen for quite carefully,
but on this system it was as clear as day.
From the opening bars of ' First We Take
Manhattan', the Jennifer Warnes Famous

from the Musical Fidelity amplifier,
performing effortlessly. On any kind of
music you could throw at it, this is asystem
that delivers excellent results.

components are often described as going
'effortlessly' from soft to loud and back

Blue Raincoat album [ Classic RTHCD 5052]
came over with majesty and poise, the

again, but the Al 008/803D combination
really does this. You could also hear the

complex mix never sounding muddy or
busily confused. Each one of those little-

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

double- bass parts properly - perhaps

extra percussion sounds, the triangle and

Those beautifully- curved

as much atribute to the 803D's new-

woodblock touches that are seemingly put
in only for the delectation of audiophiles,
fulfilled its intended function by appearing

the 803D look less

technology bass units, very rigid cabinet
and careful port design as to the ability of
the A1008 to control this speaker.
SMALL DETAILS COUNT
What makes the audiophile classic Jazz
At The Pawnshop [
reissued as Proprius
PRSACD 7879] so endlessly fascinating is
the atmospheric opening. On asystem as
good as this you are transported to the
small club ( or should Isay pub?) where the

cabinet sides make
bulky than it is,

clearly, framed in amomentary open

and yet it this is a

space in the arrangement. The detail of

true full- range,

the singer's delivery, her superb phrasing,

monitor- quality

the minute, and barely- heard, sound of an
intake of breath before aline, were all as

loudspeaker.
by the powerful
Musical Fidelity

will sound better in agood room than in a
bad one. But it showed that components

dynamics, an

over the chords, and then, very quietly

backed by technical excellence will win

and bags of detail.

indeed, aband member hum the first

through in the end, particularly in the

happy sounds of the expectant audience

HFN LAB REPORTS: CD PLAYER

BUILD

A1008 combo, it
offers effortless

you hear first the band discreetly trying

9%

When driven

natural as, well, breathing.
In the end, this was indeed asystem
that didn't need tweaking, although it
responded like any other to careful setup
and speaker positioning, and of course it

music was recorded in 1976, and over the

FEATURES

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

ECO

64%

but neutral

88%

extended response

LOUDSPEAKERS

40

4°

-100

-120
0

-20

-40

40

-100

-120

(DacreasIng) Digital Signal Level

With any CD player offering achoice of outputs, it's
always wise to check the respective output levels
before pronouncing that one sounds better (often
louder) than the other. In this case, there's just
0.2dB difference between the maximum output
of MF's valve and solid-state outputs, which is
unlikely to be audible. Neither are there any other
significant differences in performance - both offer
awide 103-104dB AMd SIN ratio and both offer
- 0.003% distortion (comprising 2nd- 5th harmonics)
through the midrange at peak output. At very
high frequencies, the solid-state output has the
edge at -0.004% versus - 0.008% distortion, but
this is pretty marginal! Both responses are flat to
-0.3dB at 20kHz and both enjoy alow 120psec
jitter. Low-level resolution is good to 0.3dB over a
100dB range and MF's usual attention to PCB layout
ensures awide > 105dB stereo separation. PM

0.000
20

100

1k

1041

20k

Frequency

Rated at 250W/8ohm, the new A1008 integrated
amplifier will maintain acontinuous 260W/8ohm
and 405W/4ohm with ahealthy headroom reaching
315W, 550W, 860W and afull 1060W into 8, 4. 2and
lohm loads, respectively, under dynamic conditions.
With asensible choice of speaker cable, the 1008
has no difficulty in driving the 803D, even with its
tough impedance minimum. This is assisted by a
low-ish 0.03ohm output impedance and both aflat
and extended frequency bandwidth, dropping to just
-2.4dB at 100kHz. Distortion hovers between 0.0030.004% through the midrange at 1W to 200W but
increases slightly, as expected, to 0.02% and 0.03%
at 20kHz and 40kHz. Channel balance is good to
0.06dB but our sample of the A1008 was not entirely
symmetrical - hence the generally higher distortion on
the right ( red trace) versus left ( black trace) channels.
This is illustrated on the graph, above. PM

19

10k

Frequency in Hz »
While we couldn't match B&W's claimed 90dB
sensitivity, the measured 88dB - averaged over
200Hz to 20kHz - is still alittle above average.
B&W's recent small speakers like the 805S and
CM1 have been characterised by shelved up treble
response but that's not the case here, the overall
trend being pretty flat. Although the ultrasonic
response may seem to roll-off early given B&W's
claims, like all domes the diamond driver displays
acancellation notch due to path length disparities
between different parts of the radiating surface. A
clean cumulative spectral decay waterfall indicates
low levels of stored energy in the driver diaphragms,
and the 803D also has notably low harmonic
distortion. On the other hand. the 803D remains a
tough load to drive, imposing an amplifier output
stage dissipation equivalent to a 1.2ohm resistor
around 75Hz. KH

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum output level

2.2Vrms

Power Output, 8/4011m (<1RTHD)

260W/405W

Sensitivity (
SPI. at 1mI2.83V nns)

88.0dB

A-wtd SIN Ratio

104.0dB

Dynamk Power, 8/412/1ohm

315W/550W/860W11.1kW

Impedance modulus (migiMak)

(
e108Hz

-70°
52Hz

2.9 ohm

23.6 ohm
2.7kHz
+56°
01.2kHz

Distortion lkHz,OdilFs/-30dilFs

0.003%10.004%

Output Impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.03-0.09ohm

Impedance phase ( min/max)

Distortion 20kHz. Odies

0.004%

Freq. Response (20Hz-100kHz)

0.0dB to -2.4dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

±3.0dB (L) ±3.3dB (R)

Digital litter

122psec

Input Sensitivity (OdB1Al( 250W)

19.3mV1306mV

Bass extension (-6dB ref 200Hz)

41Hz

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.3dB

A-wtd S/N ratio (
OdBW(250W)

81.1dB/105.1dB

'Treble extension (-6d8 ref 10kHz)

35.1kHzI35.6kHz

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>105dB

Distortion ( 10W, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.0025-0.04%

THD 100Hz/1 Idiz/10kHz MOdB at 1m)

0.1%/<0.1%1<0.1%
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sounds

music
will bring that picture to life for you!

JUST LOOK AT OUR AMAZING SALES POINTS:
1. The most extensive range of
high-end hi-fi products in the uk.
2. 8 Demonstration suites for your
listening and evaluation.
3. Free advice and room design to
your specific requirements.

4. One months extendable home trial.
5. Free delivery and installation.
6. Great part exchange deals.
7. 75% Allowance upgrade scheme
8. Great coffee.

Tel: +44 ( 0) 1435 865 212, Fax: +44 ( 0) 1435 .365 213, www.sounds-of-music.co.uk, info@sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment only please.

READERS' SYSTEMS

This month we meet areader who doesn't
consider himself ahi-fi enthusiast but who has
spent more time mixing and matching Krells,
Quads and Koetsus than many of us could ever
dream of. Steve Harris heads into the English
countryside to spend time with aclassical
music lover who isn't scared to tell it like it is

H

uge and high-ceilinged, the Earl of
Chichester's beautiful 18th- century
country- house drawing room provides the
kind of acoustic that makes agood system

sound great. It looks great too, the Sonus Faber
Stradivari speakers blending in gracefully, and most
of the electronics hidden. Sir John doesn't think of
himself as ahi-fi enthusiast - although he has had his
moments, as we shall see - but music has always been
avery big part of his life.
'I'm involved with various musical things. I'm on
the board of an international music prize and things
like that. So Ido hear alot of live music of all sorts,
including alot of very contemporary music, by
12- year- old geniuses. Some of the things are never

LL

'When Ileft school Iwanted to get out of England,
but Ididn't want to do languages, because Iwas already
there - Icould speak English, Sparish anc German. What
Ireally wanted to do was music. So Iwent to amusic
ABOVE RIGHT:
A house

heard asecond time! My wife is adirector of the Opera
House, and Iused to be on asubsidiary board of it for

like this can
provide the

some years, because they put in non- board members
with musically-educated people, of which they kindly

acoustic

considered me one.

environment

`We both go to alot of live music. And Ithink that

school in Salzburg for almost three years. And then I
realised that Ididn't want to fetch up as, you know, a
rehearsal pianist somewhere. And also Argentina was
calling me, so Igave up. But Idon't regret it, Idon't
regard it as wasted time, because Iknow more about
music, and it opened the doors to the Opera House and

needed to

may be the reason that Idon't pursue hi-fi for the

alot of other musical things.

make ahigh-

sake of pursuing hi-fi. It would be interesting to hear
new things, but you go through phases in life, and

'Without that, Icould have easily kidded myself that
Imight have been another Karajan, but having done it, I

I'm happy with this, so there's no reason really to go
hunting around.
'I went to school here from the age of about 15, but

knew that Iwasn't going to be!'

end system
sing. Perhaps
unsurprisingly,
the equipment
had to fit
unobtrusively
into its
traditional
surroundings

66

Igrew up in Argentina. My mother was Argentinian, my
father died before Iwas born. To come here was abit
of ashock, after the freedom of Argentina. I'd learned
to drive acar when Iwas nine years old; didn't need a
driving licence there!

www.hifinews.co.uk
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YARDS OF VINYL
Leather-bound books fill the shelves above the hi-fi, but
on similar shelves at the other end of the room, and in
the small study adjacent, John has ahuge collection
of classical CDs, arranged by composer. Most of his
massive LP collection has now been moved elsewhere,

22ft

THE ROOM
Some rooms
need acoustic
treatment, but
not this one!
Solid stone
walls, perfect
proportions and
an extremely high
ceiling, along
with substantial
soft furnishings
and abook- lined
sidewall, all give
this spacious
room adelightful
acoustic. This
makes anearideal starting
point for a
high-end system
installation

'When Nairn started in Salisbury they had asmall
shop. Iwalked past one day and Ithought, " This
•i
sfunny, this looks like home-made stuff!"
although there are still afew yards of vinyl lurking
behind asofa towards the back of the room. It's clear
that John has been aserious collector of recorded music
for avery long time.
'It's always been ahobby of mine, since Iwas about
12 years old. Igot interested and started exploring more
and more music.
'When Iwas studying, Iworked alot w•th singers, and
sat in on voice classes although Iwasn't singing - Inever

ABOVE: It's
hard to think
of another
speaker that

through alot of experimentation - with horrible results

could blend
into this

because Ididn't really have ahi-fi guru to consult. I've
been through all sorts of rubbish!'

beautiful room
as well as the

THE NMI CHANCE

Stradivari does.
Also visible

Like so many music- lovers of his generation, John
plumped for the ( original) Quad Electrostatic speakers
and Quad amplifiers. But he was using these with
an indifferent and now-forgotten turntable until, by

are the Oracle
turntable and
Audio Research

wanted to be asinger - and Ifound it very interesting.

chance, he discovered that there was something better.

CD player,
while the Audio

So the voice has always interested me alot. My main

'When Naim started in Salisbury and they had asmall
shop in astreet called Salt Lane, Iwalked past one day

Research pre
and Krell Power

and Ithought, " This is funny, this looks like home-made
stuff!" Iwent in and they said, " Well, we make the best

amplifiers are

love, Isuppose, is piano music, instrumental music,
chamber music - which of course does sound very good
on the system Ihave now.
'I got interested in hi-fi because Iwanted to hear
something that came close to the original. Iwent

amplifier in the world," and Isaid " Oh, yeah?"
'And Ihad the Quad electrostatics and Quad C->

hidden in the
cupboards
below
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"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component El
of 2004,2005 & 2007 awards

SOVEREIGN DECK
"A

new benchmark for musical communication"

" One

STEREO TIMES

of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STE REOPHILE

*****

Ultimate performance
for your system
(t.

0(4(4)(4(# 2005 World Awards

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

Tonearm Models - from
E124 - £ 4,900
Enterprise, Conqueror, Illustrious
Encounter, Silver, OL1 + upgrades
Rewiring and upgrades for Rega arms
Demonstrably better

I

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE LTD
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com
www.originlive.com

READERS SYSTEMS

amplifiers, can't remember what the turntable was,
Thorens or Goldring. Anyway, Julian Vereker said " I'm
surprised you haven't heard of us!" But Iwasn't really
ahi-fi magazine reader!
'So Isaid, " If you lend me one, I'll see if Ilike it."
And he had of course the Linn turntable, because he
was great friends with Tiefenbrun at that time. So
they brought this Linn Sondek, which transformed my
LP collection, absolutely transformed it!
'That Linn/Grace/Supex was wonderful. I'm not
saying it was better than what Ihave now, but it was
very, very satisfying. Especially as Ihad been using
something that was not quite good enough before.
The Quad amplifier was good but certainly with the
Naim, the combination was very fine.
'And then Ihad afriend called Ray Churchouse
who said Ihad to try the ESL- 63s. But they didn't
work with the Naim amplification, so Iwasn't happy.
By then I'd sold the old Quads, and Iwish Ihadn't.'
When compact disc came along, John tried an
early Marantz player but didn't like it very much.
'For the first five or six years Iwas very resistant to
CD because Ifound the first CDs had aglassy, cold
- •

'I could have
part- exchanged
the Sonus Faber
Amatis for the
Stradivari, but I
was too fond of
them to throw
them out'

Krell player. which Iliked very
much indeed. Then the Apogees
started to get abit tired, and Ihad
the Scnus Faber Amati loudspeakers.'
When the Stradivari appeared in
2004, John couldn't resist.

ABOVE: Now
replaced
in the main
system by the
Stradivari,

'I suppose Imust have been
feeling quite rich at that time. Icould

these Amati

have part-exchanged the Amatis for

speakers are

the Stradivari, but Iwas too fond of
them really, to throw them out.'

part of amost
impressive
second system.

So instead, the Amatis were
relegated to asecond system in
another room, along with the Krell
KPS 28c, which now gave way to an
Audio Research CD3 Mk II player.

It includes a
Krell KPS 28c
CD player,
Magnum
Dynalab Etude

sound. Eventually Ibought aMeridian, which Idid

FEELING RICH

tuner, asecond

find sounded good.
'But then, in 1988, Brian Rivas came into my life,

Behind the cupboard doors today are an Audio

Audio Research

Research PH3 phono stage, along with the Audio

LS25 preamp

and he brought me the Apogee Caliper speakers,
along with an Audio Research SP11 preamplifier

Research LS25 Mk II line preamplifier and apair of
Krell FPB 250mc monoblocks that have replaced the

and aKrell FPB

and Krell KMA-100 power amplifiers.

SP11 and KMA-100. In fact, the cable connection
on the back of the preamplifier made it too deep to

amplifier, also

'I liked the Apogees, because I'd had some
terrible experiences with box loudspeakers. It was
the Tannoy Lancasters that Ihad. Ihad atiny little

400 power
seen below

fit the cupboard. John and Brian had to do abit of C-,

office, and Iplayed them in there, and sound was
absolutely horrible. Ididn't know what Iwas doing,
Ijust knew the sound was horrible. They were very

FAR LEFT:
Concealed in

big and the room was far too small for them. When
Iplayed them at low volume, they sounded very

the cupboard
are the main

clothy, it was like abit of cotton wool over them.
'Anyway, I'd already had an Audio Research D70
from Peter West at Pinewood Music. But when Brian

system's Audio
Research
1525 Mk II
preamplifier

Rivas took over Pinewood, we really started playing
around with turntables, Koetsu Red and Black
cartridges and so on. He was endlessly patient. Of

and PH3

course, Iwas spending alot of money, so that's why

phono stage,

he was patient!'

along with an
ancient and

So the Linn was duly replaced with an Oracle

now unused

Delphi Ill turntable and Air Tangent arm.
'The Meridian CD player died and so Ihad the

cassette deck
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They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Ciregon - Fli-Fi+ magazine
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Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online
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Ask for details of this superb range:
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READERS SYSTEMS

custom installation, taking ahammer and chisel to
knock alump out of the wall behind.
Iwondered what John had felt about the sound of
the Audio Research CD player when he got it, what
had made him latch on to it so enthusiastically?
'I can't describe it in technical terms; the feeling of
it was something that I've always aimed for, something
I'd describe as ahuman sound, asympathetic, awarm
sound - not warm- mushy, but un-hi-fi-ish.

HALL OR NOTHING
'I always remember when Naim went to grander
premises in Salisbury, and Iwent there and listened to
Linn speakers, Isobariks Ithink they were called, and I
said to them, " You can't tell me that this sounds like
any instrument that ahuman being ever made, this
does not sound like an oboe, that doesn't sound like a
clarinet, the string sound is vile. It doesn't sound like
anything you'd hear in real life." And they said, " Well,
that's not what we're aiming for. We are aiming for a
particular sound which we call ahi-fi sound."
'But hi-fi, meaning high-fidelity, fidelity to what?
To some abstract idea you've got of what something
ought to sound like? Or to what it really does sound
like? It's not my idea of what Iwant to listen to. Iwant
to hear something natural, warm and what Idescribe
as human, with as little intervention as possible. And
asort of amalgam of Barbican, Festival Hall, and the
Concertgebouw Amsterdam, which Ithink is the best
concert hall I've ever been in, something that you feel

'I bought alot of
discs in America
and some of them
were SACDs, but
Ididn't buy them
because they
were SACDs, it
was just that the
were cheap'
comfortable with, that you won't feel sounds wrong.'
Perhaps the Naim sound of that era might have

favourite dead singers have come out on CD but a
lot haven't. It's very much aminority interest! Iwill
listen to an LP - for example, aSchubert song cycle
by asinger that's interesting to hear - but you don't

turntable is an
Oracle Delphi
Mk III with an

want to hear it all the time, because it's abit crackly

Air Tangent

and the interpretation is abit old fashioned and
whatever. I'll never throw them away.

tonearm and

'Recently Sting, who's our neighbour, recorded

cartridge. To
the right of
the deck can
be seen the

FLASHING LIGHTS

long-serving

So, no plans to change anything for a
few years?

Meridian tuner

'Well, Idon't feel agreat urge to.
I'm satisfied. Unless Brian cornes along
one day and tells me he's dscovered
something even more amazing.
'Although Idid recently walk into
ashop in the West End, just to look.
And they had all these amazing- looking
things, some made in Russia, some
made in China, weird and wonderfullooking stuff with flashing lights.
But what's the point of sitting there
listening to something? Ithink you
have to live with something for afew days to know if
you really like it. They said " Oh, we'll bring it down to
you," and Isaid " Don't ring me, I'll ring you."

is the old 1950s recording of George London singing

non-Absolute-Sounds stuff, but Ihaven't really got

'No, I'm sure there's some very interesting

Wotan's Farewell. And if Iturn that up, that's all the

enough time to have it set up and so forth. I'll stick

impact and volume that anybody could possibly want.

with Brian. He gives me good deals!'

But I'm very old-fashioned. Ijust like classical music!'
That fabulous, now- classic Oracle/Air Tangent/

and so it isn't asurprise to discover that he's taken

Koetsu front end doesn't really get used so much now,

But sometimes, there is something that Ihave had
for years and hasn't come out on CD. Some of my

Koetsu 80th
Anniversary

these Dowland songs and also put
them on LP. He thinks the sound on the
LP is infinitely preferable.'

been more suited to rock music?
'Well, Idon't play rock music. My equivalent of rock

although the records are still to hand.
'You can see acoating of dust on them, can you?
Well, Iactually have got ahell of lot more. Idid have
them on the shelves, but we converted the shelves
to take the CDs. And yes, Ido play CD alot more.

ABOVE: The

John describes himself as ' incredibly untechnical'
little interest in SACD or DVD-Audio.
'I have got ahandful of SACDs. When Iwas in
America, with the weak dollar and the strong pound,
Ibought alot of discs and some of them were SACDs.
But Ididn't buy them because they were SACDs, it
was just that they were cheap!'
And no plans tor home cinema?
'No! I'd never be able to make it work!'
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Until you have cleaned
up your mains supply
you system will limp.
It's like putting paraffin
into a Formula Icar.

PINEWOOD
MUSIC

MotLn5,
rnoti_n5,

renotiA5...

The supreme system

The fuel that drives your system is
the mains.What you hear from the
loudspeakers is mains MODULATED
BY THE MUSIC SIGNAL. Important!
Corruption on the mains — radio
frequency interference ( RFI) from
broadcasts, voltage spikes and
significant vibration from power
supplies and transformers — creates
SPURIOUS SIGNALS, arubbish layer.
You hear HARSHNESS, poor bass
and areduced soundstage: rubbish
is damaging the FINE DETAIL. Music
lacks " presence" and involvement.

Krell Evolution 505 CO/SACO, Evolution 202 twochassis preamplifier, 402 stereo/600 monaural
amplifier

"Upgrading" usually means big
money on new components — and
you're still bugged by poor mains!
You'll hear afraction of the benefits
you've paid for with the new kit.

Put all the above units together as a system, link
them with Krell CAST cable and you have what is
essentially an integrated unit from source to
amplifier. Ken Kessler's outstanding review on the
Evolution 600 monos in last month's ' Hi Fi News'
told us emphatically that it works - and how. At last
we're getting away from this sad and ignorant
misconception that power is just brute force.

A COST-EFFECTIVE way to upgrade
is first to clean the mains and use
good mains cables. Now you'll hear
your present system at its best and
better understand any weaknesses.
The NEW TAGA DISTRIBUTION
BLOCK from VertexAQ is an ideal
starting point. For £795 it's amajor
stepup, combining Silver Jaya shunt
filtering ( ie no dynamic loss) with
acoustic absorption and six sockets.
It allows use of any good mains
leads, though Vertex's may be better.
Consider the VertexAQ ELBRUS for
an even bigger jump in performance.
Don't run your system off asupermarket block! Prepare for ashock
with our offer: TRY BEFORE YOU
BUY. Check www.vertexaq.com for
more information and reviews.
Customers say we make some of the

Krell's system approach makes absolute sense:
after all, you wouldn't take pieces from various
cars to try and build your own would you? It could
be expensive and disastrous - but it happens with
hi-fi all the time.

The
Right
Note
Music in 117e bonze

Do it the Krell way and the results are undeniably
still expensive - but you will not be making the
same old mistakes based on guesswork and
isolated reviews of individual components.
We have the Evolution range on permanent
demonstration at our premises in the Somerset
countryside. If you are serious, you are invited to
make an appointment with us to judge for yourself.

Va.

BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford. You AVOID

BATH

the way and save money in the long run.

01225 874728
or lo- call

J
UST

0845 230 7570

EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy music along

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD:
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA, P81),
GAMUT, RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA. V INYL: AESTHETIX, AVID, CLEARAUDIO,
DNM ,GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT

The Pinewood Music
Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT
HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS :
AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS
GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES :CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ
MAINS Vertex AQ. SUP PORTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

We always try to give more than you expect

MUSIC REVIEWS

Music Classical
Album
mont h

OF THE

JS BACH
Cello Suites; Song of the Birds
Steven Isserlis. Hyperion COA 67451/2 (two discs)

These six Dance Suites, as Isserlis defines
them in awonderfully lucid note, he
thinks may have a basis in the Passion.

MOZART/PROKOFIEV
Rondo K511, Sonata in D, K284, Variations
K265/Toccata, Sonata 3, Romeo and Juliet Suite

He's looked at all the contradictory

Lise de la Salle. Naive V5080 (two chscs/DVD)

sources and bases his performances

A tepid DVD does this 18-year- old

primarily on the Anna Magdalena

French pianist few favours - wholly

manuscript - Bach left no original. As a

inadequately subtitled, it tends to

supplement he plays three variants on

highlight her limitations more than

the First's prelude and Sally Beamish's
arrangement of a piece associated

her gifts. Her booklet note attributes
characteristics to the pieces which she

with Casals. ( There's also an Isserlis

doesn't entirely convey. De la Salle's

film taken from BBC2's Newsnight

Mozart is neat, but lacks contrast or

on YouTube.) A fairly dry acoustic,

humour in the Variations. She's at

Henry VVood Hall, complements

her best in the rarely heard Prokofiev

the somewhat low-key, intimately

Third Sonata, but the Toccata lacks the

confiding style Isserlis adopts.

mechanistic drive she writes about.

Some minor distractions by way

And yet ' Romeo bids Juliet farewell' is

of knocks. CB

utterly breathtaking. CB
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MARTHA ARGERICH AND FRIENDS

BOULT CONDUCTS COATES

WAGNER

Marches etc by Coates, Delius, Grainger, Hoist,
Walton, Vaughan Williams

Preludes etc — Flying Dutchman, Mastersingers,
Parsifal, Tristan and Isolde

Chamber music by Debussy, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, Schnittke, Taneyev

LPO/NPO/Sir Adrian Boon. Lyrita SRCE1246

Anna Kampe, Halle/Mark Elder. Halle CD HLL 7517

EMI 3 89241 2 (three discs)

These reissued Lyrita recordings

Wagner orchestral excerpts have

These live recordings from the 2006

(full- price though) were made when

provided one of the gramophone's

Lugano Festival feature Argerich only

Boult was almost 90, but the vigour is

guilty pleasures since 78s. This Hallé

in Schumann's Piano Quartet and

extraordinary. The first 43m are devoted

collection has the young soprano Anja

Op.73 Fantasiestücke, partnered by a

to suites by Coates, a masterly successor

Kampe in the Liebestod - impressive, but

flugelhorn - not quite so out-of- place

to Elgar in the field of light music - The

it would have been nice to have heard

as you'd expect. But there's awacky

Three Bears, Three Elizabeths, From

Anne Schwanewilms, from Elder's Strauss

finale, aCello Concerto by Friedrich

Meadow to Mayfair, Summer Days and, of

CD, again. Performances are restrained,

Gulda, played by Gautier Capuçon, with

course, the Dambusters March. Marches

meticulously clear, and if one misses

big- band jazz, Viennese cafe music, a

by other composers are taken from

Barbirolli's ardour, today's Halle is a much

cadenza taking in everything from Bach

Hamlet, The Wasps, Over the Hills and Far

finer orchestra. Admirable sound too

to Shostakovich, and some affectionate

Away, Soirees Musicales etc. CB

from two Manchester venues. CB

Beethovenian winds writing. CB
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Final Sound manufactures state-of-the-art electrostatic speaker systems
3
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New to electrostatics
No matter what kind of music you
like, Final speakers deliver a truly
astonishing performance.

6
o

3

Talk to us to find out more...
1

Ideal for two-channel or home cinema, they represent by far the lightest high-performance electrostatic
speakers on the market and the only truly fiat-panel, modular electrostats capable of being
wall-mounted, free-standing, or suspended anywhere in the room.

MUSIC REVIEWS
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Music Jazz
Album

OF THEMe
g
m,

JOACHIM KUHN-MAJID BEKKAS
Kalimba

II,

ACT 9456-2

Otherwise known as athumb piano,

TIA FULLER

the African kalimba of the title is one

Healing Space

of the sounds contributed here by

Mack Avenue MAC 1033

the tremendously communicative
Moroccan musician Majid Bekkas. He
also plays the oud and the guembri

Though she recently enjoyed a

or Berber lute, and his mellow yet
arresting vocals connect readily
with blues- accustomed Western
ears. With fleet support from
drummer Lopez, Kühn's depth
of musicianship, quick ear and
responsive yet muscular pianism
meshes perfectly with Bekkas.
Yet he switches effortlessly to
alto sax on ' Sabbatique', an
intense, performance from three
musicians in perfect balance. SH
1.1 al U

U

U

'glamour gig' touring with Beyoncé,
saxophonist Tia Fuller spends most
of her time wearing alonger skirt
(or maybe jeans) as teacher, session
player and jazz leader. Her debut on
this label follows the self- published CD
'Pillar Of Strength' ( 2005), again with
Miki Hayama ( piano), Miriam Sullivan
(bass) and Kim Thompson ( drums),
plus trumpeter Sean Jones. It's music
that works like aspiritual deep- heat
lamp and Fuller's lyrics on 'A Reason, A
Season, A Lifetime', and the concluding
title track, are part of the healing. SH
¡ill RECORDING

RECORDING
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URBANIAK/LACKERSCHMID
CONNECTION

ROBIN MCKELLE

SPYRO GYRA
Good To Go-Go

Introducing Robin McKelle

Polish Wind

Heads Up HUCD 3127 and HUSA 9127 (multichannel SACO)

Candid CCD 79996

Minor Music 807121

If there was an umpteenth album from

An album of standards with authentically

Michat Urbaniak was at the heart of the
new Polish jazz wave in the 1960s, then
surfed to Fusion fame in the 1970s. Here

Spyro Gyra, it came out years ago. For
the record ( because all but diehard

his electric violin is calmed by the gentle

fans will have lost count) this one is the
29th. There are certainly new flavours

plangency of Lackerschmid's vibes and
backed efficiently by John Lee ( bass) and

here - achrome- plated Caribbean
feel on ' Island Time' and vocals from

Karl Latham ( drums), giving an open if
unvaried texture. Urbaniak switches to
tenor sax on abaggy- sounding ballad

excellent new drummer Bonny Bon
areggae-ish ' Jam Up'. Otherwise, the

retro big- band arrangements, by a
singer with the power, class and mature
styling to carry it off. Robin McKelle rides
effortlessly over the excellent 19- piece
band led by Willie Murillo, and with
subtle twists - 136 Mir Bist Du Schon' as
atango and agreat deadpan rendition
of ' Yes, My Darling Daughter' - nothing
here sounds like amere retread.

called ' IJust Love You', resembling 'You

group deliver as they've always done,
with music that's brilliantly played, yet

Are Everything', but it is his rhythmically

somehow has no spaces left in it. It fills

charged, melodically satisfying violin
flights that carry the day. SH

agap, in fact it fills every gap, but it's
definitely not food for thought. SH
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McKelle's earlier album Never Let Me Go
is currently unavailable, but this one, a
hit in the US last year, has already put
her on the map. SH
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Shadow Audio sales 44 800 0073
'
1

20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU
Scotland

séles line4:

800 0074

email:

info@shadowaudio.co.uk
web site:

www.shadowaudio.co.uk

Don't miss the ex- demonstration & used products

BIG HIGHEND SALE
1st October 2007 - 31st October 2007

PRICU WU SINK TO AN ALL TIME LOW..
Increase your chances to get the product you want!
Send your email address to sale@shadowaudio.co.uk and receive the special list by
email on the 26th September before it is published on the web site on the 1st October.
You will also automatically be added to our weekly e- newsletter list but can unsubscribe at any time.

Music Rock
mont.

Album
OF THE

PAUL McCARTNEY
Memory Almost Full

Hear Music 8 88072 30348 5

Those TV ads did not lie. That strolling
Paulie, drifting through aT echnicolor
animated wonderland, strumming
his uke and singing ' Dance Tonight'
to alazy beat, is all over this album.
It's years since I've been convinced
by aMcCartney album but maybe his
recent troubles have finally kicked
him back to life because this is
precisely what he should have done
when he split from The Beatles — an
honest, bittersweet yet spirited
romp that sounds like Rip Van
Macca waking up after a30-year
snooze, abit battered but glad
to be alive. At last he's standing
defiantly alone, hardly missing
Lennon's hard edge. 18

mum RECORDING
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THE WHITE STRIPES
Icky Thump

XL Recordings X1CO271

You can't help wondering how much
Jack White's moonlighting with The
Raconteurs has rubbed off on his dayjob.
Jack's tunesmithery has never been in
doubt, but now the sparky songs like
'Little Cream Soda' or ' Effect And Cause'
fit right into The White Stripes' eclecticroots- rock cannon, while not being so
abrasive as to offend more sensitive
ears. Those who love Jack and Meg for
their warts ' n' all contrariness might find
Icky Thump atad nice, but after ten
years in the biz surely they've earned the
right to mellow just alittle. They're still
some way from James Blunt though. f8
[1 RECORDING
III IN U
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GILBERT O'SULLIVAN

CHUCK PROPHET

JEFF LANG

Soap And Water

Whatever Makes You Happy

AScruff At Heart

Cooking Vinyl CookCD417

Furry Records Furry 001

Bygum Records BGR115

It's been afull three years since my last

Although this came out in his native
Australia in 2004, it's only just surfacing

This may be abit controversial but, er,

here. Lang is apeerless slide- guitar

songwriters to have emerged in the ' 70s.

virtuoso who also happens to write
terrific blues- infected songs with
thoughtful lyrics. He also enjoys
tinkering with studio effectery so that

Despised for his contrived image and his
unworldly pronouncements, he didn't fit

fix of Chuck Prophet's laconic, gritty
rockin' soul.Istumbled onto Chuck when
Tom Petty was heading for the middle
of the road and Iieeded someone with
asharp lyrical edge, asolid rock sound
and astinging melodic guitar style. I've
never yet been let down and this, his
eighth album, is sharper than ever, edgy,
spirited, inaginatively arranged and
tuneful, with neat retrosynths, handclaps
and female counter-vocals decorating

his blues roots are nicely tempered with
occasional Beck- like electronica. At his
simplest, the solo guitar instrumental
title track is an object lesson in
deliciously dextrous string- picking, but

Gilbert O'Sullivan is one of the greatest

in with the cool dope-smoking elite of
James Taylor and Elton John, so it became
almost impossible to point out that
'Alone Again Naturally' was probably the
finest, most emotionally affecting song of
1972. Forget your prejudices, blind test

ever-excellent Telecaster licks. 18

his bigger productions, like 'Alive In
There', demand repeated hearings. JB

the songs here against Randy Newman,
Cole Porter, Bright Eyes or George
Formby and they'll pass muster. l8
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Music Audiophile
LINDA RONSTADT

1Album
OF THE mo at,
5

Heart Like AWheel
0—, m,,,,, Cl P7049 180q vinyl LP
Arguably the best LP Linda Ronstadt

o

L

WiRNMNPM'

ever released - if, that is, you prefer
her country over her rock or big

Texas Flood

band phases. Heart Like A Wheel

Pure Pleasure/Epic PPAN 38734 180g vinyl LP

is bursting with what have since

While acynic might argue that

become signature tunes: ' When Will I

premature death exaggerated SRV's

Be Loved', ' Willing', ' It Doesn't Matter
Any More', ' You're No Good', and

doubt that 1) he did more than anyone

the title song itself. These make up
half of the 10-track selection here
and when you factor in superb
sound and backing by such talents
as Andrew Gold, Maria Muldaur,
Sneaky Pete of the Burritos,
Herb Pedersen and Emmylou

\

Harris, saying that they don't
make them like this anymore is
dwelling on the obvious. KK

reputation James Dean-style, there's no
in the 1980s to revive the blues and
2) he could pluck like amutha.
Vaughan's playing was incendiary, his
vocals ripped from his soul. This double
LP, containing the bonus tracks from the
CD, mixes studio and live, and presents
aconvincing case for ranking him just to
the south of Mike Bloomfield and Duane
Allman. Whatever way you cut it, this will
make you feel the loss. KK
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THE PRETTY THINGS

The Pretty Things

THE WHO

ANNIE ROSS

Live At Leeds

Sings ASong Of Mulligan

Sundazed LP 5223 180g vinyl LP

Classic Records/Track 2406 001 200g vinyl LP

Pure Pleasure/World Pacific WP1253 180g vinyl LP

Don't let the sleeve worry you:
Sundazed has reissued the now- rare US

Afive-star masterpiece, it raises the

edition of The Pretty Things' debut, the

Maybe The New York Times' quote ' The
best live rock album ever made' suggests
unfamiliarity with The Allman Brothers

main change being the running order.

Live At the Fillmore East or adozen

question 'Why isn't Ross as revered as
Peggy Lee or Julie London?' This set,
recorded nearly 50 years ago, doesn't

All the early R&B-based UK bands had
blues heroes they covered or emulated

others, but this is still about as exciting as
live LPs get. Upping the vinyl weight adds

just offer us Ross' sublime interpretations
of classics like ' IFeel Pretty', ' I've Grown

-the Rolling Stones/Chuck Berry, The

only subtle gains, for the original sound is

Animals/John Lee Hooker, ad nauseum:
the Pretties adored Bo Diddley, right

too ' PA system' to qualify for sonic merit,
but The Who unleashed transcend such

Accustomed To Your Face' and ' Let There
Be Love': it presents them with two
versions of Gerry Mulligan's Quartet,

down to the rawness of the sound.
So don't approach this for sonic

low concerns. Bless Classic for packaging
this with all the original bits, mastering it

excellence. Instead, cherish it as the
punkiest, raunchiest most threatening
extreme of the first British wave. KK

with valves, and allowing us old farts to
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remember, for just amoment, the world
before everything turned to shit. KK

with trumpet duties courtesy of either
Chet Baker and Art Farmer - three other
reasons to make purchase mandatory.
If you adore jazz vocals and seek life
beyond Ella or Sarah, start here. KK
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Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night

WHAT HI FI?

WHAT HI*FI?

AWARDS 2006

AWARDS 2006

SOUND AND VISION

PRODUCT OF THE TEAR

Prodect
•

AUDIO

SYSTEMS

TURNTABLES

PRO-NCT RPM 5

SOUND AND VISION

LES
REST TURNTABLE UNDER E300

PIO-JECT REILIT III

Superb HiFi
Just a little more desirable than the norm

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, rnialehenleydesigns.co.uk

KEN KESSLER

Surrises in store

Could things be looking up? Ken Kessler takes atrip to London's most prestigious department
store and discovers among the mini systems, plasmas and plastic iPod-ready music systems some
serious high- end audio names. Hell, you can even buy yourself some specialist audio cables...

[Ken Kessler

of its products to appeal to the people

suspects, along with ' iPod-ready' music

who can afford them. Therefore, it is with

systems... but also the odd stirring of

great pleasure that Iloudly and publicly

hope: at least Denon numbered among

apologise to Harrods.
Yes, that Harrods. The big store in

the micro-systems.
Iwalked up one aisle, then down the

London where billionaires shop for
everything from rare cheeses to limited-

other. Nada. Then, amoment of dead- inmy-tracks stoppage.

edition fountain pens to hand- made
mattresses. Iwas asked to write afeature
about its audio department and about

Was that really avalve? An honest-togoodness valve? And awooden chassis?
And a.., a... a... Ican't believe my eyes

ow sweet it is to be proven
wrong. Not just wrong, but
humiliatingly wrong. As shocking

its high- end' offerings for aHarrods
magazine, and my gut- reaction was of
sheer horror. My previous experience of

-aturntable? Stone me! Aturntable in
Harrods! And valves! From companies

astatement as that may seem

to be, especially when coming from one

Harrods' audio department was strictly
of the mid fi variety, precisely the sort

as blindly opinionated and arrogant as I, it

of down-market swill purchased by rich

departments are owned by other retailers

represents almost the same sort of joy as a
tax rebate. What's inspired this admission

people who don't know any better.
Standing my ground and conscious

that lease space and pay apercentage to
Harrods. It turns out that the audio division

is the revelation that, after last month's
tirade, someone is doing something about
presenting serious hi-fi to those who can

of whatever reputation Imight still have
among you, the serious audio community,

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HiFi News.
He loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything...

H

actually afford it.

Itold the editor that, in no way, would I
sign my name to an article extolling the
virtues of all- in-one systems made entirely
of plastic, sounding like shit, and selling for

smaller than Microsoft!
Without going into the mechanics
of selling in Harrods, many of the

is run by aspecialty retailer, who had
the sheer guts to introduce some terrific
brands to the store, including Pathos,
Unison Research, Arcam, KEF, Michell,

which qualifies as serious hi-fi equipment.

Chord - even specialist cables.
So Istand joyously corrected. And
Idon't know what makes me happier:
that Harrods' customers might suddenly
discover decent sound, or that Idon't have

STIRRINGS OF HOPE

to disappoint an editor.
Oh, me of little faith. Valve amps in

standards, rot just expensive but criminally

Finding myself in the People's Republic

Harrods. Whatever next? ()

and odiously overpriced. Yet price is
not the issue: expensive audio is simply

of Livingstonia for the first week of July,

regarded as freakish by non-audiophiles.

on, Iwaded through the crowds, up the

STRUGGLE AND SACRIFICE
In anutshell, high- end audio has always
survived, by the skin of its teeth, on the
patience and passion of people with
normal incomes who scrimp and save
to buy components which are, by any

That is why high-end audio differs from

£499. She suggested Ivisit the store, on
the off- chance that Imight find something

and forgetting that Harrods' sale was
escalators to the AV department.

all other costly luxury goods, because such

Before Ieven reached it, Idetected

components are not purchased, for the
most part, by the very people who can

awall of plasma and LCD
panels from the usual

afford them w:thout struggle and sacrifice.
Equally and obversely, most ' normal
income' earners do not scrimp and save
for Bentleys or Patek Philippe watches
or Goyard luggage; they buy the cars,
watches or luggage that relate to their
income level. What you find is that such
elevated luxury brands as Bentley find their
clientele strictly among the wealthy, not
among savers and scrimpers.
So what has long been the bane of
the high- end audio industry is the failure
RIGHT: Pathos - now available in Harrods
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BARRY FOX

When you
can't make
it work...
The new groove

Intrigued by record decks that offer aone-stop solution to
transferring your music from vinyl to PC, but looking for
something with pedigree? Andrew Harrison notes the
emergence of anew class of product, the USB turntable
reduce their cherished music to MP3

And
H rrison

*L.

t

through the Sunday
supplements and, among the

chintzy commemorative plates,
you'll often see some cheap and
cheerful turntables, promising to let you
play all those old LPs tucked away in the
loft. But these £ 69 all- in- one music centres
and standalone record players have now
been sidelined by anovel update: the USB
turntable.
This brings the crackly

date, allowing anyone to
convert their squirrelled
music collection into
something ahome PC
can chew on.
SILVER- SPRAYED
WONDER
'It will breathe new life
into your record collection
so you can appreciate the

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

sit through the 20 minutes playing
time of one side. You simply play an
LP at 45rpm and use the software to
resample the captured sound down
to the correct pitch! And for 78 lovers
you're encouraged to play at 45rpm,
then speed up the recording.

i eaf

general public still sees
it anyway - right up to

[Barry Fox

quality, but apparently, it will even
dub at high-speed for those who can't

Andrew Harrison joined
Hi Fi News in 1998. Now
deputy editor, he loves
all audio from iPods
and computer audio to
analogue and vinyl

old format - as the

As more components become
software- based so users have
to master increasingly complex
user- configurable options.
That's fine if you can follow
the manual, but the chances of
that are slim, says Barry Fox

-\AT hen the Head of Philips
USB DEBUT
Ican't vouch for the quality of this
turntable's engineering or the accuracy
of its onboard ADC, but Iwould suspect
that another deck with asimilar feature
list would do an even better job, albeit
at the higher price of £ 210. The deck
is the latest version of Pro-Ject's Debut,
which has steadily
evolved since it landed

'This brings
the crackly old
format - as the
general public
still sees it
anyway - right
up to date'

sound of vinyl - clicks, scratches and all
-even on your iPod,' said The Times about
one such popular USB turntable, the Ion
iTT. This silver-sprayed wonder sells for a

almost ten years ago to
where it can be had with
aquartz- locked power

Consumer Electronics, Jeremy
Ling, spoke at arecent trade
conference he told how
he had joined Philips ayear ago with no
experience of consumer electronics. So he
spent aweek working as asalesman in a
comet store to get afeel for the industry.
'Do you know what the retail return
rate is for Wi-Fi routers?' Ling asked the
audience. ' 10%? 20%7 30%?'
'No. In fact 40% of all home wireless
networking equipment is returned

supply, phono head amp,

because people cannot make it work. And
of the Philips equipment that is returned

and now, built-in USB

we find that 98% has " no fault found"'.

digital output. ( See ' On

Ican well believe this. Itried adinky

Location', p106.)
It's unlikely this deck

little Philips Streamium Internet Wi-Fi radio

will be seen by as many
people as the Ion USB
turntable, which is a
shame, as the one thing
that more people should
realise is that ' dusty'

ayear ago, the SLA5520, and it was apig
to set up. The Product Managers can never
have watched someone struggle to get
the product work.
MANUAL LABOUR

records need not sound all snap, crackle
and pop. At the lowest end of the

People used to complain about computer
instruction manuals the size of phone
directories, and full of gobbledegook

market, apoorly- engineered deck with
abasic pick-up may well make ameal of

jargon. The computer companies solved
the problem by no longer printing

penny under £ 100 at Maplin and seems to

surface noise. But given half achance,

manuals. They just printed aGetting

tick all the boxes for someone wanting

the attic archive may surprise with its

Started Guide and put the gibberish on a

compelling tunefulness if played on a

CD-ROM for the owner to print out.

to digitize their records.
It's ready to go at 33 and 45rpm with
aline- level output, plus aUSB output to
connect to aMacintosh computer or PC.
The record's music can then be captured
by the bundled ( but free anyway) Audacity

turntable that can at least match, say, a
Dual CS- 505 in audio quality. c5

The audio industry is going the same
way because modern equipment is more
like acomputer than an AV product. It will
get worse as HDMI with HDCP encryption

in which people are being encouraged to

becomes obligatory for high- quality digital
audio and video connections. Because
equipment is software- based, it can

RIGHT: The Pro-Ject Debut USB

be rushed to market before ready, and
updated with software upgrades that must G.

software. Iwon't even start on the way
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to 'the
g£3200
Touch Screen Rentote Control

Me Total. Soren Dew
•

And that's
before
the user starts
worrying about
the myriad Dolby and
DTS decode choices,
and the video up- scaling and
digital audio sampling options
that may work only if there are HDMI
Mee

Autoniating i'nur
Home Theater
With Marantz

to the Marantz RC3200 remote control

connections. The badly written and

is structured to deal first with basic
practical essentials and easy options,
and then offer more detail on specialist

Wireless networks rely on Wi-Fi routers,
which are tricky to set up.

options. There should also be some
practical examples of typical setups that

Morphy Richards is promoting anew
'easy to use' internet
radio. 'All you need is

the user can follow and modify.

Netgear Wi-Fi router, but
not with aBelkin. Iwasted
hours trying before asking
Morphy Richards the very
simple question: ' Have you
actually tested the radio
with Belkin DSL modem/
routers?' After amonth
and many reminders
Morphy is still ducking my
simple question.

The best example
Iever saw was for the
RC3200 universal
remote control from

'Badly written
and illogical
manuals only
make sense
when you
already know
what they are
trying to say'

Modern AV amp beasts are computers
in disguise, which need composite,
component and S-video inputs and
outputs, along with HDMI, optical and
coaxial digital audio inputs and outputs, all

Marantz. There were
readable examples of
what components Mr

as aplayer. Blu-ray has classed Sony's PS3

and Mrs Average might

as aplayer and in those terms Blu-ray has

want to switch with a
single macro button

outsold HD DVD by two to one.

push. The manual was
written in the UK. I've
no idea whether newer
products from Marantz
are supplied with such

asimilar approach.
The moral of this story is simple:
before buying anything that is going to
need amanual, ask to see it. A quick flick
through will tell you what level of misery
you are in for. (5

assignable to adozen different functions.

BELOW: Philips SLA5520
-hardly user friendly

ILASIZIWIFtELESS MUSIC ADAPTER

B

lu ray and HD DVD seem to be
going head to head again, with
the HD DVD camp claiming

to have outsold Blu-ray in the
standalone player market. On the face of it
this appears to be true.

helpful instructions. but
Iam currently encouraging Denon to try

PCS IN DISGUISE

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for
his company The Hat
Factory. He brings you
the inside view on AV

know what they are trying to say.
What's needed is amanual that

be downloaded by internet connection.

Iborrowed one and
it worked fine with a

The success of the Wii shows
it's not technology itself that
appeals, says Jon Thompson

illogical manuals, often sourced from
Japan, only make sense when you already

ABOVE: A model manual - the User Guide

Wi-Fi' promises the blurb.

It's content
that counts...

The problem lies with what you class

However, the argument over which
format has sold more players is apointless
one. Why? Because both formats are
selling sufficient players for neither to be
considered adisaster. Funnily enough, the
PS3 has not sold that well if you compare
it with sales of the Nintendo Wii. By taking
existing technology and adapting the
interface, the Wii gives the user areal level
of interaction with the game. Yet it offers
neither Blu-ray nor HD DVD.
This only goes to show that technology
is not everything when it comes to
appealing to the consumer. It's like music:
whether you're listening to tape, vinyl.
CD, or MP3, agreat track is agreat track
regardless of the media.

VIRGIN VIDEO
Virgin cable seems to have video on
demand working to some level. At the
moment there is alimited number of

Nick Ferri
Clre More Time
Born To Be NeFre
R2 ,IS 04 ,03

PHILIPS

BARRY WILLIS

programmes
available but
they are free
as the service is
still suffering the odd
teething problem with
content affected from drop
outs. Yet it's astart, and things will

Music to go...
This month Barry Willis seeks salvation from abig plastic tube
with woofers mounted in each end. Yep, he's talking about a
boom box. Has he lost his mind, or does this most maligned of
music makers have something to offer the audiophile?

only get better.
Video on demand has been the holy
grail of home entertainment - and not
just because it allows consumers to
watch what they want, when they want.
Studios want content de:ivered this
way as they get paid every time afilm
is watched and not just once when it's
bought on aDVD.

[Barry Willis

walls without musical accompaniment.
Then Iremembered the NC Kaboom,

Prolific journalist for top
American audio-video
publications, Barry Willis
also writes about the
culinary industry, visual
art, and theatre. He lives
in Marin County, California

abig portable favoured by afriend's
professional dancer son, Zach. He'd used
it in aperformance in alarge auditorium
and it had filled the space with sound
(think David Byrne in the opening scene
of Stop Making Sense). Zach took it
everywhere with him - to rehearsals, to

DRIVING DOWN PRICES
Video on demand is the reason why the
whole Blu-ray versus HD DVD debate
can be safely ignored by the consumer.
You simply won't need adedicated

performances, and to parties. He said it

p

ity the boom box - disregarded,
maligned, abused, dismissed.
It's the hi-fi world's universal

was the best boom box ever made.

object of ridicule, an artifact

A little ' net surfing turned up amodel
that looked like the one Zach had. Or
was it arevived version? ' Back by popular

standalone player once reliable services
are up and running. Blu- -ay will end up

that screams Door taste and savage
sensibilities. No serious music lover would

as adata back up format for the home.
True, the drives are still very expensive
compared to DVD writers - aDVD writer

ever admit he owned one.
Ithought so too. The notion of
enduring screeches and

costs about £ 25 and aBlu-ray drive
around £ 450 - but this will change

flatulence from one of

soon. Rumours are that Apple is to offer

abominations gave

, Hello, tomorrow.

these cheesy plastic
me shivers. Reviewing
the overhyped iPod
Hi Fi reinforced that
corviction.
But agood one, if
such athing existed,
would be an incredibly
useful and delightful
device, especially in
situations where afull

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

demand...' ran the hype on the NC
website. The one Iwanted, the RV-NB1,
was priced best on
Amazon.com - $ 231

The notion
of enduring
screeches from
one of these
cheesy plastic
aDominations
gave me
shivers.'

including shipping. It
arrived in fine shape a
couple of days later, and
it's an understatement
to say it has upended
my thinking about
boom boxes.
Basically abig rugged
tube with woofers
mounted in each end,
the Kaboom has aCD
transport mounted

system couldn't be set
up and apersonal music player might be

top- centre, with cassette
tape transport below. Controls function for

both Blu-ray and HD DVD drives in its

ahindrance, such as the construction site
where I've spent most of the past couple
of months, reconfiguring aCalifornia tract

next generation of MacBooks, while
Leopard, its next generation operating

home as apseudo-Tuscan villa.
At the local flea market, Ibought

either disc or tape, depending on which is
playing. The tuner works well, and on the
back are a 1/4in input jack for guitar and a
stereo mini-jack for iPods or satellite radio

system, is to support both formats.

asmall used boom box thinking that

ABOVE: Leopard, Apple's new operating
system, is released in October

The result will be that Blu-ray drives

receivers. The design and layout are clean
and simple. The 12kg NC is substantially

it might be better than nothing. It

built, with amolded handle in each end

will be as cheap to buy as DVD drives.

quickly proved more annoying than

for toting it about.

PCs will follow soon, bringing the price

nothing and Ichucked it, resigned to

The sound is far better than I

even lower. The only problem at the
moment is that Vista doesn't seem to

long hours of laying tile and texturing

remembered or hoped for: big, rich,
robust, and powerful, with G,

support that much very well, and looks a
bit lame against Leopard, which appears
to be amuch smoother OS. In home
cinema terms these two operating
systems are important as each forms
the basis for the respective companies'
home entertainment platforms.
Will these advances make things
better? As Isay, agreat track is agreat
track, regardless of where you buy it or
download it from. d;
LEFT: The Sony PS3 - when is aBlu-ray

RIGHT: Big, rich, robust and

player not aBlu-ray player?

powerful- sounding - JVC's RV-NB1
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STEVE HARRIS

honest-to-God palpable \
bass and amusicality
that exceeds many more
expensive bookshelf systems.
6W amplifiers independently
drive two forward- mounted
midrange/tweeters; the two woofers
are powered by individual 20W amps.
The large knobs on top control overall
volume ( right) and bass ( left); there's no
EQ to muck up the sound. Even turned up
loud, it's distortion-free; the CD transport

'Need aportable
powerhouse? You
can't do better'
seems phenomenally well isolated from
the speaker housing.
DEEP ENOUGH TO FEEL
Closely spaced left/right speakers
prevent the Kaboom from imaging like a
component system, but for music-to-go
it can't be beat. Even though Ihave an
iPod, I'm not that fond of using earbuds. I

High times for
DVD-Audio

In the same way CD caused
speaker manufacturers to clean
up their bass, DVD-Audio has
left alegacy for stereo fans too.
Steve Harris explains...

[Steve Harris
Steve Harris is Consultant
Editor of HFN and edited
the title between 1986 and
2005. He loves jazz, blues
music, vintage hi-fi, and
anything that makes music
come to life

part from being the wettest on
record, this June marked the
tenth anniversary of DVD. Sales
have finally slowed alittle, but
only after adecade of unprecedented

like music to be in the air around me, and

success. DVD-Video succeeded because
the benefits were real, obvious and

to have bass deep enough to feel. The

overwhelming. Idon't think anyone,

JVC does that astoundingly well; with it,

anywhere in the world since 1997 has

soprano Renée Fleming has made my mile

ever said ' Yes, but Istill prefer VHS!'
Yet DVD-Audio was amore subtle

of tile ajoy to install.
The JVC RV-NB1 has two upscale
siblings: the RV-NB10, with awireless
transmitter for iPods, etc, and the
RV-NB20, with an iPod dock. All are widely
available in the UK. If you need aportable
powerhouse, you can't do better.

frequencies with other
parts of the body - and
was shot down in flames by an
American journalist, who pointed
out that it is low frequencies, not
ultrasonics, that set our larger organs
vibrating in sympathy.
Although the reasons are obscure,
we do know now that there can
be subjective benefits in extending
loudspeaker response beyond the
audible range, even with a20Hz-20kHz
input signal.
ALIVE AND WELL
A year on from that Technics event,
the DVD-Audio launch was postponed
again, as anew copy- protection scheme
had to be devised after the CSS code
was hacked in November 1999. This
further delay allowed Sony to make
headway with SACD.
Today, as Meridian's Bob Stuart says,
`DVD-Audio is alive and well - but it's in
DualDisc.' While many users of DualDiscs
will simply use the standard 5.1
(DVD-V) soundtrack, at least they have
the option of the higher- resolution

proposition, in fact aproposition that
most consumers didn't understand. At
the start, Matsushita, with its Panasonic
and Technics brands, tried to sell it
with the simplistic ' numbers game'
specmanship that had been central to
hi-fi marketing in the 1970s and 1980s.
From now on, it was suggested, true
hi-li equipment would have afrequency
response up to 100kHz and adynamic
range of 140dB.
OUT TO LAUNCH
In October 1998, Matsushita invited a
group of journalists to Osaka in Japan for
its ' launch of DVD-Audio'. It was alaunch
that didn't happen, because of adelay
in agreeing the DVD-A specification.
Nevertheless, the company still went
ahead and showed aTechnics DVD-A
player, with high-performance amplifiers
and speakers to match.
The amplifier design team explained

supertweeter is designed to extend
speakers' response beyond 20kHz

signal-to-noise target by using its VGCA

DVD-Audio sound. Do they need an
amplifier with a 140dB signal-to-noise
ratio, or loudspeakers with a 100kHz

(Variable Gain Control Amplifier) circuit

frequency response to enjoy their music

along with a ' Battery Drive' power supply

videos? Of course not.

that it had reached the 140dB

that kept AC supply noise away from
the signal. Yet when asenior Technics

ABOVE: Renée Fleming and aboombox
-an unforgettable night on the tiles

ABOVE: Townshend's Maximum

Yet just as the emergence of CD

designer presented the new ' DVD-A

in the 1980s had forced loudspeaker
manufacturers to clean up their bass,

ready' loudspeakers, he was asked, what

so DVD-Audio and SACD have made

was the use of reproducing frequencies
up to 100kHz, much higher than our

designers aim for acleaner, more

ears could hear? He unguardedly replied
that we could detect these ultrasonic

think, we can all benefit from this.
Even if we are still listening to FM.

extended high-frequency range. And, I
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LETTERS

Correspondents express their own
opinions, not those of HiFi News. We
reserve the right to edit letters for
publication. Correspondents using e-mail
are asked to give their full postal address
(which won't be published).

Send in your views to: Letters, Hi Fi News, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ
or e-mail your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
—please use ' Letters' in your subject field

Letters seeking advice will
be answered in print on our
Q&A pages, but due to time
constraints we regret we're
unable to answer questions
on buying items of hi-fi or
any other hi-fi queries by
telephone, post or via e-mail

LETTER FROM THE ED
'I SHOULD KNOW, IDESIGNED IT...' SAYS ED VILLCHUR, THE MAN BEHIND THE ORIGINAL AR DECK

Andrew Harrison's review
of the Rink Firm's Vector
Link in the May issue refers
to asupposed design flaw
in turntables that use the
'conventional Thorens/
AR/Ariston suspended
subchassis arrangement...
the deck's centre of gravity
and centre of suspension
do not coincide.'
Ican't speak for Thorens
or Ariston, but Ican speak
for the original AR turntable
because Idesigned it. In an
article on the AR turntable
(A New 'flentable-Arm
Design', Audio, September
1962) Iwrote: 'With an
unbalanced assembly
there would be agreater
tendency for the entire unit
to rock, that is, to move
rotationally... therefore the
points of spring suspension
are located so that they are
equidistant from the center
of gravity of the complete
assembly and spaced on
equal arcs.'
The ' complete
assembly' included a
record on the platter and a
cartridge in the arm.
Edgar Villchur, New York
Andrew Harrison replies:
'The similarities between
some Thorens, Ariston and
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ABOVE: Ed Villchur, designer of the 1962 AR deck ( below)
Linn turntables - namely
the TD150, RD11 and LP12,
respectively - have been
long recognised, with their
similar mechanical layout
and component parts. The
semblance between the
Ariston and the subsequent
Linn Sondek led to a
drawn-out courtroom
dispute between the Scottish
companies, while many
spare parts from aSondek
will fit on aThorens
TD150. These
decks all feature
asynchronous
AC motor beltdriving atwopart metal
platter. And
as anyone
who has
painstakingly

OCTOBER 2007

tuned an LP12 will know,
the dressing of the tonearm
cable through the plinthmounted P-clip is critical,
as this cable link provides
acompliant link to reduce
yawing motion on a
suspended sub-chassis
design with non-coincident
centres of gravity and
suspension.
The original and
groundbreaking AR
turntable designed by Edgar
Villchur was made in 1962,
predating these similar
belt-drive turntables, and
despite some obvious
similarities, has adifferent
suspension geometry, as
reported in the quote kindly
supplied by Mr Villchur.
Our thanks go to him for
clarifying that point.'

Ahuge
Improvement
BUT TURN OFF THE COLOURED LIGHTS!

As areader of HiFi News since
the late 1960s, and asubscriber
for nearly as long, Imust put
on record my appreciation of
the enormous improvements
that Paul Miller has made to the
magazine in the few months that
he has been editor. At last we
have abalanced review content,
ranging from the everyday to the
exotic and the reviews are now
both extensive and supported by
proper test measurements. The
latter don't tell the whole story, but
they are an essential ingredient.
And we continue to enjoy indepth features and varied regular
opinion columns - no-one could
accuse HEN of being just areview
compendium! We even have an
editorial and Ken Kessler back.
To stop Paul getting too
complacent, just one area is
still awaiting his consideration
-the pictures accompanying the
reviews. Very arty, but all too often
my reaction is ' for goodness sake,
turn off the coloured lights, stand
back, and show us what the thing
actually looks like'. We need to
know that as well!
A Foster Buckinghamshire
Paul Miller replies: ' If our favourite
hi-fi magazine has been through
some dark times then, rest assured,
we are now burning the candle at
both ends to deliver uniquely
illuminating reviews and features.'

Diamonds
are forever
SECOND SYSTEM SIMPLY MAKES MUSIC

How Iagree with Andrew
Harrison in his column entitled
'Listening carefully (
HiFi News
August 2007). Ihave some
reasonably expensive equipment
at home, but at work Ilisten to an
Arcam Alpha CD/Alpha amplifier
and apair of original Wharfedale
Diamonds. It cost me around £ 140
for the electronics. The speakers
came free. Ilisten to that system
almost every working day and
it never fails to take me to the
heart of the music.
Marlyn Mlles, Oxon

DIGITAL-OUT FROM DVD-A

All part of
the process

SURELY ITS IMPOSSIBLE TO OBTAIN 24/96 DIGITAL OUTPUT FROM DVD-A DISCS

In his review of the Bryston

QSOUND IS THE CAUSE OF WHAT YOU HEAR

BP26-DAC and 4B SST

Just aquick note regarding

amplifier in the May ' 07

Steve Harris' excellent review of

issue Keith Howard refers

the Roksan ' Super System' in the

to ' 961diz material from

June issue. The ' astonishingly

DVD-A'. Iwas unaware one

big, horseshoe- shaped sound
picture' Steve describes when

could obtain adigital- out
signal from DVD-A. Ithought

playing Roger Waters' Amused
To Death is partially due to the

that the format's makers had
prevented this. Ihave not
been able to get digital- out
from universal players, other

QSound processing used when
the recording was made.
Your magazine is one of the

than from CD. Iwould be
most interested to know how

best, and beautiful to look at.
Thank you!

Keith Howard achieved this.

Alain Berthiaume, Canada

Dr Leigh Hibbins
Indooroopilly, Australia
Keith Howard replies: ' Many
DVD-As containing 24/96
material do not allow audio of
this format to pass to the S/PDIF
output. Instead the disc forces
the player to downsample

DVD-Vs (DADs) by Classic
Records. As there is generally

to alower sampling rate

no indication on the disc of the

(usually 48kHz) and often a
lower bit- depth too. But not all
DVD-As are mastered this way,

quality of the digital signal on
S/PDIF - indeed, it isn't always
clear what the recording format

particularly from audiophile

is - the on:y way to discovet

labels. For example, Ihave

whether a24/96 signal is
available is by experimentation.

transferred 24/96 material via
S/PDIF to hard disk from

Most 24/96-compatble

rate of the source but you
also need to check that the
resolution is 24-bit. Adobe
Audition provides for this via
its Analyze > Statistics function,
and other pro quality audio
editors probably do likewise.
RME's sound cards allow
the S/PDIF datastream to be
analysed directly using the

DVD-As by AIX Records and

sound cards with an S/PDIF

free DigiCheck utility which

ChesIcy Records, and from

input indicate the sampling

does alot else besides.'

QC SUITE DREAMS

Steve Harris replies: ' We should have
mentioned that Amused To Death
was mixed using QSound. Replaying

TEST REPORTS FOR PIONEER EAGERLY AWAITED

aQSound mix on any two-channel

Ihave just finished reading the review
of the new Pioneer SACD/CD player

system can produce spatial effects
that you can't get from anormal
stereo CD, but we felt that the Roksan

you published in the June 2007 issue.
At the end of the lab report you write

system did aparticularly spectacular

that 'readers may view acomplete QC
Suite report for both the CD and SACD

job on this one.
QSound is apost- production

performance of Pioneer's PD-D6 player by
logging on to www.milleraudioresearch.

technique that employs computer
algorithims developed " by focusing

com/avtech.com'. Idid so, but got a

on the human perception of sound
location as presented through stereo

message saying that due to Mr Miller's
new duties as HFN editor, 2007 tech

speakers". In the 1990s, before the

reports aren't yet available.

advent of digital multichannel audio

Iwas wondering if you could provide
some information about this player's lab
test. It will be the only serious technical
test available for this particular model.
Carlo laccarmo, via e-mail
Paul Miller replies: ' Imust thank those
readers who have registered on my site for
their patience this year. Normal service has
now been resumed, further reinforcing HiFi
News' in-depth, test- based reviews.'

on DVD, QSound was used by Pink
Floyd on Pulse and by Richard
Wright on Broken China, not to
mention Madonna (
The Immaculate
Collection), Sting (
The Soul Cages)
and Paula Abdul (
Spellbound).
Since then, QSound's main
business has been supplying
software to give " afuller, more natural
and immersive audio experience" for
mobile devices and games.'
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LETTERS

ARE BIG AMPS
ALWAYS BETTER?
WHEN SMALLER AMPS CAN EQUAL BETTER AMPS

Iam really digging Keith Howard's

.wav files. He showed how some

articles. Just finished the first part
of his amplifier series and I'll be
curious to see if in future instalments
he covers an observation Ihave
made. Ilive in the US, where it

masters, or CDs, were louder
than others - sort of a 'loudness
histogram'. Ihaven't had a

seems that there's no difference
between fast food joints and
amplifier power: more is always
better. However, Iget the general tilt
from reviews in your magazine that
sometimes lower power amps can
do abetter job at resolving low-level
microdynamics and detail.
Ihave observed the following
with lower and higher-power amps
from the same manufacturer in three
instances (Bryston, Nakamichi PA
series, and Acurus). Only power
up the amp - no sources on and
the preamp off - and do a 'hiss' test
(ear against the tweeter). In all three
cases the lower-powered amp had a
lower noise floor.
My seat- of-the-pants explanation
is that since the signal-to-noise is
the same, or at least rated the same,
between each pair of amps, the
higher-powered amp does have a
higher noise floor.
Even though Icall it the ' ear
against the tweeter' test, in aworst
case scenario where you pair
the ' wrong' amp with the 'wrong'
speakers you can hear hiss afew
feet from the speakers - and that is
not acceptable.
As Keith already knows, it's a
system where all things matter:
speaker impedance and efficiency,
how big the room is, how loud
you like to play music and movies,
whether or not you crossover to a
sub, etc. Yet some people still insist
that higher power is always better.
Also, Keith looked at mastering a
while back and Iremember graphs
he showed where the software
compared the ' loudness' of different

chance to check his website, but
Iwas wondering if Icould get a
copy of that software? Iam now
comparing older editions of CDs
by Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath
etc with more recent ones. There is
always the listening, but being able
to analyse the waveforms should
backup what Ihear.
Ilove the magazine. Even the
extra cost of buying it in the USA is
worth it to me.
Carlo laccarino, via e-mall
Keith Howard replies: 'Other things
being equal, amore powerful
amplifier will have ahigher output
noise level than aless powerful
one because it has higher gain. For
example, if apower amplifier with
an input sensitivity of 1V rms has a
continuous average power output
of 50W into 8ohms - equivalent to
an output voltage of 20V rms - then
its gain will be 20x (equivalent to
26dB). If an amp with the same input
sensitivity has acontinuous average
power output of 200W into 8ohms
-equivalent to an output voltage of
40V rms - then its gain will be 40x
(equivalent to 32dB). We can therefore
expect it to have 6dB higher output
noise - adifference you can hear.
Ithink the 'loudness histograms'
you refer to are probably the
dynamics analysis graphs that fellow
contributor Jim Lesurf generated to
assess the amount of compression
and/or limiting present in Wave files
ripped from CD. Ipromised to put a
Windows version of this software on
my Freeware page (
vvwwaudiosignal
co.uklfreeware) but, mea culpa, the
utility remains to be completed and
uploaded. Iwill do this ASAP

ADVENTURES CHASING PREVIOUSLY CHERISHED KIT

Ihave been buying hi-fi equipment since the
1960s and have always purchased new until
now. My son needed asystem for his recently
acquired home and decided to duplicate
my Quad 34, FM4 tuner plus 405 set up, as
he enjoys the sound and likes its looks. I
saw one advertised in the HFN classifieds
by agentleman in Spalding. The whole
family travelled to Lincolnshire and spent a
wonderful afternoon listening to music while
reminiscing about hi-fi from the ' 60s and ' 70s.
Ibought the Quad, which was in lovely
condition in its teak stand. Ialso purchased an
SME plinth system for afuture project.
The amplifier and tuner have worked
perfectly ever since. Iam writing to reassure
anyone considering buying secondhand. It is
well worth atry.
David Brown, Walsall

McIntosh brigade
PLEA FOR McINTOSH PREAMP IN GROUP TEST

Ihave noticed alack of reviews of 'reference
leve McIntosh products, such as the 01000
prearnp. It would be great to see this amp
compared to other excellent preamps, such
as those from Audio Research, Aesenetix, VTL,
etc. It is not acase that one is bettei than the
other, just that the different amps would have
different sonic attributes and it would be good
to know what these are. Also, your reviewers
use very few classical works for rev7ewing,
particularly big, bold fast piano or violin
concertos. Ihope this will change.
Bernard Ginsberg, Santa Monica
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Zingali Speakers from £ 995 to £ 2995 ( pair).Call Audio Salon on
0845 4000 400 or visit www.audiosalon.co.uk to find out mor
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news

[Keith
Howard]

Jargon
Buster

This month Keith

Howard delves into the
realm of the decibel

Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

A last vinyl upgrade, a
budget of £ 8000 to
blow on floorstanding
speakers, abig-ticket
transport with a
balanced output... our
hi-fi experts are here to
answer all your queries

[Steve
Harris
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

THE VINYL SOLUTION
Iwonder if you could give me your

[Paul
Miller]

opinion on apossible last upgrade
for my vinyl front end. My set up is
aLinn Axis/Alcito/Ortofon

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

MC 30/Ortofon T20 IL The turntable
was bought in 1987 to replace
aThorens TD 166 Mk II and
previously aTeclutics SL 1411 (a
rather nice piece of kit).
The Linn has given good
service, apart from the fragility of
the power supply to the motor. This

[Andrew
Harrison

has been replaced three times, so
it's time to retire it now.

Andrew Harrison
joined HFN nine
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2001.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Options within my budget
include a Thorens TD 2030 S2/SME
M2-9, 2), and aMichell Gyro
SE with Orbe platter upgrade/
lbcnoarm. Lower price options
might be, in descending order, the
Rega P7, the Rink Firm Vector/SME
M2, the Pro-Ject RPM 9X, and
the Rolcsan Radius. The turntable ->

As its name
suggests, the decibel
(abbreviated dB) is
one-tenth of abel,
aunit named after
Alexander Graham
Bell, inventor of the
telephone. The larger
unit is hardly ever used
today as the smaller
decibel is generally
more convenient.
All decibel
measurements are
logarithmic ratios and
therefore incorporate a
reference level, either
implicit or explicit.
In many cases this
reference is indicated
by asupplementary
letter or letters
following the 'dB'.
Examples commonly
encountered in audio
are listed in the table
shown below.

[Weighted
measurement]

Other letters may
also be appended
which indicate that
the measurement is
weighted. This means
that astandardised
frequency response
correction has
been applied to the
measurement. This is
particularly the case in
acoustic measurements
-or electrical
measurements that
have an acoustic
significance - where
weighting is applied
to represent better
asound's perceived
loudness.

ABBREVIATION
dBFS
dBr
dB SPI

The most common
example is A-weighting,
although there are
numerous alternative
weighting curves suited
to different situations.
To distinguish letters
that indicate weighting
from those that indicate
reference level it is
normal practice to place
them within brackets,
eg, dB(A) for an Aweighted measurement
-but this convention
isn't always observed.

[Audio]

Decibels are widely used
in audio measurements
for two reasons. First,
because they are
logarithmic they allow
the wide dynamic range
of audible sounds to
be expressed in amuch
smaller numerical range.
For example, expressed
in linear terms - 120dBV
would be 0.000001V
and - 120d6W would
be 0.000000000001W.
Second, the response
of the human ear to
sound intensity is almost
logarithmic over much of
its loudness range and so
decibel measurements
reflect our perception.
An increase of 10dB is
approximately equal to
adoubling of loudness
but represents aten-fold
increase in power.
Calculation of decibel
ratios is performed using
the equation
dB = 10 log,. (W/Wr)
where W is the signal
power and Wr is the
reference power level.
As power is proportional
to the square of voltage,
the same equation in
voltage terms is
dB = 20 log,. (V/Vr)

OdB REFERENCE LEVEL
Full scale
Contextual
20 micropascals

dBu

1mW into 600ohm

dBV

1 volt

dBW

1 watt

ABOVE: A Funk turntable is
KK's choice when funds won't
stretch to aSME 10
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

placement is on adedicated

or apair of Quad ESL- 2905s and a

shelf ' locked' to amain structural
concrete pillar of the building, with
double level isolation on spikes, so
vibration feedback is not an issue,
with airborne transmission also at

dozen cases of Ornellaia.

very low level.
For the moment I'll keep my

FIND ME A TRANSPORT
WITH A BALANCED OUTPUT
My system consists of ATC 100
speakers, activated by ATC, and
aMeridian 500 transport driving a

trustworthy Ortofons. My remaining

custom P- 1A and P- 3A sound

system comprises aQuad 99 pre,
passively bi-amping JMlab Cobalt

engine and DAC. The 500 is now
showing its age, not as far as sound

816 speakers with my Quad 99
and 909 power amps. My listening

is concerned, but the disc drawer
is rather stiff. This unit has been

room measures 7.5 x4m.
Carlos Cavaco, via e-mail

overhauled twice by Meridian.
As the company no longer
seems to market aplayer with a

Ken Kessler replies: My advice?

separate balanced output, what

You've clearly been upgrading with
care, so I'd wait and save enough to

else is available? Iam prepared to
spend several thousands of pounds

buy an SME 10 with M2 arm. If that's
just not feasible, go for the Funk
with SME M2, then keep the SME
arm when you can afford a 10 - the

to buy atransport with abalanced
output to feed the P- 1A and P-3A.
Mike Edwards, Peacehaven

wisdom of an upgrade path!
BUYING SPEAKERS ON AN

You say that
you're prepared to spend several
thousand pounds to get aCD

EIGHT- GRAND BUDGET

transport that has abalanced

Ishould be very grateful if you
could help me pick the right

AES/EBU digital output, and it
looks as if you might have to.

loudspeaker for my Meridian

The professional AES/EBU digital

stereo system, which is made up of

interface has the great advantage

the GO8 CD player, GO2 control unit

that it allows long digital cable
runs, but it was never more than a

and G57 amplifier. Iam looking for
fioorstanding speakers and have a
budget of up to £8000. My taste in
music is very varied
Constantin Morgovslcy, via e-mail
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CLOSE ENC

players f

DISC

ntacht,Philips

record queltty examined in depth
its impact on the small label

Compact disc replay is potentially the most
perfect stereo program source accessible to
the home consumer. Its intrinsic fidelity equals
and in some cases surpasses that of some of the
industry's finest electronics. It leaves vinyl LP.
cassette and tuner sources far behind.
As the manufacturers concerned gain
experience, some further improvements may
be expected and the minor inconsistencies
noticed at the moment will quickly be brought
under control. Consequently, all purchasers of
decent players can anticipate aconsistently
high level of replay quality.

minority interest among domestic

zr

users. So we can hardly be surprised
that it disappeared when Meridian's
G Series replaced the 500 range.

Ken Kessler replies The field is wide

Other brands have quietly forgotten
about it too, except with their most

open with that budget! Firstly, you

expensive models.

ought to try the full- on Meridian
system, since they designed their

You could consider the Chord
Electronics Blu transport, which

electronics with their speakers in

costs £ 4910 in the standard satin

mind. If Isuddenly found myself with

finish or £ 5745 in ' brilliant' shiny

£8000, my shortlist would include

chrome or black, while the dCS Verdi

Sonus faber Guarneri Memento,

would set you back no less than

Wilson Duette, Martin Logan Summit

[
Way Back Then...]
We trawl HFN's archives for landmark products of
yesteryear, this month revisiting our March 1983 issue
and atest of the first CD players available in the UK

£9499. Perhaps not really asensible
match for the little Perpetual P- 1A/
P3A! Other possiblities would be the
Accustic Arts Drive 1Mk 2 (£ 2990)
or the exotic Weiss Jason.
Then the question really is, if you
are going to spend all this money,
why not buy aone- box CD player?
There are still some upmarket

-

•

..'_xamined to apossibly over-critical limit.
the audible differences between players
working correct ycan be discerned, but
at our present state of experience only
with some difficalty. Listeners possessing
less critical attitudes to sound quality
would be unlikey to perceive anything
significant. Very few in today's industry
would be prepa- ed to argue against the
contention that-good studio mastering
program quality greatly exceeds that
available to the consumer via LP or
prerecorded cassette. CD. for that
consumer, represents adramatic advance
un program quality.

JJ—Ijj
jjJJJJj

complete CD players that also offer
an AES balanced digital output, so
you might like to try, for example,
the Audio Research CD3 Mk Il
(£4798) or perhaps the Shanling
CD500 (£ 3600). Then you could
hear for yourself how the P-1A/P-3A
compared with the player's built-in
DIA converter. C)
LEFT: The Sonus faber Guarneri
Memento - one for the shortlist
with £ 8000 to spend

At £ 430 the Philips CD100/Marantz
CD63 offers avery fine technical and
subjective peaformance, demonstrating
avery neutral and consistent sound. The
more luxurious Marantz CD73. costing
£50 more, prevides classy front loading
and option for an extra remote control.
At the £ 500 level the Sony represents a
most attractive compact package of fine
sound quality. The ToshibajAurex showed
considerable potential with afine sound
and very fast -ransport. We must reserve
our judgemert as regards the Hitachi.
Various faults were present on all samples.
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REACH FOR THE STARS
Even the most fabulous homes can be improved
upon when it comes to the enjoyment of music.
Treat yourself to the ultimate:
Turn your living room into an opera house, acathedral, ajazz club or into anything your heart desires
with the unique omnidirectional MBL music systems.
You won't believe what you have been missing.
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High-End Audio Systems
T: 01483 - 284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: salesesoundyenture.cauk

Some decisions are just so simple

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY L.III

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk
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Audio
Exposed
HEADPHONE MEASUREMENTS
Measuring headphones, and interpreting the results, is not a
straightforward process. Keith Howard explains how we go
about it, the test gear we use and the challenges involved

These differences are magnified when
variations in pinna size and shape are added
to the mix. Our external ears interact with
sound in complex ways, such as to produce
difference in asound's spectrum according
to its direction. Without pinna, we would
suffer front- back confusion and have no
ability to sense the height of asound source.
This is because the interaural amplitude
difference caused by the head's shadowing
effect and interaural time delay due to the
separation of the ears are much the same
for arange of sound source positions around
each ear that define aso-called ' cone of
confusion'. It is the subtle spectral cues
introduced by the pinna which allow us to
resolve this confusion and so localise sound
in three dimensions.

PINNAE: A DUMMY'S GUIDE
Because my pinnae aren't the same size and
shape as yours, the spectral modifications
they introduce for agiven source location

A

sanyone who has bought ahat
knows, human heads come in

are not the same. Our spectral cues all share

awide range o sizes. And you

One result of this is that ' dummy head'

don't need to be akeen observer

recordings. which use an artificial head with

general features but they differ in detail.

of your fellow man to notice that the same

microphones at the ear positions, are rarely

applies to ears. In aroundabout way, these

entirely convincing in their ability to convey

two aspects of natural variation make

a3D sound field. If the recordings had

meaningful headphone measurements

been made using your own head — which

difficult to perform. To understand why, you

can be done — the results would be very

have to know something about how sound

persuasive indeed. For you. But because an

diffracts around the human head, and also

artificial head introduces generalised rather

how the external ear — the pinna — interacts

than specific spectral cues, dummy head

with sound and modifies our perception of

recording will only work really well for you

it. Let's begin with diffraction.

if your own, idiosyncratic spectral cues just
happen to be similar.

TALKING HEADS

Ihope you begin to see how this

The nominal audible frequency range from

ABOVE AND BELOW LEFT: From large

20Hz to 20kHz encompasses wavelengths

electrostatics to small ' insert ear' models,

measurement. We can use an artificial ear to

from about 17m to 1.7cm respectively.

each presents different challenges on test

measure aheadphone's frequency response

so that at any point on its surface the sound

the artificial ear will never be quite the

head is something around 17cm. At low

pressure level, for asound source positioned

same as for the same headphone and your

frequencies, where the wavelength of

far from the head. is pretty much constant.

ear. This is less of an issue for insert ear

At high frequencies, by contrast, where

headphones — ones which

Lying between these extremes, the effective
diameter of the typical adult human

sound is very much greater than the head's

but the interaction of the headphone and

diameter, the head presents negligible

the wavelength of sound is less than the

obstruction to the passage of sound. Sound

head's diameter, the head represents a

waves diffract, or ' bend' around the head

impinges on the problem of headphone

insert into the ear canal, &,

significant obstruction and casts an acoustic

BELOW: The GRAS 43AG

shadow. On the side of the head away from

ear and cheek simulator:

the sound source the sound pressure level

key components of our

will be significantly lower than that on the

measurement setup

side facing the source. For sound sources off
the median plane — that is, the vertical plane
that bisects the head front to back — this
shadowing helps us determine the direction
the sound is coming from.
Different sizes and shape of head
diffract sound in different ways, and so the
shadowing effect differs alittle for all of
us. There are also the second- order effects
of the torso to consider. As aresult, the
frequency response at each ear position for a
given sound location is also alittle different,
depending on your ' body shape'.
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thereby bypassing the pinna - than it is for conventional circumaural

for aloudspeaker placed for normal stereo listening, 30° off the

and supra-aural designs. But we require ameasurement setup that will

median plane. This ' free field' response philosophy is common but

cope with all these design variations. So how can we achieve this?

there are problems with it.

What we need, in the first place, is an artificial ear with a

The first difficulty is deciding what exactly the 30° free-field

realistic pinna. As well as providing representative interactions

eardrum response is, since different researchers in this field have

with circumaural and supra- aural ' phones, this will allow us to test

generated different results. Figure 1illustrates this by comparing

headphones that sit inside the concha - the pinna's largest cavity,

two possibilities. Here the blue curve represents the 30° free-

leading to the ear canal. We also need an artificial ear that includes

field to eardrum response specified by researchers Shaw and

an ear canal simulator, so that we can test insert ear ' phones with the

Vaillancourt, who in 1974 combined the results of 12 studies

same apparatus.

representing 100 subjects ( mostly men) in five different countries.

One solution is to use afull dummy head, more properly known

The red curve is from the aforementioned KEMAR manikin, which

as an acoustic manikin or HATS - head and torso simulator. These

researchers at MIT used to determine HRTF ( head related transfer

are available from various manufacturers such as B&K and Head

function) data that is publicly available via http://sound.media.

Acoustics, and are invariably extremely expensive. Moreover, for the

mit.edu/KEMAR.html. The data is in the form of impulse responses

sole purpose of measuring headphones they represent overkill. What I

which have to be FFT analysed to retrieve the associated frequency

use instead is the key elements of an ear and cheek simulator made by

response. For the purposes of comparison, the two curves are

'Reviewers seem
largely unaware
of headphone
amplifier output
resistance, as do
many specialist
headphone amp
manufacturers'

Danish acoustics company

normalised to OdB at 1kHz. Note that while the two responses have

GRAS. While this still isn't

similar features they are far from being overlapping, with maximum

cheap ( over £ 1700 for all

differences of about + 6 and - 8dB. Choosing one or other as

the bits, not including the

acorrection curve to subtract from aheadphone's measured

mic preamp and power

response would generate very different results.

supply) it's positively good

Moreover, there are some voices in the areas of headphone

value compared to afull

design and use who disagree that the 30° free-field response is

HATS setup. It comprises

ideal at all, favouring something closer to adiffuse-field response,

amounting plate, which

where the sound has no preferred direction. Using acorrection

represents the cheek; a

curve based on this assumption would generate very different

realistically shaped, soft

results again.

artificial pinna from the

Our compromise, for the moment, is not to apply any correction

KEMAR manikin (the most

but to publish the measured frequency responses unexpurgated

anatomically accurate ever

together with - greyed out in the background - the Shaw 30°

made); and an IEC 60711

free- field response as apoint of reference. As our headphone

ear canal simulator which,

testing progresses we hope to form aview as to what the most 0)

in this instance, incorporates apre- polarised microphone for use with

[Fig 1] Two

the same GRAS preamp and power supply that Iuse for loudspeaker

different takes

testing. These components are all mounted into alayered MDF

on the frequency

'head' of my own making which is acoustically inert and allows a

response at the

conventional headset to be placed across it, just as on areal head. To

eardrum for afree-

test asymmetrical concha-fit headphones, both left and right artificial

field sound source

pinnae are required.

at 30° off the
median plane. Red

EARDRUM BUZZ

curve is KEMAR:

With this setup Ican measure arepresentative frequency response at

blue curve is Shaw

the eardrum for any type of available headphone. That response won't
be quite the same as if the ' phones were measured on your own

[Fig 2] Overlaid

head (which can be done using asmall probe

frequency

microphone) but, as we've seen, individual

responses for the

variability is afact of life with headphone

left capsules of the

measurement and use - it's not something

four headphones

we can escape. That said, what should an
ideal frequency response from our artificial

in this issue's

ear look like? Not flat, certainly, because

group test, which
emphasises their

of the diffraction and pinna effects already

very different tonal

described, plus resonances introduced by

balances

the ear canal.
A logical approach is
to suppose that, since

[Fig 3] Simulated

headphones generally

frequency

reproduce signals intended for

responses at their

replay over loudspeakers, the

input terminals

eardrum frequency response
should be the same as that

for the four

de

headphones in
this issue's group

LEFT: The KEMAR acoustic

test, assuming a

manikin, the most

source resistance

anatomically accurate head and
torso simulator available

100

Ik

10k

204

of 44ohm

frpwrey ( Hi)
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Fig 4a. Free-field waterfall plot for the AKG

Fig 4b. Free-field waterfall plot for the

K530, showing resonant ridges at 4 and 7kHz.

AT AD700, showing low-level resonant

There is afurther off-scale resonance at 450Hz

ridges at 2.2, 3.3, 5.2 and 11.6kHz

100 trerparry -00

Fig 4c. Free-field waterfall plot for the

Fig 4d. Free-field waterfall plot for the

Beyerdynamic DT440, showing its very good

Grado SR80, showing clear resonant ridges

control of diaphragm breakup modes

at 2.3, 5.3, 8.8, 12.7 and 14.7kHz

desirable headphone response shape really is. Figure 2 illustrates just

differences in the latter's output impedance.

how disparate the frequency responses of the four phones tested in
this issue are by overlaying them.

WATERFALLS

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

decay waterfall' graphs as ameans of identifying resonances

As mentioned in the group test, headphone amplifier output

—typically breakup modes within the diaphragms of the drive

For our loudspeaker tests we often publish cumulative spectral

resistance is afactor that has to be taken into account in both the

units. (Structural and enclosed air resonances within the speaker

measurement and subjective evaluation of headphones. But this

cabinet can be identified by this technique too but the required

important issue is rarely if ever elucidated. Magazine reviewers seem

frequency resolution is much higher than we can normally achieve

largely unaware of it, and so too do many specialist headphone

with measurements taken in adomestic listening room, where

amplifier manufacturers who fail to list output resistance among the

the reflection-free time window is about 6 milliseconds and the

product specifications.

frequency -esolution therefore 167Hz.) As most headphones use

The problem arises because headphones, like loudspeakers,

full- range drive units, although afew have multiple drivers for

generally have an impedance modulus that is afunction of frequency.

different frequency bands, they are prone to diaphragm resonance

If the driving amplifier has significant output impedance, this variation

too, and some also have prominent structural resonances at lower

in headphone impedance with frequency is converted into frequency

frequencies. Of course, we would like to be able to measure these.

response errors in the headphone drive voltage. Depending on the

This cannot be achieved by measuring the ' phones on the

output impedance of the amplifier and impedance variation of the

artifical ear used for the frequency response testing because

'phones, the errors can be large enough to have amajor influence on

of resonances inherent within the artificial ear which mimic the

both the measured acoustic frequency response and the subjective

resonances present within real ears. To measure breakup resonances

tonal balance.

within the headphone diaphragm we have instead to measure

To give you an idea of how large this effect can be, Figure 3 shows

the capsule in free- space, preferably using near-field microphone

simulated electrical frequency responses at the terminals of the four

placement, with the mic capsule close to the diaphragm, so as

group test headphones being driven from a44ohm source, which

to minimise the influence of room reflections. Iachieve this by

corresponds to the output impedance of the PS Audio GCHA [
HFN, July

hanging the ' phones by alength of string from aceiling rose and

'07]. As the graph shows, the high output impedance has the desired

usMg the small GRAS 40BE measurement mic that normally serves

effect of reducing the apparent sensitivity of the lower impedance

for measuring oudspeakers.

'phones but in the process it introduces significant frequency response
errors, which in the worst case here are almost 3dB.
This suggests that if the IEC's recommended 120ohms output

Waterfalls from the four group test headphones are reproduced
in Figure 4a- d, above. As you can see, the behaviour of the four
'phores in this respect is very different too. The AKG and particularly

resistance is used, some headphones will be subject to frequency

the Grado have anumber of distinct, high-level resonances while

response errors across the audible range of perhaps 10dB or more.

the Audio Techriica has multiple resonances but at significantly

Clearly this is an important issue that deserves to be better
appreciated by both headphone amplifier manufacturers and

lower level. The Beyer, by comparison, is almost resonancefree. These breakup resonances can be expected to have similar

headphone users and reviewers ( not to mention the IEC). The

colouing effects to speaker resonances, but again their significance

message to take home is that headphones will typically give obviously

will become c'earer as we accumulate experience of headphone

different results with different headphone amplifiers, because of

performance through successive reviews. (!)
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INSIDE STORY

Different discs, different players, different results. Whatever happened to standards, asks
Jim Lesurf, in the first part of his search to discover atruly compatible DVD recorder

D

uring the last few years
the DVD video recorder
has displaced the VHS
recorder as one of the

most popular consumer items. When
you buy aDVD recorder the chances
are that the advertising blurb will
tell you the discs it records should
'play on most DVD players'. But how
true is this, and what exactly do
the makers mean here by ' play'? If
you've been using such arecorder,
will your recordings still be OK in
the future when you start using a
new player or recorder? Or will you
encounter unexpected problems?
Ibought aDVD recorder in 2004.
This has allowed me to make a
number of recordings Ihave come
to treasure. Examples being discs
of BBC Prom concerts that were
broadcast on BBC4 TV. However, in
recent months the recorder started
to misbehave. It would record well
enough, but sometimes struggled
to play back either recordings or
commercial DVDs. Since it was a
relatively cheap Philips DVDR70 I
wasn't too surprised by this, but it
prompted me to start looking for a
replacement machine.

ABOVE: Frustated
by recordable
DVDs, Jim blows

AND NOW FOR THE NOISE...

the dust off his
trusty old VHS

like ahelicopter taking off. This
was so loud it was audible out in
the hallway, about ten feet from
the door of the room in which the
recorder was working!

didn't happen with the Sony, which
showed all the discs as if they were
4:3. Secondly, any ' edits' I'd made
to the recordirg evaporated when
the disc was played on the Sony. This
second difference was particularly

Iinitially tried aSony recorder, its
model RDR-GXD360S. However I

BELOW:

how much mechanical noise the

irritating if the disc was something

swiftly decided that it was totally

There were also

like aconcert with anumber of

unsuitable. The most obvious and

compatibilty

RDR-GXD360S made, so Iphoned
the shop. They blandly told me that

annoying problem showed itself
as soon it was switched on. It had

issues with
different makes

acooling fan which made anoise

of DVD disc

Iwas genuinely amazed by just

movements or sections, and I'd

seemed to be that recorders made
whooshing noises and people

carefully added ' chapter' markers
to the start of works or movements
to make navigation easier. These

weren't bothered by this. Alas, so far
as Iwas concerned this noise alone
ruled out the recorder for use with
an ' audiophile' system. Indeed, it
was so noisy that it was adistraction
when trying to listen to the news!
Despite the Chinook
accompaniment Itried playing some

IOCTOBER 2007

were all lost on the Sony, making
navigation muc hmore fiddly and
time-consuming.
Given the problems Ireturned the
Sony and decided to try acurrent
Philips recorder - the DVDR3380
-to see if it would do any better.

of my recordings on the Sony. This

Ireasoned that this should work

revealed two differences between
the Philips DVDR70 and the Sony.

just like the DVDR70. Indeed, if

Firstly, when Iplayed recordings
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items of music, each with aset of

'they all do it, Sir.' Their attitude

you contact Philips about having a
DVDR70 serviced you find that they

on the Philips -ecorder they would

may tell you that if they can't fix

automatically switch the aspect

it they will send you aDVDR3380

ratic of the display between 16:9
and 4:3 in exactly the same way as
the original broadcast. This simply

as a ' replacement'. Now, under
EU/UK law amanufacturer has to
be able to repair or replace aunit

for up to five or six years after it
was sold. If they can't, they have to
provide afunctionally equivalent

LJ

unit as areplacement. So Philips
clearly regards the DVDR3380 as a
functionally equivalent recorder to
the DVDR70. Alas, this wasn't my
experience...
AN UNCERTAIN RATIO
The box which the DVDR3380
comes in proudly claims ' recording
made easy.' Personally, I'd have
thought it would be more accurate
if it said, ' recording made apain.'
It also lacks some of the important
features of the DVDR70. For me, the
most glaring differences are that it
ignores aspect ratio when recording
or playing back recordings, and that
it has no mode for recording 21
/
2
hours at full resolution onto adisc.
So far as Ican see, the DVDR3380 is
only a ' replacement' for the DVDR70
in the sense that both were the
cheapest models in its range.
The good news was that the
DVDR3380 would find the edits
and allow convenient navigation of
my recordings. The bad news was
that Ifound it hopeless to use, and
it made mechanical noises. Much
quieter than the Sony, but still
distracting when listening to music.
Experimenting with the two

obvious one for someone who loves
music. Ihad recordings of musical

ABOVE:

model. However, it has anumber

The Philips

events which Iwould wish to be

DVDR3380
atop the

of features that the Philips models
lack. It has no inbuilt analogue PAL
tuner, but does have its own DTTV

older DVDR70

receiver. It can record onto awide

recordings was long gone. And I'd

-chapter

like to be enjoy the sound of the
music without an accompaniment
of whooshing, buzzing, or rattling
noises from cheap cooling fans,

markings made
using the

range of disc types, including DVDRAM and double- layer discs, but I
will ignore those here as my tests
with the other players were limited

etc. I'd also like to navigate the
discs, and have the screen mode
switch automatically as Iknew was
possible. To investigate further I

read by the

able to hear and see again even
after the machine used to make the

excellent player of the kind readers
of HiFi News would hold in high
regard - the Arcam DV137. Ithen
tried it with avariety of homerecorded discs to see how it fared.

Philips recorders Idiscovered one

Now almost every disc Itried
played, looked and sounded good,

recording on the DVDR3380 it
would find the edited chapter

and without any added background

on the DVDR70 it was unable to find
the edits made by the DVDR3380.
This all made me realise that the
idea of ' standards' in the world of
DVD-Video recorders was quite a
flexible one. Even models from the
same manufacturer weren't fully

Itried making various recordings
using the Panasonic. They all played
fine on the Arcam. This included
some DVD+RW discs which had

'The Sony had acooling fan
which made anoise like a
helicopter taking off'

noises from fans, etc. Discs included
most DVD+R, DVD+RW, and DVD-RW

no lop menu' written, confirming

types, ranging from cheap ' cooking'
brands to well-known names. So

my experience with unfinished

Ifelt some relief that the discs
remained useable. Alas, the DV137

machines. Overall, this recorder
worked quite well and gave decent

also seemed unable to locate the

recordings. It does have afan,
and although this and the disc

DVD+RWs from the Philips

edited chapter mark edits or any
aspect ratio information on the discs

mechanism are fairly quiet, Isuspect

compatible!

recorded by the Philips machines.
Interestingly, Ifound that the player
would play + RW discs that had not

BELOW: Sony's

TIME TO WORRY?

been explicitly ' made compatible' by

DVD recorder

Given the above experiences I

the Philips recorders.

-recordings

started to worry... what would

to the single- layer DVD±R(W) types.
THE PANASONIC
COMES INTO PLAY

DVDR70

decided to experiment with an

other quirk. If Iplayed aDVDR70

markings made on the DVDR70. But
if Iplayed aDVDR3380 recording

DVDR3380
could not be

Having tried Philips and Sony

RDR-OLD3605

made on the

that most audiophiles would prefer
to play the results in something
like the Arcam DV137 or DV139.
Certainly that was my preference.
With Panasonic recordings the
situation regarding things like
chapters marks and aspect ratio

happen when Iwanted to play

it seemed logical to extend the

Philips DVDR70

the discs in agood quality player?

investigation to include aPanasonic

all appeared in

switching wasn't the same as with

Would they even play? It was clear

DVD video recorder. The one Itried
was aDMR-EZ27EB. As with the

4:3 aspect ratio

the Philips- recorded discs. This

while edited

showed itself in two main ways.

Philips and Sony recorders this isn't
the company's 'top of the range'

chapter markers
disappeared

Firstly, the behaviour regarding

from comparing the Philips and
Sony recorders that there might
be problems. My concern was the

aspect ratio was apparently
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inconsistent. If Imade recordings
onto DVD-R(W) discs then they
retained the original aspect ratio
when played in the Arcam. But
recordings onto DVD+R(W) did not.
The handbook for the DMR-EZ27EB
tells you this will happen, but gives
no explanation of the reasons why.
Secondly, the Panasonic has an
elegant solution to the problem
The same seems to be true with
DVD Video. For example, Ifound

of chapter edits not showing up
when you put the discs in aplayer.
It simply doesn't allow you to

the disappearance of chapter

ABOVE: The

edits. Discs recorded using the
Panasonic could be navigated by

DMR-EZ27EB
from Panasonic

edit or add extra chapter marks
on DVD±R(W) discs! The option

time, but only when atitle was

with, above,

that Maxell DVD+RW discs recorded
using the old Philips DVDR70 played

being played. Unedited chapter and
title navigation from the top- menu

aNokia 221T
Mediamaster

fine in the Arcam DV137. Yet one
I'd recorded onto with the Philips
DVDR3380 was rejected by the
Arcam with the report ' bad disc!'. I

to do so was missing from the
control menus. Chapter editing

also worked. These differences are a

set-top box for

is apparently only possible with
the Panasonic for DVD-RAM discs.

result of the way the recordings are
made, often preventing the Arcam

Freeview DVB-T

This is ashame as other recorders

finding the necessary data.

do allow editing of DVD±R(W)
types. Significantly, when Iplayed

Overall. Iwas quite impressed by
the Panascnic, although it did have
some quirks. Its internal DTTV tuner

aDVD+RW disc with no top- menu
in the Arcam, Ifound that each
recording session appeared as an
individual title, but with no chapters
at all subdividing each title. Using
the Panasonic to add atop- menu
also created aset of chapter
markings. As the Panasonic manual
said, these were eight minutes
apart for a '+' disc. Whereas they
are five minutes apart on afinalised

reformatted that disc and recorded

broadcasts

on it with the Panasonic. It was
then accepted by the Arcam, which
could play the contents. Ialso found
that occasionally aMaxell DVD+RW
seemed difficult to read and the

loses the bottom few lines of the
image and this wasn't because they
were off- screen on my display. It

Arcam would stutter or jump when
replaying the disc. Ipresume this is
due to the brand not being an ideal
choice for the particular recorder/

'Even different recorders
from the same maker may
not be truly equivalent'

player combination.

ARE THEY COMPATIBLE?
The main message is that you
should take care when choosing and
using aDVD-Video recorder if you
want recordings that will play as you

'-' disc. (Yes, another unexplained
difference.)
So if you've been puzzled up to
this point by my comments about
editing chapter marks, this may
explain why. If your recorder doesn't
do this, then you may not have
realised that some others allow

was almost as if it wasn't decoding
the entire picture. However, the loss
was quite small, so Ionly noticed

wish in agood quality player. In part
this is because some of the features
you expect may only work on the
recorder. But it is also because you

this by quick comparisons with
my usual Nokia 221T tuner. The
above all seems quite aconfusing

may be unlucky with your choice of
disc type/brand. They may seem fine

chapter editing.

situation, with the results you get
varying apparently unpredictably

SEARCH ME

from one recorder to another, and
also depend ng upon the choice of

BELOW: Arcam's

that TDK discs are fairly dependable,

The Arcam player does have a

'+' or

upmarket DV137

just as its CD-R(W) discs have found

DVD player.

favour with many audiophiles.

disc type.

To make things worse, although

in the recorder, yet not be liked by
agiven player. Ihave tended to find

'search' function. This pops up a
window to let you type in atitle

most of the discs Irecorded played

Some home-

or chapter number, or an elapsed

fine in the Arcam, this wasn't always

recorded discs

is alack of common standards in

time. It should let you navigate

the case...
Anyone who has used CD- Rs for

failed to provide

the way the recorders operate, and

the Arcam with

that even different recorders from

audio has probably found that some
brands of disc work better in some
recorders or players than others.

the data required
for proper

the same maker may not be truly

directly to any point on adisc.
However, this often failed to work
as intended with home- recorded
discs. For example, with Philips
discs it was impossible to navigate

It seems fairly obvious that there

navigation

equivalent. Next month Iwill explain
the root causes of these problems.
The area is clearly aminefield, but
Ihope to at least provide you
with arough map and ways

by time, and the search functions
did not work at all when displaying

to locate some of the mines
without treading on them! ()

the disc top- menu. This inability to
navigate by time was particularly
frustrating given

ARCAm
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PRO-JECT •

LITOVEL,

CZECH

REPUBLIC

Czechpoint
Turntable

Or how one man's peep behind the Iron Curtain led to one of the biggest success
stories for an east-west European audio venture — and LP music lovers everywhere.
Andrew Harrison unravels the story behind Pro-Ject Audio Systems

A
'

nalogue is my life,' asserts Heinz Lichtenegger,
founder and Director of Pro-Ject Audio
Systems. And as the head of the world's largest

manufacturer of hi-fi turntables, this is not just
astatement of job description from an accomplished
businessman, but the confession of aconfirmed music
lover and record collector.

It's perhaps, then, all the more ironic that the
company that has pioneered aresurgence in analogue
record players since the early 1990s with its costeffective offerings, should now be diversifying into
modestly- priced ' digital' amplifiers. Yet it's all part of
Heinz Lichtenegger's plan to bring good sound to the

ABOVE: Heinz
Lichtenegger,
founder and
Director of

masses at an affordable price. In the early days of

Pro-Ject Audio

Pro-Ject, that route was - and continues to be - via
good analogue reproduction.

Systems, with

MUSIC MATTERS
'It is for people who care about music,' he expands,
'People have big frustrations about multichannel. When

the man who
helped make it
all happen,
Mr Jiff Kroutil
Audio Tuning, Lichtenegger's existing hi-fi distribution

we want to get people back into hi-fi we must sell them
stereo,' he adds, making reference not just to twochannel vinyl players but as apreamble to his thinking

ABOVE RIGHT:
The SEV
manufacturing

behind the modular amplifier system he's created.

facility in Litovel,
Czech Republic

To put this into context we must first examine the
history of Pro-Ject Audio Systems, acompany founded

where all Pro-Ject

company in Vienna. The previous year of 1989 had
seen communist Czechoslovakia break away from the
Eastern Bloc in the peaceful Velvet Revolution, leading
to the easier movement of people and trade with
neighbouring western countries such as Austria.
At aparty in 1989, Lichtenegger chanced upon

on the audiophile retail enthusiasm of an Austrian

turntables are

an obscure and unfamiliar manual turntable, agift

hi-fi businessman, and the mechanical know-how and

manufactured

to the daughter of the Czech ambassador in Vienna
from an uncle who worked at one of several state-

production facilities of aCzechoslovakian manufacturing
company. This was an electromechanical plant that
until 1989 was reserved for state- run mass production

owned Tesla factories. His interest immediately piqued,
Lichtenegger wanted to know more about the origin of

under acommunist planned economy.
The first Pro-Ject turntable was sold in 1990 by

When we want to get
people back into hi-fi we
must sell them stereo'
this interesting turntable. The Czech deck lead him on a
trail to Litovel, asmall town of 10,000 inhabitants in the
centre of Czechoslovakia, now the eastern side of the
Czech Republic.
LEFT: The deck
that relaunched a
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'Two months later, in February 1990, we were
going up here to Litovel, to the old factory, and they

thousand record

showed me all the rubbish they had, like the automatic

collections - the

turntables and strange copies of semi- automatic and

Pro-Ject Debut,
here seen in one

direct-drives. And Isaid " No no, Iam not interested. I
am only interested in this turntable, here on the edge

of eight colour
finishes

at the back". And this was basically amanual turntable
with aheavy plinth, with atonearm which was not

ABOVE: Wound motor armatures make up the AC
synchronous motors that are used in all Pro-Ject decks

'In the beginning it was very difficult. First it was
very difficult to communicate. They had no idea what
Iwas talking about. It was starting with simple things,
like making clear what Imeant by black. And then
communication was difficult because everything was
going through an export agency in Prague. Because
they made gramophones, they were in the export
department of books and records and so on. The agency
had no idea that we were ticking about technology.
So it was very bad in the beginning, and they did

ABOVE: A pair of
Pro-Ject Debut Ill
turntables, here
seen in optional
red livery, await
installation of
their two-part
platter and
spindle assembly

everything not to make it happen. But because Ifound
some of the old managers in the factory who were
interested to work on this project, they understood my
ideas, things slowly, slowly began to happen.

It was acompletely manual turntable.
They threw it away because they
thought it was unsellable'
'The factory had huge capacities. Everything - when
they wanted to - was done very fast. At that time there
ABOVE: Most Pro-ject turntables come ready fitted with
tonearm and cartridge. This involves careful setup and

was alot of people working there, and they had been
working in otner areas of production, of white goods,

alignment at the SEV factory before packing

like cookers and hair dryers.'

BELOW: All

With the Pro-Ject 1proving asuccess, it was time to

Pro-Ject

up to standard, feet which were not so good, and a

develop amore refined version, the Pro-Ject 2. Like the

rubber mat - avery big and ugly one. So Isaid " Okay
Iam interested in that - and Iwant to make some

'1, it was atxed-plinth, belt- drive manual deck, only this
time with asandwich platter and improved tonearm.

modification on this". They didn't understand.
'The NC500, as it was called, was adevelopment

'It was our own design. The way we designed the
product was always the same: Ibrought my idea, Isaid

SB, undergo

from the factory in the beginning of the ' 70s. It was

Iwant to have this and that, and the factory came up
with asolution as to how we could do it. And Iwould

final check and
packing

acompletely manual turntable. They threw it away
because they thought it was unsellable. And that was

turntables,
including the
Debut III/Phono
soak tests before

the base of the Pro-Ject 1after we modified it. It had
only sold some 200 pieces on the market here. Iwas
then travelling through the country and bought all of
these, brought them back here, made the modifications
and sold them at that time under the Audio Tuning
name. And then we decided to make the first 500
pieces as the Pro-Ject 1. This was the birth of Pro-Ject.'

CZECH CHALLENGES
For an Austrian in Czechoslovakia, acountry rapidly
adapting to trade beyond the iron curtain, doing
business presented afew challenges.
'The factory was not very interested because at the
time they tried to close it down. One of the designers
of this Tesla NC500 turntable was Mr Kroutil, who is still
with me now, and for him this was incredible, that after
20 years somebody is coming along and realising the
talent of this small thing.
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say " Hmm, that's asolution Idon't like!". It would
go back and forth - and then it comes to the sound.
The solution that we agreed on - which technologywise was producible - Iwould listen to. I'd say " Okay,
this Ican accept" or " Icannot accept that". And as it
was developing, Ihave to say that they would also be
coming up with good ideas.
'They are clever designers, very good mechanical
people. And the Czech people also have avery good
straightforward approach to make the things simple. It
was abrilliant combination: Ibrought all the audiophile
ideas from my enthusiasm for analogue, and they
brought all their experience in manufacturing.'
Post-communism, the Tesla factory was privatised
and changed its name to ETA, before amanagement
buyout in 1999 when it was renamed SEV ( Specielni
Elektrotechnická Wroba - ` Special Electrotechnical
Production'). SEV now has around 250 workers, with
70% of the workforce on turntable production for
Pro-Ject. Since the early days of Pro-Ject, acomplete
new building has been erected, where production of
BELOW: On the calibration workbench, the Pro-Ject 1
Xpression Comfort turntable, after fitting with carbonfibre 8.6c tonearm and Audio-Technica AT 95E cartridge

ABOVE: Assembly
of Pro-Ject 8.6
tonearms - brass
inserts are added
to its alloy base

RIGHT: ' For
me ametal
platter is not a
better platter'
thinks Heinz
Lichtenegger.
One of Pro-Ject's
chosen platter
materials is MDF
Pro-Ject turntables now continues.
At SEV, almost every part for each turntable is
manufactured on- site, including AC synchronous motors,
platters ( of either metal, MDF, acrylic or steel/vinyl
sandwiches), plinths, and entire tonearms, the latter
including modern carbon-fibre tube designs. After
assembly, every Pro-Ject turntable is checked and run for
two hours on soak test.
In October 2003, SEV gained ISO 9001 certification,
aquality control assurance to maintain high standards
on its production line. Today it makes as many as 3500

Nick Fuller and Paul Latham, to form Henley Designs.
Led by Armstrong, Henley Designs pressed Lichtenegger
and the Pro-Ject team at ameeting in Litovel to produce
asimple entry-level deck to appeal to cost-conscious
first-time UK buyers. The following day, Czech engineers
at the factory wheeled out for the assembled party the
first prototype of the Pro-Ject Debut.
It was 1999, and in its first year, Henley sold
7000 units of the £ 110 deck in the UK, with sales
subsequently ouilding to an average of 13,000 ayear.

turntables amonth, totalling over 40,000 ayear. Since

It has subtly evolved over time, acquiring arange of
enhancements such as an optional on- board quartz-

the early ' 90s, Pro-Ject estimates that 300,000 of its

locked power supply, automatic end-of-side arm lift, and

turntables have been made and sold around the world.

moving- magnet phono stage. There's achoice of colour
finishes for some models.

DEBUT DEBUTS
A significant step forward in Pro-Ject's success can
be traced back to the introduction of abudget
wonderdeck, building on the principles of the first ever
Tesla NC500/Pro-Ject 1. Its inspiration came from one of
Pro-Ject's prime markets, the United Kingdom.
In 1997, Ortofon UK was bought out by a
management group comprising Laurence Armstrong,
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'The Debut is still selling in huge huge quantities,'
Lichtenegger explains, ' and it's the chezpest deck you
can call " audiophile". A lot of people like it because of
the colours. It's lifestyle, yet still shows the strengths
of analogue.' The Museum of Modern Art in Vienna
may agree, as it keeps one as an exhibit. ' They think it's
fancy, we think it's fancy!'
To bring the concept truly up-to-date, there is

news
now the Debut USB, featuring not just an on- board
phono stage for line output, but an AID converter too,
digitising the audio to 16-bit/48kHz PCM before piping

1990

out to acomputer via USB.
With acomprehensive range of turntables and
turntable accessories, Pro-Ject is now expanding on

Heniz
Lichtenegger
makes first

another successful concept, that of the Phono Box.
Released in 1999, the Phono Box was acost-effective

contact with Tesla
factory

phono stage with moving- magnet and moving-coil
capability, allowing newcomers to decks like the
Debut to easily connect to line- level amplifiers. The

1991
Pro-Ject 1appears

range expanded over the intervening years to include
turntable speed controllers, headphone amps and even

1992

acompact valve phono stage. Now, Heinz Lichtenegger
wants to assemble acomplete amplifier, with the
help of asmall preamp and equally diminuitive power
amplifier, using PWM switching technology from Flying

Pro-Ject 2appears

Mole in Japan [ see News, p8].

Pro-Ject 6appears

1993

BOXING DAY

1997

'I had the Flying Mole CS-A3
amplifier in my home, and Iwas
impressed, Ireally have to admit.

ABOVE: Acrylic
platters in the

Ilike an open sound and it had a

hands of Jiff
Kroutil, semiretired manager

very good soundstage. They sell
for about € 800 with one input
and without remote control, but
in my opinion this missed the

at SEV

UK distributor
Henley Designs is
farmed

1998
Pro-Ject

Perspective; first
Pro-Ject Phono Box

market, it's simply too expensive.
Icontacted them and asked if
they would be interested to sell

1999

Pro-Ject Debut

me the board. They were, and it
all happened very fast in Japan

lands

UK, selling

-signed the contract and that's
it. They are avery good company,
really into the audiophile way of

ABOVE LEFT: A
prototype of a

far E110

new deck aimed
at the Japanese

1999

thinking, and music lovers too.'
With the new range of amp
packages, anyone can assemble the

market, with
S-shaped arm

buyouit renames

amp they need, adding aphono
stage, for example, only if desired.

and detachable

factory SpecieIt'd

BELOW: Wiring looms are prepared for

LEFT: Putting
things in

headshell

pulling through the alloy armtube of

Perspective - one
of Pro-Ject's best

the Pro-Ject 8.6 tonearm

decks is asprung
sub-chassis design
There are even plans, Iwas told, for a 150W version of
the amplifier, plus acase to keep the modules together.
'I'd always had the idea of making amplifiers in a
small box but Ididn't find something that sounded good
to me. And then Ifound this board and I'm very happy
with it. Now comes the kick-off for anew age!'
Also coming up is afloating sub-chassis turntable, the
Perspex, which will use magnetic repulsion to isolate the
arm/platter assembly, and achunky high-end deck aimed
at the Japanese market.
'One thing Iwas also always looking into... Ialways

Czech
management

Elektrotechnická
Vyroba

2002

Pro-Ject Debut
phono; Speed Box;
head Box; Phono
Box SE; RPM 6

2003

Pro-Ject 1
Xpression; Speed
Box SE

2006

Prc-Ject RPM
10, new flagship
model

had an idea to make ajukebox. A complete turntable
with everything inside. And this is also coming. Because
now the amplifier is here, Ican put the amp together

Pre Box and Power

with the turntable, and then you have aturntable with

Debut USB and

remote control and volume...'
But separate speakers we trust..?
'No, no speakers - Idon't want to get into the

2007
Box modules.
new entry-level
Genie turntable

loudspeaker business!' ()
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Vinyl

MERIDIAN 606 Dto AConvertor

1800

798

9998

4798

MERIDIAN G9IDH DVD Pre/DSP Pro‘essor

3895

3196

REELS FPB600 Slerea Power

15000

5498

MERIDIAN 507 CD Player ( Ex Demo - 131k)

1695

1395

REELS 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

28000

9998

14998

9998

1496

2400

1398

REELS FPB700CX Power

1996

REELS Master Reference Amplifiers

1
50000

53998

MAIM ( DS/ UPS Power Supply

6078

2298

KEELS ESAS SO Classic Power

4000

1848

NU Emotive Slaloment CD Player

2495

1298

LEVINSON 380P Preamplifier

3995

1998

AUDIO INNOVATIONS S800 Power

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1199

496

LEVINSON PLS 116 NC Power Supplynor 25 Phone) 1395

798

AUDIO RESEARCH CL 150 Monoblocks

750

448

LEVINSON 333.5 Power Amplifier

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 ( Silver)

2590

898

1000

198

LINN Kann Pre

700

248

LINN LK100 Power

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref phono stage

7000

4496

799

495

EAR 834P min/mc phono stage
GOLDRING GUS (Very nice condition)

NA

175

KOETSU Red Ksignoture

2400

1298

LEVINSON 25 Phono stage

2950

1798

MICHELL Gyro SEITechno Arm/BPS

1650

995

ORACLE Alexandria
ORIGIN Live Resolution/Encounter
PINK TRIANGLE Anniversary
SMEIOA/309 Toneorrn Ex Demo
SME20/2/1 S/H
THORENS TD 165 MK11
UNISON RESEARCH Simply Phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( En Demo)

150

495

2940

1496

NA

595

358

2955

6320

4296

NA

128

900

595

2000

1496

ROKSAN Anessa CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH CDT1

CD Transpon

AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

2497

AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 Monos

THETA Carman CD.'DVD Transport

3500

1196

THETA Pro Prime 11 Dto AConvertor

1800

996

THOR AUDIO DC- 1000

1295

395

MERIDIAN 568 ver II AV Pro0essor

3300

2298

1498

KEE Model 90 Centre block

250

108

WILSON Sophio MkI ( gloss black) Ex Demo

11992

7496

KEE 035

350

175

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

40000

21996

REF 055

500

246

WILSON AUDIO Wham ( unused)

274000

POS

REF 085 ( surrounds)

300

116

WILSON AUDIO Whew sub

8500

4798

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( ex demo)

6000

4496

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

1350

(UPLAND CDA535 ( 5A 125 wags) ex demo

2998

2348
295

600
650

500

AVI S2000 MC Reference CD Player

1200

498

CRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

2200

1700

10000

3598

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quart ( Ex Demo)

1000

795

1999

1195

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

525

600

225

DENSEN BEAT 100 Integrated Amplifier

695

448

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

FUROR MEL Pre

500

118

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

ELECTROCOMPANIET E(1/3 Integrated Amplifier

1599

898

KEELS KAV280 CD Player

3999

2296

EXPOSURE 17 Pre ( inc MC Board)

1000

498

KRELL KAV 300 CD Ployer

4290

1998

HURLER DH101 Pre

24995

6496

1850

395

495

128

REELS KAV300i Integrated Amplifier

2750

1196

KEELS HTS5.I Prenessor

6500

2398

600

228

REELS KG Preamplifier

9998

3996

1'1010105H MCD201 CD Player

3409

2495

KRELL EEC HERPE Phono Stage

7940

3796

MERIDIAN 598D5 DVD/CD Player

2875

1398

KRELL RES 2.3 box Nihon° Stage

9000

2195

MERIDIAN 602 CD Transport

1800

798

KRELL FPB 200 Power Amplifier

6995

2998

1250

495

16000

5998

NA

495

REF Reference 203

1950

748

KLIPSCH SW15(15") Subwoofer

1500

798

2000

995

REELS Resolution 1 ( as new)

7333

4996

WILSON 05 Sub ( piano block) 2available

18498

9998

COPLAND (VA306 ( multi•channel) Pre - ex demo

1999

1598

KREU RESOLUTION 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( 01 demo) 3845

2847

WILSON Maxx Centre

22000

10998

2980

1996

ZINGALI Colosseum subisots

NA

78

78

JADIS DAS Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

REELS Resolution C ( centre - as new)

NA

198

JADIS DLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

LEAX Mini Sandwich

NA

278

MANLEY Reference Vfl. Monoblocks

6000

2798

LEAN Original Sandwich 15 ohm/12"

NA

148

695

295

PATHOS Logos Inc Hybrid

2750

1998

LINN Kobe's ( possive)

2500

496

699

375

PATHOS In Control Preamplifier Ex. Demo

3690

2956

LINN Kobe's ( active)

3000

QUAD 77 In? ( Grey)

700

148

PATHOS In Power Monoblocks ( hybrid) Ex. demo

6980

5586

LINN Walls ( white)

300

148

QUAD 606 Power Amplifier

695

295

PATHOS Inpol II ( New)

6500

5496

LIVING VOICE Auditorium ( cherry)

2200

1248

1200

695

PATHOS Porn Towers Integrated

3700

1995

MARTIN LOSAN Ascent Electrostatics

4333

2496

995

198

QUAD 11 Mono (Single) Power

N/A

178

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

1495

298

PM Components 845 Monos

3000

995

M & K590 Wall Speakers

1200

396

ROKSAN Cospion M Integrated Amplifier no demo) 1000

796

UNISON RESEARCH 16 ( all tube inn ex demo

1995

1598

McIntosh MC CS350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

VIL Line Pre Amplifier

750

245

2997

895

495

198

Mclnlosh LS320 2way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

3998

SPHINX Project 12 Monos

3000

998

Mclnlosh LS340 3way Loodspeaken ( Ex Demo)

9599

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

498

MERIDIAN DSP5000C Mk1

1950

998

NA

748

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24/96) Blk

11000

4998

650

285

MERIDIAN D5W2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2950

1498

TANNOY 08840 Stereo Power a2 ( classics) ( each)
TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II In'
THETA CITADEL Mono Blocks Ea- Dom

17000

9997

MERIDIAN DSP7000 ( silver) ( New)

16175

11996

250

50

MONITOR AUDIO Silver 6 ( Cherry)

600

395

YAMAHA DSP800 - AC3-DIS

250

95

MORREL BASS MASTER 602 Oak
NAIN Intro

ZINGALI OVERTURE 4

770

428

4250

2745

limummudi

7697

YAMAHA DSPE390

1600

445

750

450

Miscellaneous

ProAC Response 2.5

3300

1496

ProAC Response U.S

4000

1596

ProAC Super Towers ( teak)

1000

445

MAGNUM Dynalab MD 100 tuner

QUAD ESL63 ( Brown Took)

3500

795

MAGRA les OUR Large Spool Tope Machine

QUAD ESL63 ( upgraded)

3500

998

NAKAMICHI CR3E

QUAD ESL63 USA Monitors

5500

1796

NAKAMICHI Ea Tri Tracer ( incl. N(S)

1750

598

QUAD ESL988 ELECTROSTATICS NOUVEAU

4500

2296

NORDOST SPM 5m Pon

4500

2495

5500

QUAD FSL989 ELECTROSTATICS BLACK (AS NEW)
PROAC TABLETTE 11 MONITORS
REFERENCE 35 Veeno
RUARX VITA 120 Subwoofer
SONUS FABER Amati

The leading reseller of carefully used and mint condition
hi-fi components and systems. Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.
www.hifitradingstation.com
TRADING
STATION

1896

398

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L

375

3000

NA

CONRAD JOHNSON PVI IPre

OSAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

SONY TUE -1000850 Pre

896
7496
3998

OUAD 66 Preamplifier

REVOX B242 Power Amplifier

1095
10000
2500

CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 - mm lifted

REVOX E252 Preamplifier

298

4990

1300

2295

495

WEGG 3Stellar I (gloss black) Ex Show

BEARD P35 MKII Power Amplifier

5500

1295

VIENNA ACOUSTICS Beethoven

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

CHORD SPMI203 3Channel Power

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)

748

395

995

295

445

195

2000

125

595

1498

198

GRADIENT SW63 for ( Quad ES1.63)

375

850

3995

300

500

1000

298

TANNOY Revolution R1

300

MAIM NAC102 Pre a- NAPS(

400

1298

600

75

800

NA

7000

REF 103 Cherry

1495

ARUM Delta 290P

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS ALOI 1 ( active)

ECLIPSEID512 gloss black/inc stonds

REF HIS 2001 03 Egg Speakers

600

ARAM Delta 120 Power (Audioquest wired)

3998

498

1M Labs Electra CC30 Centre

4650

198

6000

950

1698

THETA David Transport

550

2296

STUDIO Electric Type I

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark oak)

2898

595

ARCAM Dena 110 Pre DAC (Audioquesl wired)

2895

4396
1295

RED ROSE SPIRIT Integrated Amplifier

5498

SPENDOR S9e ( ex demo)

445

3795
1250

QUAD 33 Pre Amp

3496

6400
2000

QUAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)

5000
16000

AUDIO RESEARCH 970 Power Amplifier

AUDION Sterling ETSE Monos

1896

2196

AUDIO RESEARCH 91500 MkIll ( Ex Demo)
AUDION Silver Knight Pre

2300

348

2536

598

TRIANGLE Magellan ( ex.demo)

595

PLINIUS M8 Pre - Bal - Remote ( Ex Demo)

POA

800

TRIANGLE Celius Speaken Block/Cherry ( new)

996

98

2998

450

2500

750

7200

5300
22000

8 & W CM2. Rosewood inc stands

295

1000

898

AUDIO PHYSICS Tempo

1200

7000

NA

SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

SOME FABER CREMONA MAPLE

1200

NAIN MAC 702 Pre Amplifier

1995

275

IMPULSE H7 block ( horn loaded)

MAIM MAC 82

MAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

1498

1200

HARBETH NRG4 ( Maple)

596

PARASOUND HU 1206 6CH Power Amplifier

3995

ÀRISTON ONE Monitors

1598

2768

NYIECH CA302 Int (( lock)

APOGEE DURITE Signature Ribbons

SOMAS FABER Cremona Auditor/stands Ex Demo

4995

1395

MAIM NAPI40 Power Amplifier

795

2250

4300

YAMAHA CDV1700 CD/Laserdisc

925

10498

THETA DS Pro Progen

CYRUS 6vs Black ( Ex- Demo)

MARANTZ CD80 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH SPI 6inc phonostage

345
3497

CYRUS 5Integraled

LINN KARIN

896

600

3496

KRELL KPS25 Reference CD/Preamplifier

1900

1999

1298.

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 PRE- AMPLIFIER

4467

3290

(UPLAND ( DAM CD Player

298

LINN Malik Integrated

4800

Dto AConvenor

518
3998

NA

McINTOSH MC 588ch power ( Ex Demo)

AUDIO RESEARCH CD 3MKII
CELLO REFERENCE DAC

1200
9998

2746

McINTOSH CRI6 Mullizone controller ( Ex Demo)

398

1650

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Ployer 192 24

448

5500

195

999

78

798

1200

AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MKI Preamplifier

595

1000

150

1500

746

595

WI 02000 MA Stereo Power

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleusisub/psuistds Ex Demo

1750

100

Reference Valve DAC

595

2865

600

SOI S2000 MP Pre
228

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1800 Monos

TUC P500 Transport

ATC SCA2 Pre Amplifier
500

ARION Tali), Integrated Amplifier

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

Amplifiers

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transpon ( boxed)

1500

1495

QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

Digital Sources

ARION Electra Integrated Amplifier

10000

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching und

SOMAS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red
SONUS FABER solo centre

4000

QUAD 66 CD Player

SOMAS FABER Guarneri

Loudspeakers

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

PIONEER CLD-D925 Loser Drs, Player
1799

Amplifiers

MUSICAL PINUP lri-Visto CD Player

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ea Demo

REELS FPB300cast Stereo Power

The Trading Station I42 Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1NA ITel: 0870 608 8211 IEmail: info@hifitradingstation.com
BUSINESS HOURS: Tues -Sat: 10am -5.30pm ICLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

AUIDIO NOTE AN ILS 1M se Pair Silver
LUXMAN ICE780 Cassette Deck

800

398

NA

298

1695

898

NA

3398

700

325

3495

REVOX B77 high speed ( boxed)

NA

595

600

328

TUC 2340E 4track Reel to Reel

1500

396

3000

1596

TUC RI DAT Recorder

1000

625

345

11850

6998

398

TEA( RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON AU. LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.
Afull 12 months warranty

service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
Buí & SLLLI AUDIC
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORTES

hi-f
mews

remote and blue touch
screen control £ 1795
(£2950), Tel: 020 8295
2715 [ K8]
MARANTZ SR8001
receiver (two weeks old),

If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements

sure you address them to:

please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please

£875, Yamaha 759SE

call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321

home cinema amplifier,

must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security

mint, unable to use the
complex set-up menu

mint £ 199, Tel: 020 8951
1. ACCESSORIES

Tel: 01604 644250
(Northampton) [ HK17]

3178 [ KL14]

KRELL FPB250 Mc
monoblocks £ 3500,
Audion Triode Quattro 845

PHONOMENA battery

AUDIO RESEARCH

valve monoblocks £ 1500,

LS25 Mk ll preamplifier

silver interconnect ( KS

Rothwell Indus SE stepped

in excellent condition,

1030) £ 250 ono, also 1

attenuator passive pre-

owned by me from new,

PS AUDIO Regeneration

metre silver Reference

amp £ 1500, Tel: 020 8531

original box, remote,

Power Plants, 2x PS1200s

Powerkord £400 with

5979 [11_17]

manual, can demonstrate

multiwave2, unused and

Wattgate 350i plus, Linn

in original boxes, retail

LK140, 90 watts £ 300, all

CHAPTER AUDIO Preface

new), Tel: 01495 248488

(original receipt available)

items in mint condition,

Plus Pre and Couplet

[KW17]

£2200 each, sell for

purchased Russ Andrews,

power £4750 (£ 10,000

£700 each, Tel Hugh on

Tel: 01132 785245 ( Leeds)

new), mint, buyer must

AVI Lab Series integrated

01224484470 or email:

[HK18]

collect ( CT10 area), Tel:

amp, 175W/ch, MM+MC

phono amp £ 600, Tel: 020
8868 0369 [JK22]

KIMBER 1/2 metre pure

hughthom@btinternet.
com [JL44]

LUMLEY 120, mint, new

£2350 ono (£ 5800)

01843 600722 ( after 6pm

phono, boxed, excellent

[11_25]

condition (£ 1700) £ 1000
ono, Tel: Mike on 01278

Billington gold valves,
TACT RCS 2.0S room

silicone rings fitted cages,

CANARY AUDIO 301,

correction preamplifier

original boxes £ 2000, Tel:

Mk Il 300B valve stereo

and DAC, mint condition,

01275 879248 [11_17]

power amp, superb sound,

793886 ( Somerset) [ KL14]
ROMAN Caspian Mk

will demo, build quality

II integrated, mint

NUFORCE 9.02

could not be better from

condition, box and

monoblocks 160 watt

this American brand (cost

instructions book, £ 550

£1400, Densen Beat B100

£3500) sell £ 1350, boxed

ono (£ 1000), Sugden

integrated £ 350, Densen

and in excellent order, Tel:

Music Master 16W/ch,

NABVI NAC 202 £ 950,

Beat B300 £ 550, Nordost

07767 444488 [ KW17]

mint condition, silver

Naim NAP 200 £950,

cables, Atlas Elektra

Naim Stageline ' S' £ 150,

interconnects, Tel: 07973

CLASSÉ CP-500 pre-amp,

01566 782822 [ KL14]

all boxed with manuals,

189538 ( London) [ DF17]

mint, current model,

boxed £ 900, Tel: 0115 966
5121 [ KW17]

2. AMPS

£650 ono (£ 1250), Tel:

3. CABLES
NORDOST Blue Heaven

CLASSIFIEDS CONTACT US

Rev ll speaker cable, 3
metre £ 200, Tel: 020
8531 5979 [11_17]

If you're sending in Hi Fi News classifieds by
post, please make sure you address them to:

5metre Kimber 8TC

Carole Molloy, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

speaker cables £ 500, Tel:

£375, 5 metre Philosophy
01843 600722 ( after
6pm) [11_25]
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS
Master Power Cords ( 3x

OCTOBER 2007

www.hifinews.co.uk

111

CLASSIFIEDS

5ft, 13A UK mains plugs),

v
,113 issues of hi-fi news

two terminated with 15A
IEC connector, other with

>Save
CI)

20A high current Hubbell
(as found on Krell, ML, 0,
ARC, Musical Fidelity, etc)
£850 each (£ 135Orrp),
purchased new from Audio
Consultants, Reading
in 2006, contact Kevin
(Bristol) 07825 501046
or email: k.booker-

SUBSCRIBE to Hi Fi News and get the latest news,
•
analysis and opinions on new technologies, products
and formats from hi-fi to home entertainment
'IT delivered direct to your door.

Inc

•

milburn@bristol.ac.uk
[11_39]

30% today

CALL 0845 76 77 78 quote code:31T
OR subscribe online at www.hifinews.co.ukiihfan

MIT Magnum MI cables,
top of the Magnum range,

com [1L44]

10ft speaker cable £ 950

little use, boxed, manual,

and 29467 refurbished

UK purchased, sell for

by Quad Jan ' 92 to final
spec, original cartons/

(S4679 rrp), two XLR

HOMER Select KS 1121,

£6500 ono ( rrp £ 12,000),

interconnects ( 1.5m and

0.5m balanced (£ 571)

pictures/demo on request,

packing instructions,

2m), £ 600 each ($ 2600

£135, VdH The Second

Tel: 01925 656990 or

you are unlikely to find

rrp), very good condition,

0.6m balanced (£ 140) £45,

email: nema11@aol.com

apair apair in better

original packaging

lsotek Optimum power

[KW17]

original condition, can

included, contact Kevin

cord 1m (£ 137) £45, all

(Bristol) 07825 501046

excellent condition, Tel:

or email: k.booker-

01603 702330 [ KW17]

milburn@bristol.ac.uk

demonstrate £ 699, Tel:
i 7. SPEAKERS

01284 760757 ( Bury St
Edmonds) [JK23]

B&W Nautilus 802, red

[11_39]

4. DVD/CD PLAYERS

cherry, as new condition,

APOGEE Stage £ 500,

all original packing,

buyer must collect ( CT10

SILTECH SQ28, 1m ( g3)

MARANTZ CDR 6000

manuals etc £3650,

area) Tel: 01843 600722

XLR interconnect £ 200,

recorder, mint £ 150,

genuine enquiries only,

(after 6pm) [11_25]

Nordost Quattro Fil phono

Marantz CD63, mint,

please call Mike on 07932

cable, SME fit £ 300,

original box £ 50, Tel:

154901 [ HK17]

Madrigal CZ Gel, 1m XLR

01275 897248 [11_17]

£200, Tel: 020 8868 0369
[JK22]
MISCELLANEOUS

excellent £ 350 ono, Tel:
WILSON AUDIO Watt/

NAICAMICHI CD2 tape

SOUNDLAB A3 speakers,
020 8868 0369 [JK22]

Puppy System 6, £ 6800

deck £ 200, Tel: 020 8868

(rrp £ 22,000), piano black

0369 [JK22]

gloss, purchased from

in black ash, excellent

and installed by Absolute

condition with original

including Harmonic

SPENDOR BC1 speakers

Technology Magic Link and

MARANTZ DV6001

Sounds in 2001, grilles,

boxes/packaging and

Truth Link interconnects

list £ 350, accept £ 245,

paws, spikes, spacers, tools

manual with 10.5in high

and Pro-AC11 Power

Marantz DV9600 £ 795,

and 4-original wooden

Foundation PI stands, also

Cord; AudioQuest Topaz

all as brand new, Tel: 020

crates available, very

original Spendor Trolley

interconnects, speaker

8951 3178 [ FOC]

good condition, buyer

stands £ 300, Tel: 01993

cable and pro digital/
video interconnects,

collects (about 160kg

706911 (Oxfordshire)

CLASSÉ CDP-102 CD/

total weight), contact

[JL17]

Isotek and Rumour power

DVD player, mint, current

Kevin on 07825 501046

cord and speaker cable

model, colour touchscreen

(Bristol) or email: k.booker-

WILSON BENESCH Act

and 6 other pairs of

remote, includes volume

milburn@bristol.ac.uk

One, light oak, mint,

assorted interconnects

£1795 (£ 2950), Tel: 020

[HK22]

manual, original owner

and speaker cable,

8295 2715 [ K8]
QUAD ESL- 57, black with

[KL14]

approximate retail £ 2800,

£3250, Tel: 07710 073513

sell £400, Tel Hugh on

ACCUPHASE DP85 SACD/

wood trim, original feet

01224 484470 or email:

CD player, superb sound,

all in excellent condition,

DYNAUDIO Audience 42

hughthom@btinternet.

immaculate and very

late serial numbers 29471

wall speakers in white

112

www.hifinews.co.uk

OCTOBER 2007

finish, as new, cost £455

day or eve (Watford,

just been fully serviced,

Audioquest Diamond

accept £ 195, Tel: 07729

Herts) [JK14]

detailed photos available

II, Naim CDS ( Dead),

600847 ( Littlehampton,

or can demonstrate £495

Lowther PM7A ( Dead) Tel:

West Sussex) [ KL14]

ono. Tel: 07813 960156/

01642 644064 Email:

GRAND M25 Audio

email: ob.mm@virgin.net

solderjunky2005@yahoo.

ATC SCM 20, black ash,

Jumble, November

[KG34]

co.uk [X]

vgc £ 700, buyer collects,

4th, Therfield School,

Tel: 0121 426 4080

Leatherhead, Surrey,

(Birmingham) [ KL14]

10am/11am, M25,19, Tel:
07730 134473 [ KM20]

TOP Quality Hi-fi separates
EMPIRE 108, 888VE,

and complete systems,

880P, Decca London

Naim, Linn, Cyrus,

cartridges, Mission 774

Meridian, B + W etc. fast,

LINN LP12 Lingo, lttok

12. MISCELLANEOUS

tonearm, Fidelity Research

friendly response, and

LVII, can demo, good

REVOX B77 stereo open

tonearms cartridges

willing to travel and cash

condition £ 650 ono, Tel:

reel tape recorder, superb

transformers, Marantz

paid Tel: 07815 892458

Dick on 01923 212105

condition throughout, has

CD80, CD94, CDA94,
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HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...
Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eq. accessories,
amps. CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD/DVD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software
(CDs, records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11 - Complete Systems;

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

12 - Miscellaneous
Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

Card number
3 digit card security code
Expiry date

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

II

•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eq.
Meridian 201 = two words).

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name*
Address*

Postcode*
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e- mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted

D.

!tart each new adver tailikft1 ed number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

www.choice-hili.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Ammores
Record Storage
Aand RCambridge See Let
Jamo 1300 Pod Docking.Sats
Willer 350 ,
Origin Loe Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Sony ST-SB9200S

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£75
£395
£0
£125
£57
£140
£65

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
£2395
Krell MS£
3750
Krell HIS
£ 1800
Lexicon DC2
0°
Lexicon MC 12 HD
££ 6
275°
0
Lexicon MC12 v5
Lexicon MC12B
££5
39
5e5
Lexicon MC8 02
Lumagen Vision HOP
£
399
750
5
McIntosh C39
£ 1595
Mender, Audio 518
£495
Meridian Audio 565
695
Parasound Halo Cl
££
4000
Parasound Halo C2
£ 2695
Pioneer VSA 06
50
Primate P30
££ 3
795
Proceed FAO/POSO
£ 1995
AV Recteers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference £ 3320
Aude Note an op silver cable
£400
Black Rhodium Requiem
£ 695
Cardas Audio Golden Reference Balanced £ 450
Cardas Audio Golden Reference power Chord £ 250
Cardas Aude Golden Reference Speaker Cable
£900
£
150
cosse Reference
1
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
£ 160
JPS Labs 002
£ 285
'gagger Orchid
£ 325
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair £ 395
Merlin Dragon
MIT 750 shotgun
£7
£
59
50
5
MIT Magnum Nil speaker cable
£ 1050
MIT Magnum MI OLA Interconnects
£ 600
MIT/Spectral MH-770 ultralmear Ref2
£ 890
Nairn Audio Grey 5pin 180 Snec
Nordost Reference TYR Interco,
££
Sittech Cables balanced
:013
495
3
2
0
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk £ 2250
Transparent Audio Deilink
£
Transparent Aude Music Wave
£ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 1011 Eli Wire £ 395
Transparent Audio Musicünk Super
£ 395
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
£900
van den hul CS 122
£25
Virtual Dynamics Master
£ 850
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2 °VI MOM'
£ 150
Wireworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HEIMI £ 100
CO Players and BAC,
Accuphase DP 75V
Acoustic Arts DAC Imk111
Acoustic Arts Player 1
kcam 5
Aude Flight CD1
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1 0DDE
Audio Research CO 2
Audio Research CD3 mkt'
Audelab 8000 Transport/Dac
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Counterpoint DM() DAC
Counterpoint Dot 1co player
Cyrus cd7q/psxr
W DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- 11
eeirleSAer
Krell KPS 201
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28e CAST II
Krell KPS2OVL
Krell KPS20,1
Maranta cd 67 se
Mark Levinson MI. 390s
Meridian Audio 200 Transport
Meridian Audio 500 transport
Menden Audio 566 BAC
MS13 Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 000/CD
Musical Fidelity KW DM 25 Dac and Transport
Musical Fidelity Tn Vista CD
NAD C521 BEE
Nairn Audio CD 35
Maim Audio CD3
Onkyo MS13-1HDD.CD MSB-1 HOD recorder
Philips CD 104
Philips CD 850
Roksan dpi dac and pwr supp
Rotel RCO 02
Shanling CDT 300 30-Sonics
Sony COP- 557E50
Tag CDT2OR-021
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta DSPro Basic II
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Tnchord GENESIS
Wade 2000 Digimaster
Yamaha COX 1000
Yamaha cdx 890
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CD1 Delta 2000
TRA yba cd3X
e
l
erte
es
SYstenn

Linn Classic - Ninka, LK140. Wakonda. 'ken
Meridian Audio System
Maim Audio CO3/102/180/SBL
Rega Complete System
Yamaha
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
£2995
£420
£1695
£2950
£695
£6500
£1095
£600
£400
£750
£995
£495
£1650
£2600
£4250
£1900
£8995
£4995
£2999
£2995
£85
£3250
£200
£495
£295
£450
£1450
£2700
£1995
£140
£550
£350
£500
£95
£100
£450
£210
£2595
£200
£695
£895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£65
£995
£2495
£995
£2000
£4300
f995
£2350
£2000
£750
£175

Ac! m
OVO
Pu17027
£ 740
Lexicon RI20
£3000
Meridian Audio 598 CD/DUO/DUDS £ 1650
Fhoneer 01/06560
£ 150
Townshend Audio Pioneer DV747A
£995
NI Fl Other
Aand RCambridge 121 Tuner
f75
bang and olutsen Beosystern 5000
£850
Bose Quiet Comfort II Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Denon TU 260L
f45
Hitachi FT- 5500 TUNER
£ 100
Meridian Audio 504 Tuner
£ 395
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
Autel RT925 tuner
£ 75

r
i ae
n
i
rRatemeeelners
Arcam Alpha 6Plus
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Note Sono SE Phono
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Chord Electronics cpm3300
Gryphon Diablo
Krell KAV 3001
Krell ICAV 400x1
Lizard Wizard FMC
Pioneer 0400
Roksan rocksan handy Irai

£75
£140
£2995
£850
£995
f3475
£3699
£995
£2250
£800
£150
£450

gesigag
Alor
ei
n
a
x
i
goseidon
10000

£
£800
Aple
Ae
ee
e C
Srag
ee
er
Arun" One
ATC SCM 500
£
£132
Î
Audio Acoustics Fundamental 02
£0
Audio AcousticS Sapphire Ti C
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note ON ESP SPEAKER
1700
£

9
£

Audio Physic Medea
Brunir II

££
131000
495
Audio Physic Spark ( latest)
£ 1150
Audio Physic Tempo ( latest)
£ 1695
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£ 795
Audiovector M3signature active£
2
Aurousal Al
£4
100
95
BOW 803s
1500
£
BOW HMT1
1500
£
Beauhorn 82.2 Revelation
1800
£
Bose ACOUST1MASS® 3
£ 150
Castle Howard 02
£34
£7 5
90
5
Dab Euphonia
Definitive
Technology
M54
8P3000
£ 2500
Dynaudio 51.4
£ 1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£ 2850
Elac Jet CL3I0 Jet£
Gershman Avant Garde
Goldmund EPILOGUE I
-. 2
£2£6
365
1255 8
0
Hales concept 5
£
2200
IMF MKIII Ref Pro Monitor
£795
IMF TLS50 11£ 350
Jamo D830
£ 650
JAS Orto
£995
JBL TLXI03.121.111 £ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia£
5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
JMLab Micro Utopia Be
1995
£
JMLab Micro Utopia BE n Stands
JMLab Micro Utopia Be -. Stands
JMLab Nova Utopia be
£££1023700
750
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands
£450
OUF 035.2
£200
Kif 0095
ret 90.30B.705
0.£0
£6
KIFF 5c
£75
KEF Reference 103/4
£330
OUF Reference 4
£ 1250
Lerma Acoustics SPU(12 sub- woofer£ 650
Linn 'tabors ( Passive)
£ 795
Linn Keilidh
Lumley lampross 200£ 50
25
Lumley Loudspeakers
larnpross 200
reference signature
£
£ 1300
1650
Magneplanar MG 20e
£ 86
5
0
1
Magneplanar MG3.6/183
Marlin Logan Ascent i
£2495
Meridian Audio dsp33 digital centre £850
Meridian Audio m33 analogue speakers £ 700
Mirage FRX 9
£ 600
Mission M33,
£ 135
Monitor Audio Gold Ref 20 01201
£ 850
Nairn Audio SBL Walnut
£ 800
Mega P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
FMC Loudspeakers BB5
Quad ELS 57
Iliad es1 57
£:£+
300
955
50
Ouad esI57
°red ESL 988£
2295
Quad ESL 988
£ 2295
Osad ESL 989 Electrostatics £2800
Revel ()liana Studio
£ 5749
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Roark Ruark Talisman 02
Sonus Faber Extrema 8 Stands
£338°
99 5
5
Sonos Faber Minch° . Adi Stone Wood Stands £ 595
SoundLab Al
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Talon Firebird Diamond
£ 17500
Tannoy Mercury MAC centre
£40
TDL RTL 3£ 300
Thiel CS2 2
£ 250
Townshend Audio Supertweeters £550
Velodine FOR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub£
Vienna Acoustics BERG£ 5°
5
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£ 4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
££
2654
2
890
9890
5
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Wilson Aude Watt/Puppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
££3
37
29
50
5
Yamaha ns1000m
1400
£
Multi Channel Mws
Lexicon CX5£
McIntosh MC 7104£
McIntosh MC7106
Parasound 051
Pioneer OSA ES?
Systemline MRA-4
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II

9°
5

£ 1595
£2895
25
£
87
95
5
e°
0
£3
£9
3 1

Muhl Channel Speaker Systems
creative 7700
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 . LCR£ 3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£ 195
JMLab 2ASIB ROL .. IrSIB XL . CUB2
£750
McIntosh HT1, 912. HT3
£2195
Panasonic scht990
£225
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson £2650
Po-ms
Acoustic Arts Power 1£ 513
95
Adcom GFA555£ 350
AloeST 1101
Abe ST 15 01
Audio Flight Flight One100
££ 6
49
795
95
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk.1
Audio Research V70
Audio Research 570
££
£1211
000
99
5955
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Et
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 13000a mk111
B.A T. VK 600se
£5
£3
9.31
B.A.T. VK200
£ 1395
Beard M1000 nenoblocks £ 1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks £ 1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£ 2300
Boulder 500 AE£
1950
Boulder 500 AE Monos
££4
2650
000
Burinester 828 Mk II Monos
CAT JL2 Signature
£ 11500
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS £ 1200

Chord Electronics spm 1400E
£6800
Classe Audio CO 201
£ 1800
Classe Audio DR8 power Amp
£800
Cyrus 1111
£275
Dared - Vacuum The amp MP 60
£ 1250
Dual mono block- 200w 235
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£ 790
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£ 475
Goldmund 10.4
£7365
GRAAF 55/50 Pwr
£ 1095
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200 £ 395
Jeff Rowland Mocel 12 Monoblocks £ 4995
Jeff Rowland model 8
£ 4199
Krell FPB 750 mcx monoblocks £ 15500
Krell FPB 750ncx Monoblocks £ 11550
Krell FPB-700CX
£ 7995
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
£ 1295
Lumley Reference M120
£ 1750
Mark Levinson ML433
£4750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
Mark Levinson ML9
£895
McCormak DNA 125
£ 1150
McIntosh MC 252
£3200
McIntosh MC 30001
£2295
McIntosh MC352
£3250
Musical Fidelity Naista 300 power £ 2495
Nairn Audio 180
£ 595
Passlabs 0600
£ 5995
Roksan Caspian M Series- 1Mono ( Pain £ 1500
Rotel r01090
£ 1000
Autel RB981
£600
Ruby Chameleon
£295
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
£695
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
£ 1295
Tom Evans Linear A
£3750
Tube Technology Gams. Monobloc
£ 2500
Vincent SP- 998
£ 1750
OTC power one
£ 1300
YBA Passion Monoblocl.
£6995
Power Cables
Cardas Audio Golden Reference power Chord £ 250
Virtual Dynamics Master
£850
Power Condltionem
lsotek Gil i
021 Mini Sub
Pre Medlars
Acoustic Arts Pro 1
Adcom GFP 555
Aloe PST 11.01 ,
Aloe PST 11 Si
Arcarn Delta 110
ATC OCAS
Aude Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3. Phono
Aude Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research 322
Audio Research cS9
BAT. VK30
A.T. VK3i
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
CAT SU Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Cello Palette Pre
Conrad Johnson Moll MCI 0
Conrad Johnson P1/5 Pre Amp
NM 3d twin
DIN series 2/3
GRAAF 35 Pre
Gryphon Linestage Preamp
Marsh P2000
McCormak RLD
Melody Pure black 101
Michell Argo HR . Hera
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Nam Audio 102
Nam Audio Mac 62
Nam Audio MAC 92 preamp
%lei RC- 06
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2060
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vine
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8 Power Supply
ABA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
ral=

a
t rl 9CRT

blends
Attacama Equinox
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8 Cones
Vertex Kinabula

£400
£1495
£200
£1450
£995
£350
£1395
£2995
£279S
£3750
£395
£1895
£895
£1495
£1500
£6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£3000
£650
£595
£3750
£325
£1095
£950
£375
£1150
£2299
£500
£550
£295
£595
£250
£200
£200
£850
£1995
£595
£2450
£1000
£795
£3495
£19990
£175
£400
£220

SubWoohys
Audio Physic Minos Sgbwcoler
REL G 200E
REL Strata
Velodine ULD 15

£1995
£350
£295
£1200

Tape decks & Reel to Reel
Arai GO 210D
Nakarnichi 1050201
Nakano'', 60000
Nakamichi 682zx
Nakamichi DR 8
Plakarnicho 002
Sony TC-WE475

£300
£1295
£400
£390
£180
£225
£80

TemtableeJAnns/Cartridges 8 Phonostages
Clear Audio Acci. ,,..
11395
EAR mc 3trans'. , ,
4.500
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard 301 Mod SlatL Audo Plinth £ 695
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Graham Slee Era Said V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £ 200
JVC 40D-5 CD- 40sc demodulator £60
Kaetsu Rosewood Sig Flat
£ 3250
Linn LP12/ARO/Arrregedon £ 2495
Michell Gyro SE
£850
Michell Orbe
£ 1550
Nairn Audio Phono bawds
£0
Nottingham Analogue Intersoace/R13300/Reson £425
Origin -Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortolan 510 MM
£35
Ortolan Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt 8
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference -. Graham 2
£ 2900
Refinan Xerxes 10/PSI 5./Artemiz/Jubilee £ 3500
SME Model 100
£ 3120
SME Model 20/2A
f4995
SME Model 30/20
£ 10999
SME Series VArm
£ 1450
VP' Scoutmaster
£ 1700
VPI TNT 4. Rolipon Arn
£6500
TV/Plasma/ WO
NEC 42 0M3/0R3
NEC 50 ( MAJORS
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD990
Pioneer 502 mee Plasma

£995
£1995
£1495
£0
£800

CLASSIFIEDS
atc
arCarll
cele

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST

m+k
mkhell

Replacement panels for ESL 57. E3L63 and LE I

naim audio
neat acoustics

Refurbished Quad speakers. amplfiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.

nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. * 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAO-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.corn

pswic

www.quadatelierde

Oranges & Lemons

signals
hi-fi for grcwn

01473)

w

w .

uprk».
100
655171

:ennqusignals.uk.com

fax ( 01473)
W

NuForce
Marantz
Goldring
Grado

(,tape

lexKon

Spares and Repairs

ESL 57 sL• LE 1

Usher in Devon

ceeek
epos
harbeth

sign

•
'Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR

I
I
i
Fi,
lioine Cinema
& Multi- room

AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANYCYL Cones
Hotline at

Specialkis

www.lockwoodauclio.co.uk

020 7924 2040

1111

‘41r%vi.oandlhIfIxo.uk
61 ‘Nehh% Road. Battersea, SS'. Il 6RX
email: oranges.lemon.. usIrgIn.net

Absolute Analoguê
Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8I13
Email: Absolute_Analoguedemail.mm,com
Website: www.absoluteanalogur.co.uk

Call For appointment to visit us at 1-lanwell on
+44(0) 20 3579 7755
or Fan + 44(01 20 8579 7156
mail: sales@lockeroodaudio.co.uk

It is not necessary to have
great hi-fi equipment in
order to listen to music...
...but it hdps.

40
Get it right!
IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL I03R
DENON DL103
DENON DL I60
DENON DU 10
DENON DL304
GRADO RSI
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

EPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
f85
£75
£175
[625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, PESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARSETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE .5AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8, BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO EX.DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA- Exchange price on application.

VLS1)

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 8t Dancers

Sound Hi Fi
Dartmouth

Devon

TQ6 9HN

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

LIVE MUSIC AT HOME
amplifier sound is the key
DNM offers unique amplifiers
designed purely for ultimate
sound and long term reliability
for more
information
01480-457989

www.dnm.co.uk

there is only one
turntableworld!
Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 guns- Rpm INCLUDING SUNDAYS,

OCTOBER 2007 Iwwvv.hifinews.co.uk
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www.AUDIOCLASSICS.cone

you bring the
music,

Buy - Sells - Trades - Repairs
McIntosh & cther Hi- End & Vintage Gear
3501

Old Vestal Road, Vestal,

Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,

NY, USA

Chord Electronics, EAR, Esoteric,

607-766-3501

Isotek, Naim, NuForce, Pathos, Primare,
Roksan, Shanling, Sugden, TEAC, Unison
Research, and Wadia

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp
Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE

and Acoustic Energy, Kudcs, Martin
TO

ART SouNp
"Boy does that
News
single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect listening pleasure,
OVERALL RATING

sweet detailed and above all,
supremely musical"

Hi-FiNews

HiFi+
"Near perfect blend of price
and performance"

19/20

• •
•All valve circuitry
• RIM equilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume corm'
• Rumble filter
Manned 24hr order line:

£159"

What Hi Fi
"Smooth, warm sound.. Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

Check out our massive range of products& great prices

0870 8500129
M ADISOUND
BUILDERS WITH

VP129

www.smartsounddirect.com

Logan, Monitor Audio, Neat, Opera,
Revolver, Triangle and Usher

Audio we'll supply
the smile
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email:
newsehifisound.co.uk
nb: in case you hadn't realised, all hifi
dealers are NOT the same

PROVIDES SPEAKER

THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

DRIVERS:

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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C -HOKING

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

> SCAN- SPEAK

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
hest in your system.

> SILVER FLUTE
)- VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

HARDWARE

1COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E

HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862 4871
Visit our website at:
bup://www.fatwyre.com
email: fotwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CABLE
COMPArlY
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

> SEAS

e

fee'

i'e
e reee

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax 450.443.4949
Email . solenesolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

CLASSIFIEDS

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

Where Music Matters
1939881881

by enthusiasts

O PEN EVENING

for those who want the very best ...

Stockists of: ALR Jordan, Audia, Audio Physic, Avid,
Ayre, Bel Canto, Clearaudio, Creek, Focal JMLab,
Grand Prix Audio, Heed, Isotek, Leena Acoustics,
McIntosh, MJAcoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Nordost, Primare, Project, Stax, Tannoy Prestige, TEAC
Esoteric, Totem Acoustics, Unison Research, Van Den
Hut ono many more.

What's going on?
We'll be running demonstrations throughout the
evening ( please see below for more information).
There will also be hundreds of new and used
records to search through, like minded enthusiasts
to chat with and lots of great equipment to look at
and listen to. Complimentary snacks and drinks
will be also . t\ diTi1 ,1, in our lar court% ard.

Stockists of: ARCAM . DMSEN EPOS LINN LOEWE
•
IMCROMM NAIM AUDIO ' NEAT . REGA. ROTE,
.ROYD.SHAIIINIAN. TEAC'YAMAHA & MORE

n
fidelirY
indecently good hi-fi

q
tie! Mreet, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Nurres KTI 4LIA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Quad 2905 speakers (BRAINIDNEW,FACTCRYSF_ALED) £ 4995
Mordaunt Short 902 speakers with stands

£ 125

New Acoustic Zen Adam:, speakers

£ 3995

New Alamarro M3 speakers

£ 2695

Audionote M8 Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

£9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New

£695

Mark Levinson ML 26S Reference balanced pre- amp. £2495
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 995

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Note Keegan mono Amps (£28,000)

When?
It's taking place on Wednesday the 12th of
September. from 3pm to lOpm. There's no need to
book, although it would help with catering if you
could give us an indication if you're planning on
coming along.
In the demonstration room:
Come and hear the fantastic new £3.250 ProAc
D28 loudspeakers in our demonstration room,
being playing in asystem wired throughout with
Chord cables. During the evening there will be
demonstrations of the Chord cable range so you
can hear everything from the entry level models to
the latest range topping models.

£ 11.995

The listening room will also be treated with
Advanced Acoustics room treatments and
representatis es from all of these firms will be on
hand to chat to.
Win!
What's more, everyone that attends can enter a
competition to win the new £250 Chord Chorus 2
interconnect.

Does This Seem Familiar?

0

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
ii Fi World,

Plus and on the web at www tnt-audio.com

f295

Harman Kardon PA2200 power amp

£ 195

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 3500

Mark Levinson ML436 mono blocks ( mint/boxed)

£ 5495

Mark Levinson 11 8 12 pre/power amplifier .. £ 1295
Musical Fidelity Al integrated amp

f120.

NaktinIchilsrpcn3weiCasszeedackMoardC0cksertese . £795
Pathos " Twin Towers" int' amplifier ( superb)

£ 1695

, PLATERS C. TRANSPORTS
Esoteric X-01 Limited CD/SACD player(mintboxed) £ 5995
Maranta CD873 CD player

£ 65

Meridian 507 24 bit CD player ( mint/boxed)

£ 595
£ 795

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS
5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£ 275

Accuphase PS- 1200V mains regenerator

£ 3495

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

£ 650

Moth Mains conditioner

£ 150

Nakamichl 682 cassette deck

£ 395

Nakamichi CR2E cassette deck

£ 125

Sony ST- S6570 Tuner

£ 60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw

£ 65

Transparent " The Wave" 5.5 mtr. Speaker cable

£ 195

Transparent Music Link Plus 1mtr. Interconnect.... £ 125

Winds 01 stylist gauge
.

,1
, ,.

New 495

.

Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm . .

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asimple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
or

Exposure XV integrated amp

Van den Hut "The Cleartrack" 5.5 metre speaker cable . £ 55

Way too Loud

The cc:1M is only £ 39 per pair delivered To order, call

£5,495

£ 1595

Sonic Frontelrs SFD1, Dac

Where?
Noteworthy Audio is located in Aylesbury. Buckinghamshire. approximately 40 miles NW of London, with easy access from the M25 and M40.
There is easy train access from Iondon
Marylebone station

excellent reviews in Hi Fi Chou

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Classe CA201 power amp

uite 7a Market Walk, Tiverton, Devon EX166BI
website: svww.audiodestination.co.uk
eme info@aur'fodestinat.on cn iik

Bothwell: 01204 366133

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands .. £ 395

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps (£ 10,000)

Mike & Carol,ne look forward to seeing you soon!

Too Loud

SPEA ¡(ERS
WSW 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £ 695

RE-AMPS

Call 01884 243 584

Loud

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Tannoy Mini Autographs ( ex demo full guarantee).. £ 695

>Free Advice rn arelaxed and friendly atmosphere
>0% Finance.Available
>2Demonstration Rooms
New online
>Out of Hours Appointments
shop open,.
>Home Demonstrations
please come in
>Open Mon - Sat: 9am - 5pm
and browse.

0 0

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bill-stereocom

3pm lOpm 12th SEPTEMBER ' 07
Why?
We like nothing better than listening to great
music, relaxing with adrink and chatting about
hi- fl. If you feel the same why not join us on our
third open evening?

two-channel i
home-cinema specialists

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

Dynavector 507 Mk2 arm

EPOA

£ 1995

VPI Aries 3 Turntable

£ 1750

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH

Evenings
—

VISA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

OCTOBER 2007 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor - Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDF1ELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Midalesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Conischtfe Road
County Durham 013 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6 30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 801
0121 429 2811

MUSIC
MATTERS

pz

tlellt

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk.

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan -

SPECIALISTS

l'a 1r ', 1,Ze

60 Durham Road. London, ST/20 OTAf
T 020 8946 1528/033 IIE shopeobrIenhiti.com

Free parkrng • Five minutes from Al • Open Tue - Sst 9 - 5 30

Sonos Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Nudio FLseari--h • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
(.'reek • Onamvision • Dynavector • Etna • Gutwilre •
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Morn

•

• Opera

(Inky. • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Renos, • Sonneteer
Santis Fak,r • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
"transparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a lint of ex-dem ar display product

-Cables
We are currently
demonstrating those
stunning new products.
Ream contact as to
arrange a demorotra don.

Sugden - A2ISE Amp 6. CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired limnsmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
Kitlm
S311
S.311m
S411
SRI

SPEAKER UNITS
51PL Metal, 1"Seas el*
65' Kevin, I" Seas treble
651R, med. I ' kb ueble

CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
810 x19Ix 261 £215.00 £950
903 x230 x350 £220.00 £1000
903 x230 x350 £234M £10.00

6S'IPL metal,Ribbon ireb

x230 x350 £33128 £10.00

8"Kevlar,I"Seas trebk
930x276x400 £25800 £1100
101PL,3"Dome mid,1"treb 1080 x320 x400 £419.00 £ 12.00

Send cheque (or postal order) rna&fayable to MrIPLesileat IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torrs Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 SAY, tell oin 867439. Altemativly visit
our v.cfnite at www.ipimounics.ctuà or send a5Op SAE. for catalogue detailing
Transmission Linen, HiFI and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,
Sisee PM cables, and Quality Acceeories.

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for

sale

Original Price

Alan-Hamblin SP400 Panels. Preamplifier
ATC SCM-il Loudspeakers
Jeff Rowland Model IT & SISAI Power Arnp
dCS Eiger DAC
dCS Purcell Upsampler
Demon TU 2601. II FMTIr.r
Krall Showcase Prearnp/Proceseor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp
Lexicon RT-10 DVD/CD/SACD Mayer
ATC SCM-IS Loudspeakers
Dynaudlo Audience e Loudspeakers
Primers DVD26 DVD/CD Player
Projection Design Action Model 2 Projector ( New)
Revel 111- 1S 1000w Subwoofer
Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel C50 Centre Speaker

£3500
£2,750
£6,000
£3,500
£1,800
£4000
L6000
(500
£500

Revel 530 Dipole Speakers
SIM2 Domino 10 DLP Projector
SIM2 Domino 30 OLP Projector
Sory 337 ! SD CO Player
TEACVRDS-7 CD player

Tel:01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com

website: www.projectorsareus.com

Can Hi Fi Sound Real ( Part 5)?

Front End Problems

signal the propagation of awave packet, or composite of waves of several frequencies, is not always constant and varies with the acoustic media. Amusic wave packet is made up
of numerous frequencies and many fundamental frequency components have their own components
which difier from the fundamental, i.e. develop beats which travel with adifferent velocity from
the normo' velocity of 340m/sec. Hence Dynovector's development of SuperStereo. Simply odd
on aDynovector SuperStereo processor and 2small sub. peokers to transform your system.

"The Cartridge Man ,"

•
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£ 2495
£ I,995
L2,99S
£ 1,495
£1,295
£ 995
L1295
£ 250
£ 250

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment

then contact

In a musk

For farther info Please see: http://web.onetel.com/-dynovector
Dynovector Supe Stereo Tel/fax: 44 + ( 011202) 767873. E-mail: dynovector?onetel.com

Price Now

(500
L395
ONO
£ 695
£111,000
£ 4,995
£9,000
£ 2,795
£4500
£ 1,495
LISO
£ 95
£4,500
£ 2,995
£6,000
£ 2,995
£I,500
L2,500
LI
, 295
£2,000
£1,000
£ 695
£1,500
£ 595
£1000
£ 695

I
t

sn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best - HiFi News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAI ' GES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: wirw.cartridgeman.com
Email: theeartridgeman'htinternet.com

020 8688 6565

el

Just when you thought nothing could compare to the
"Relmyo" one box player (CDP-777) . . .

Our new CDT- 777 (Compact Disc Transport)
This transport (with DAP- 777) combo produces exquisite sound.

Specialist i
Spectral

at great prices with

1

£CALL NOW

TEAC.

Pro-ject
HIFI STAND

TURNTABLE WITH

HE-684

ORTOFON 510 MKII
CARTRIDGE AND
CORK MAT
RPM5

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

I
he Sptsstral High L.nd HE- 684 6fi stand is the ultimate experience in
design and engineering. With striking sturdy ground aluminium
columns and low vibration, extra thick safety glass panels, this hifi
stand really is the ultimate audiophile support.

This Award-Winning Turntable will give any CD
Player arun for its money. Includes an Ortofon

Reference

300DABMK3 System
REF300DABMK3

INFORMATI01

510 cartndge and ahost of impressive features.

Products, technology and
irresistable prices

This unique Reference system combnes the A-H300MK3 Remote

Amplifier. the T-H3OODAB MK3 300 DAB Digital Tuner and the
PD- H300 MK3 32- Track Music Memory CD Player to create a
sensational arrangement.

FREE

CHECK ONLINE
BUY
NOW-PAY

DELIVERY

«01

PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH POWER
AMPLIFIER

7.1- CHANNEL HOME THEATER RECEIVER

lire PHE30 einpkrys aales A coupled, discrete

weiver I
milt to embrace high ilefinilion inertia

fully balanced circuit topokxy utsed for the best

Imbuing DIS Ill) Master Arkin Dotry tructiLl Dent(

possible signal.to- noise ratio and audio fidelity.

Hilmr (
e I .3a), HOMI and Compunfyit Video

This combined with the A30.2 [hot Mono Power

MInVefS1011 and Bi-Amping Capability for Enhanced

Aneifier produces music and movie sound as

Isnety and Poomr.

verarith, as at the retirent it was recorded.
PRE30/A30.2

TX-SR605

Primare

Onkyo

5.1 HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

IKON AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

HOME CINEMA SPEAKER PACKAGE

ACTIVE SUB BASS SYSTEM

M- Cube 5.1

Ikon AV Speaker Package

ELS1 5.1

PRO 50 MK2

£CALL FOR PRICE

apos

CHECK ONLINE FOR PRICE

MJ Acoustics

INFORMATION

INFORMATI.

INFORMATION

INFORMATION

Mission's St..
MCi,: •
250W subvv,,,', with . s
magnetically shielded centre and satellite speakers
and 5Wall brackets.

This free star what hifi award winning speaker
package comprises of 2 Ikon 6 floor standing
speakers, 1Ikon Vokal 2 centre, 2on wall rear
speakers and the DM Ikon subwoofer, BI of
which are also available individually with free
OED speaker cable

This speaker pack., s s'grates two pairs of ELS3
speakers, one [LS 3.(_, ,sontre channel arid the
powerful new ELS subwoofer in order to create this
fantastic new system. These full range of high end,

Mk11 is an awesome addition to
the most discerning cinema and music
system featunng twin crossovers, 120watts of power.
new designed 10" dirver and Speaker and Line Level
inputs with Gain Control Range 80 and 60dB.

re0A

MONITOR AUDIO

high quality Epos speakers are available either
indmdually or as part of this 5.1 package.

polkaudio
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free delivery

HiFiBitZ

rtir

With over 130 brands offering awe-inspiring
products from hard-to-find to more popular
items, few can match our experience, range
and stockholding.
Free delivery, excellent after-sales support
and tempting finance options ensure you
will come back for more.

6888

WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK 0870 027
£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

£ CALL FOR PRICE

CHECK ONLINE

ielp
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INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

INTEGRATED AMPL IDEA

The Destiny integrated amplifier produces world beating

The 8000P is aclassic Iwo chanel power arnplifier.

kffecyakx1Amplilie with 75 watts per dialed rito

Features High quality Gold Plated RCA input/output

audio performance with its use of diseete analogue

delivering over 100W per channel arid featuring a

MOS,FET, ils new mains transformer which produrns

frequency response of 0.1 Hz - 75 kHz.

ohrrn, 2CAVA custommade toroidal power
transformer. power supply capaetors and separate
prearnp output with class A buffer stage.

up lo 100 Watts into 8Ohm operation and its 3Hz -

sockets. 10k ohms or inrxil impebrice. auto standby
and signal detection. high rpialdy power supply and
signal capacitors and 120 walls into 8ohms
output power.

8010-1z Frequency Response.

3 Channel Power Amplifier
Destiny Series

8000P

2010s

Creek

Audiolab

Exposure

Roksan Kandy

Sennheiser

Monitor Audio

INFORMATION
The PXC-450 is aorcumaural high- end travel
headphone set with NoiseGardr. 20
technology. patented Dude diaphragms and
TalkThrough function for the best possible
attenuation of ambient noise (
as featured in
the Bristol Show 2007).

ONLINE
HIGH- END TRAVEL
HEADPHONE SET
PXC-450

Sonos
Make your favorite audio devices part of a
wireless, multi- room digital music system with
the Sonos'. ZP8Os or ZP100. Together with the
Sonosr. Controller, this popular set up will give
you music in any room you choose directly from
your PC.

iuktiJ.

FOR PRICE

ULTI AWARD
INNING SP
This Bronze Reference system features ablend of
high perfo,mance driver technology. exceptional
build quality and gorgeous finishes.

MAKE YOUR

BRONZE REFERENCE

MUSIC WIRELESS
ZP80 INTRODUCTORY PACK

FOR MORE 5 STAR
DEALS VISIT
WWW.HiFiBitZ.CO.UK

Onkyo

CHECK
ONLINE

These components are also available individually
in avariety of finishes

6:1

DAB/CD MINI SYSTEM

The award winning CS-515UK CD receiver
system features 50 Watts (RMS) power output.
DAB Radio, MP3-CD / CD- R/ RW playback.
Bass Boost and the audio quality is promoted
with the inclusion of aWolfson® 192 kHz/24bit DAC.

CS-515UK

InFocue

TEAC

•rt us aid coil ,fitnn, ul tilO do af.•,NallaUk• at
mu) rfere)ied for training inreeee.

mi

I ' Hon
terns Of FIFIM do not affect your ,I..iuIory

Finance options available

QUAD

opt«,ns are avubbt..,1...

titi tir ,ir;

through V12 Finance
t:aph c9. LI,ly Now

London HiFi Show
21-23 Sep 2007
Park Inn Hotel Room 18, Enter Free
Prize Draw for £800
of LAT and AUDUSA
Eupen cables

LAT INTERNATIONAL
IC 300 Signature, IC 200 MKII, IC 100 MKII Analog, DI- 30 Signature & DI- 20 Digital and VI- 6Video
Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power cord, SS800 MKII and SS1000 MKII Loudspeaker cables, also available as a Biwire cables Tonearm interconnects TA300, TA200 and TA100. Solid Core Silverfused wire
technology with Teflon insulation and are fully shielaed,

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers

North Star
192 top loading Transport ( Pro 2 CD Mech)
and Extremo DAC.

Best Loudspeaker - Wallpaper

Maga-

zine 2004.
Reviewed in
the UK by HiFi
News, Hifi
Plus and HifiChoice. Many
other great
overseas reviews. Ask
for brochure
and price
list. VC1 from

AUDUSA EUPEN

The world's only true
Ferrite technology
cables - a high quality
ferrite is extruded over
the conductor strands.
Power Cords - GNLM
5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and
GNLM 05/04. From £ 48
for a 1m cord terminated
with a standard IEC and
MK tough plug. Other
terminations include Fig
of 8, 16 amp IEC, and
mains plugs Schuko,
USA, Danish, India,
Swiss etc Piclured are
the SEB versions of the
cable priced from £ 80
for a 1m cord

£3450, VC2
from £ 4750
and VC7 from
£6400.

1

._Ask for product brochures and price list and
visit our web site and check the list of ex- demo
bargains on offer

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Been chasing your tail? Around the block afew times?

up

blind alleys? Thought you'd reached adead end?
There is alight...

AIR-TIGHT ATC-2

KR AUDIO VA340

LECTOR CDP-7T CD Player

Raises the hairs on the back of your neck!
All valve pre-amplifier capable of chillingly
realistic music reproduction. Silky to use with
the build of aHasselblad! £5,295

Only amature approach to music reproduction
will fully appreciate the effortlessly natural
abilities of this 20wrx, SET, remote controlled,
integrated amplifier. One you're likely to keep!

Eliminates any gap between digital and
analogue replay by revealing those emotional
characteristics in music so often obliterated by
the insensitive hand of technology. £2150

AIR TIGHT ATM 1

'FURUTECH DeMag

MUSIC FIRST MFI Pre -amp

Head to head against some highly praised
solid-state behemoths, the AirTight ATM- 1
has consistently proved to be more musically
'muscular' with greater room filling presence.

Demagnetise vinyl? Yes, you still haven't heard
your LP's at their best! After treatment they
sound even more open and transparent - even
vinyl guru Michael Fremer was impressed!

One review after another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier amongst the very best in the
world. We keep bath the copper and silver
wired versions on permanent demonstration.

CONSONANCE Ref2.2 Linear

ANATEK ACOUSTICS MCI

MELODY Pure Black 22

Filterless DAC ( atechnology embraced by
Landen and AudioNote) with 6H30 triode
valve output provides you with reference
quality CD replay far just £ 1,395!

British made phono stage that's raised the stakes!
Adual mono, Class A, no feedback design with
switchable 65 or 71dB gain suitable for use with a
wide range of MC cartridges. Superb value: £800

If 3.5 watts from a2A3 valve isn't enough
for you, Melody have taken aquartet of th
little buggers and produced the most dynamic
18wpc monoblocks you'll ever hear. £2945

HORNING Aristoteles
Anew loudspeaker from Tommy Hoerning
that provides 96dB sensitivity and an easy
load for low power amplifiers. Enthusiasts
with smaller listening rooms can now
enjoy awesome 'room filling' naturalness,
astrength of the Horning Agathon, about
which e
une '6meons.com' summarised
their extensive introductory review with the
commendation ;"learn just what has become
possible in music reproduction per se."
Aristoteles £3,995 Agathon from £6,300

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!

GEMME Vivace
NEW
Single drivers speakers have an integrity and
111
rythmic cohesion that appeals strongly to
listeners who prioritise their emotional
connection with music rather than academic
analysis of the loudspeaker itself. These
beautifully constructed loudspeakers from
Canada offer useful sensitivity and an easy
load, suitable for both valve and solid state
amplifiers to deliver aspacious soundstage
with delicious fluidity. Available in asuperb
a
choice of venners and lacquer from £2995.

See our website for part-exchanged & ex-dem bargains
www.audiolincs.com
A NATIONWIDE SERVICE

___audio

àCS

à 078

2192 5851

01476 591090

...because the flame is worth the candle

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ...what are you up for?
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Analogue

Amplifiers

Aden RD80, ex coridnon

119

Arise RD90Siestior, Rega arm stunning
399
Anew FLO11S. melee order
199
genet SolutionSabsty Carbon direct need (f1650) . . 799
Cloacae» Smalphore. as new
Creek OBH18 nstage. as new
Heybrook TT2 cM1v Linn Base LUX

169
119

..IBESIaleSefies 31ANsion774 .299
119
LED MMO Phan stige
Linn LP12. 00 DC Krt
329
Linn Wok LV11.
.299

AC Magnum MF125 Monoblotle. excelient I110005 in it
ArtarnAlahe 7e.
ArcamAtft200, meted

149

Audio Analugue Ittestnt Relearn:815Avmore& kiegaled..1179
Audio Inmates Sees 200 gawp.
279
Audioab 80008008V. as new processor/7[nel!aamw ........ 1149
Audio Research LS? Ftaww....
679
Aust Resew:It DIX Parer ex
Audio Research 070 Potter ex
Ala S2000Pre, seierb ale Pawl

2.19

Lim 111ok 12 VERY VERY RARE REM

799

aim MeaMonoblods,
siter 5DA,Class A fabulous .. 699
OtorcISFM120013, bestI
as new in black
1449

Lim Listo Anntersary Kean
Lintel°. excellent

799
649

Consomnce Signature 1111 vkney 243 tee regaled
949
Consannce (*roe city remote. uses 6550s to eat effel....1149

Linn LP12. VWIten. Akio. it rosenut eleven indeed

Coxed Johnson PVI5

Michel Odee SE NC pater. err dear
.. 1599
Mee Focus One focus amt seek«
299
Michel Transcrtutors Reference Hydraircfkiklamt NOW ........579

Caved Jerson IllF2XEIA maser peter amp .
Clew 7, e bone
Dtwon 44004 monotiods ter

Mall Gyro SE, AC motor, Rego amt ea bawd
Michel Gyro X X motor. e demo

679
779

Exposure 3010. as new tweed tte£20Ornm phono eta ........599

Mssan 774 ornal arm
MRM Source se/large*

139
399

Misca' False XLPSY3 as new bawd
179
NAD Olega Retell. R8250
119
NAIMSlageline S
NAM Aro as new boxed
879
Origin Lne Ultra deck vie off board ors SA4E cut ACW........0ilers

Call
299
399

11114480144100141100Prefoixer lawy combo NOW......199
IOW KAV400e seek« bared.
. 1749
Linn Poe pone. e from
679
Linn Kim Pro, inhered.
Megan 556 suPerb Teleran* we.,
Missal Riley 111200ecolent

9s ,

Mussel Feely A1000, monster weeded hen ps

649

Manse Rdeay )0,100 and XAS100 premier ex bawd
NAIM Ratcap anent so*.
NA 1M NAC112 semi *temp
NAM NAP180. Olve tool ennelent
NAM NAM40 lde boxed

749

499
.
299
1999
999

P.k rankle LPT/118250 UNbestrewn...
Prieeci Tends( exuded
Rego Planar 2. RI3250,
Rega Planar 3. R8300. vgc

349
279
149
169

Rega 118300. Incognito ramie and Michel Tecnoweight
Rosin Radius 5in xi* Ow New amt
SME IV ygc boxed

249
499
799

Nuforce Refererre 9SE Monotiods. ex ern xi seer
Palhos Classic One ke ex demo

SME kwely.
SME »at melee

149
149

Quad 44 %imp, 405 and 4052 Power amps NOW Ion
Ouad 33303 pc lor solely sawed
Ctod 99 Antietam as rew bawd

34,

Ouvr19991kaser, torekret
bared

679

Sys • reek 10900. caboard pre aayfic ptlfer

R8250.......379

Systemdek (bead 871 AX awn 697. ...................................... 229
Teets SLIO, good wacky order.
179
Technics SL110, goal «irking order Me kJ SMEad
119
morons 70724, motor ate onk....379
%tans 1D1255ME3009,
299

Ouad 606 Poe«

790
r
,

Radford STA25 Rennaissareand SC25 %Power metre _ 1199
Reel R41082. excellent bawd
.329
Sonic Freers Malin Pre IL .5Poher 1, Flexed onn
77o
SugderiA215£ widen .

1horens TD160bUmere
Tom Evans Microgroove taken.

199

TACTAyngdor Audio SDA2175. grapes% as nev.
keen DR38 PSI, mire? box pre phono, ale beed

Thorens TD125SME3012/SME2000 plinth
Whest Audio PS 201,451.1 20 phono stage, ex demo
Zela tuna's heavyweight arm excellent

749
799
499

Tube Tednology Pixiet
are melding be pc baked
Tee Technology Signature Integrate ex boxed
U1É017 Réearch Sa 845 rnansse ared Dal

Digital

119
599
599
1749

Speakers

Alt.. C072. vgc remote
129
Arcam 0789, bargain
329
Audio Analogue Maestro 192/24 ex dent ............................ Call

Aces& Energy AEI. ecaliere beed.349
Auden:tor M3 Sie actne crossohn pewter. amazieg......1499
AV1
ADM9 in Vend

All 2000 Reference CD player
299
AVI Lab Sosos mint boxed ex 59m....................................929

AVI Pm Arne

Bow Technologies 228. beautiful, vgc boxed
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed.

Case Rehmortl3, «Wert bae t.

139

Dauer° 110 wah Mad*gMKS
Dow* Axiom 42 exelerf nun..

399

. 1899
699

Chord 0/1064 as new in black, buy both get free rack .... 1499
Chord Eau Transport as nee in Ned( buy both gel free lack . 1999
Consonance Droplet, ex item bargain - WOW! ... 1449
Cyrus Quanta. c4v tuner, UNDER HALF PRICE! .
449
Cyrus CD?, ex chi remote .
Cyrus dAD 3024 excellent boxed
DCS Eiger DAC/Pre, ataste of the high lifet
DCS Purcell Upsampler bargain upgrade
TEAC./Esolenc 070, vgc stunning DAC

349
279
.2499
.2299

sAche& ass Wei 6malls old

Vend° Cent« 13ne2
Epos M12 pc.

899

bawd

Linn Teat wait« bawd
Len Sea melee bored &waxes
bet!
kailoriten ex bawd
Martin Lcçan Axis i, boa bargain ,

. 1199
899

Morro Audio Radius 270 scent.329
Monitor Aye me bawl 6520 vi Piro Birk
1149

Esotenc UX1 - the ulbmate player? COMPUTE &ARUN!!! 4975

Motto Audio, mee bawd R5W12 Sulisookr.

429

Heart Audio CD6000, valve output, Trichord clock
Lector COPO 57 ex valve output stage...
Lem Numerik, late version

Monsoon Audio FPF1000 melee ribtortilipoke NOW
MAIM Credo e
chany, age reel.

299
499

Mien MS Strdmourame awned pedaodlrMts.4
Nee Ace:tars ftete3 SE Ow Ultinatun bass drners NOW

349
449

Wi" V2 freer eve /bast-wrier
Opera Duetto. superb Wee rencimount

3-19
347

PAC 132 et cheny reduced agiwn
Reel *120, scruffy 41,rth star&
Ranker R33 ex fen eel remised twee
Rogers LS35e need ne say more

349
499
229
599

Nu Noeb C64000 wive output with Upsamengbank baext.499
NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated .. 1449

Rue Taiwan 2. tqc Washy!
Ruark Ciusider 2exegete, beck

299
599

Primare CD302. ex boxed c4v remote .

729

Quad 99CDP as new boxed
Rolabas Atessa, ex,Dec and power supply.

749
599

Rim,see,age nee mid wed stiadmoura
Sonars Faber Cremona Auditor dIllaIng mini mantra

179
Cal

Saks Faber Concerto ctre SF StIlk!`.

599

Sogtfen CD21SE ex dent
TEAC VRDS9. excellent remote

999
479

399
499
379

Marantz CD12 Transport and DAC combo, boxed and fab1199
Meridian 200 Transport. excellent boxed
279
Meridian 203 Dac. excellent boxed
159
Micromega Stage 1, excellent .
179
Musical Fidelity kWDM25 Iwo box ex
Musical Fidelity XDACv3, excellent boxed. .
Musical Fidelity 22. excellent

TEAC T1 DI combo, excellent. remote
Wadia 302 ex demo 35 new boxed

.
2749
Call
399

549
. 2799

Radio and recorders
AVI 52000 Tuner vgc boxed

Sane Faber &we Ftano Horn.
Tandbog Studio Monitor Large '
Thangle Tlus 2/72. chi,kends

_349

Usher Audio 5525 and SWIM Sub - 51 %Vero
Accessories/Systems

199

CV', Fog v2 Cd Mayer and 4808 !Negated amp, ex cen........1249

Cambridge Audio DAB Azur 640T as new boxed in black 99

Chord Signature 1m eiterconnect. ..279
Cyrus PSXR. ex boxed
..279

Harman Fardos TU970 DAB/FM New
Musical Fidelity E500 cow remote

149
119

NAIM NAT 0.5. ex
Pure 701ES. new
Quad FM3, excellent
• ri Radio

599
129
99
99

. '77ES DAR Tuner REDUCED

199

H ((ardor? AVR635 - »as £999 .
Linn Classic KkWh onboard tune as new boxed
Urn Noble* Active Xover box
Matta' Feely X•PSU v3 excellent .
Primary CDI10. OW box system. on Mitas •
Tan I
an, Rai s .çoei an",

399
.579
159
879
Call

... lei 0845 8019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 111 5, or email newse2ndlqleallaterlit
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade in-.. Comesslon Sales toe

ri
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READER EXCLUSIVE

AUDIO WORKSHOP!
This is your chance to be one of alimited number of special
guests invited to the first hi-fi news audio workshop
EN?

WHAT?
This exclusive one- day event gives
the readers of hi-fi news the chance
to attend aFREE workshop featuring
demonstrations of the finest hi-fi
equipment from leading high-end
manufacturers. Superb sounds,
three separate rooms, key industry
figures, followed by aQ&A sessions
at the end of each demonstration.
Between workshops free
refreshments will be provided,
giving you the chance to meet the
hi-fi news team!
•There are two available timeslots
12pm or 4pm for you to choose,
but as space is limited, book now.

Sunday 7th October 2007.
This invitation is exclusive to hi-fi
news readers. Space is extremely
limited so please book early for
your opportunity to attend.
Closing deadline for entries in
1st October 2007.

WHERE?
Selsdon Park Hotel, Addington
Road, Sanderstead, Surrey
This amazing hotel built over one
thousand years ago oozes with
history and provides the perfect
setting to hear the world's finest hi-fi.
The hotel is situated less than 10
miles from the M25(16) and has
free parking or is 10 minutes (taxi)
from East Croydon train station.

•Entry is via ticket only.

•

www.selsdonparkhotellondon.co.uK

WHO?
Leema Acoustics may be anew
name in the hi-fi world, but is one
that's known and trusted by many
in professional audio circles. With
over thirty years design experience. Leema sets the standard for
neutrality and integrity by adhering rigidly to one simple
and perhaps rather old fashioned philosophy..."WHAT
GOES IN, IS WHAT COMES OUT"... Leema
be showing
how they achieve this without resorting to
artificial embellishment or adding colouration.
Dali design, develop and produce
hi-fi loudspeakers witn only one
goal, to fulfill their vi ion of how a
loudspeaker should sound, look and
feel. Dali will share with you their
never-ending quest to satisfy their
ideas on what agood audiophile
loudspeaker should really deliver.

Al. Conti, designer of all Basis Audio products, is amechanical engineer by education with adecade of design
work in the defense/aerospace industry. He first analog
design was the Debut turntable in 1985. Innovations of
the Debut include the first viscous damped sprung turntable suspension and the only oil-well ; '”
Debut has won numerous awards
in audio including the selection a,
one of the top 50 most influentia'
audio products of the last 50 yeaby Hi Fi News (UK) and multiple
-Golden Ear - and -Editor's Choice
Awards from The Absolute Sound
magazine (US).

I
WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND THE HI-FI NEWS AUDIO WORKSHOP
Preferred Time ( Tick appropriate box )

D 12Noon

No. of tickets required: I:I

Please mail this slip back to:
Elizabeth Spence at
hi-fi news,

Name .
Address
Postcode

D4pm

Tel

Email .

BOOKING
1T
DEADLINE
1ST OCT

Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR9 1HZ
01 email

Tickets and itinerary will be sent prior to event - workshop content subject to change

elizabeth_spence@ipcmedia.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
Te1:07860 511111
WE CONSIDER THE PERP.TECH P-1A/P-3A/PSB ( MODWRIGHT SIG- 2) TO BE THE BEST AFFORDABLE DAC/UPSAMPLING ENGINE AVAILABLE
AND AS SUCH USE NOTHING ELSE FOR DEM.PURPOSES. IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING A SOURCE CHANGE OR UPGRADE YOU SHOULD
AUDITION THESE. ONLY A FEW LEFT ( THEY WILL NOT COME AGAIN!) WE HAVE RECENTLY TAKEN ON AURUM CANTUS,
EXQUISITE FINISH AND STELLAR PERFORMANCE WITH VALUE TO MATCH.
ALSO MUSIC FIRST PRE AMPS ( THEY NEED NO INTRODUCTION FROM ME!)
ZSYSTEMS Z-3src UPSAMPLER (£1450 NEW) MINT/BOXED

VINYL

£450

FORSELL AIR FORCE REFERENCE BOXED

£6995

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE VIII HDCD DAC NOS.

£350

MICHELL ORBE 8r OC PSU MIN 1/BOXED

£1595

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.2 HDCD DAC N.O.S

£275

ORACLE DELPHI V (£4000) NEW/DIS

£2995

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.1 HDCD DAC. N.O.S

ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE MAMBO MK II & ARM NEW

£1595

ROKSAN CASPIAN M-SERIES CD MINT/BOXED

QUASAR LE SKELETAL BRASS/ACRYUC TURNTABLE SUPERB EXCLT £1150

PIONEER PD-95 ULTRA RARE FLAGSHIP CD BOXED

TRANSCRIPTORS & SKELETAL ARM (COLLECTORS ITEM) EXCLT

£250
£650
£1150

CONRAD JOHNSON PFR PR/ME-2500A POWER AMPS MINT/BOXED £3450
MOON AUDIO i5 INTEGRATED MINT/BOXED

£1350

LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W NAUTILUS NO2 MINT/BOXED (CHERRY)
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA II (10K NEW?) MINT/BOXED

£3500

TANNOY GRF MEMORY T.W. MINT

£3750

£750

MARANTZ CD6310-51G M101 MINT/BOXED

£295

CELESTION A-3 MINT/BOXED MINT/BOXED

£1250

SME VTONEARM MINT/BOXED

£995

DENON 2800 M101 GOLD (HDCD) MINT/BOXED

£375

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD BRAND NEW

£995

GRAHAM 2TONEARM MINT/BOXED

£995

PRIMARE V-25 CD/DUD PLAYER (£1000 NEW) NEW/BOXED£475

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE ARM NEW/BOXED

SOLID STATE

IBA

MUSICAL FIDELITY KILOWATT PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED£1195

KRELL KMA-100 MONOBLOCS MINT/BOXED

AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA & BALANCED NEWBOXED

£350

AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 3B PRE AMP MINT/BOXED

£995

£395

ROKSAN CASPIAN M-SERIES PRE AMP/MONO'S MINT/BOXED

£2200

NVA TWO BOX MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
ANTIQUE SOUNDLABS MINI PHONO STAGE 2- BOX EX DEM

£299

McCORMACK MINI PHONO DRIVE EX DEM

ORELLE EVO100 CD PLAYER/PRO AMP/POWER AMP (£3.510 MINT/BOXED

£949
£450

KRELL FPB-200 POWER AMP EXCLT

£2750

JEFF ROWLAND MC-6 (EXPENSIVEI!) MINT

£3995

ADVANTAGE 1200 INTEGRATED AMP EXCLT/BOXED

TRANSPORTS/DACS/CD

MARANTZ PM66 XI-51G AMP BOXED

MACKINTOSH MCD-201 SACD/CD NEW/BOXED

£2995

CONSONANCE LINEAR CD PLAYER NEW/BOXED

£680

SHANUNG CD-500 NEW/BOXED
PERPETUAL TECH. P1 -NP3-A/P3B MODWRIGHT SIG-2BRAND NEW
PEERPETUAL TECHOLOGIES P-3A 24/96 DAC BRAND NEW

£275
£1595

NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCTS H-CAT PRE AMP (2850) EX.DEM

£1475

IBA

MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 RECEIVER (SUPERB) MINT/BOXED £1995

£ 1995

McCORMACK ALE- 1REMOTE PRE & DNA- 125 POWF_R AMPS MINT/BOXED....£2250

£995

LUXMAN M-105 DUAL MONO CI ASS APOWER AMP MINT/BOXED

£295

PLIN1US SB-300 (RETAIL £4650) EX.DEM/DIS

LECTOR DIGIDRIVE-TL & PSU MINT/BOXED

£1295

PLINIUS SA- 201 (RETAIL £3600) EX.DIS

£2750

THETA CARMEN CD/DUD TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED

£1295

THETA DATAI1TRANSPORT (SILVER) MINT/BOXED

£795

THETA DATA TRANSPORT VGC

PUNIUS 9100 (RETAIL £1700) NEW

£1795
£2995
£2395

£1195

MARTEN MILES II CHERRY (8k+ NEW) EXCLT/BOXED

£3750

MIRAGE Mis, BI POLAR LOUDSPEAKERS EXCELLENT

£2750

FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE (RETAIL £7500) EX EM

£4750

FAB AUDIO BRAT (£7001 EX.DISPLAY

£395

AURUM CANTUS VOLLA (RETAIL £2500) EX.DISPLAY

£1750

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE (£1250) EX.DIS.

£695

AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID ( £1200) EX.DIS
PROAC STUDIO 150 CHERRYWOOD MIT

£795
£795

MONITOR AUDIO GOLD STANDARD 10 & STANDS MINT

£595

BKS 128 RIBBONFIYBRID (STAR GRANITE) MINT/BO/ED

£1395

APOGEE CALIPERS NICE

£850

VALVE AMPS
MELODY SP-3NEW/BOXED

£750

UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER PRE/35 POWER MINT/BOXED £1495
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 MINT/BOXED

£995

TUBE TECHNOLOGY SYNERGY INTAMP MINT

£2999

GAMMA REF 211 MONOBLOCS EXCLT

£1295

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9PRE AMP/PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £995

BEL CANTO PRE- 1PREAMP & EVO 200.2 POWER AMP SALE!' £2295

ROGUE AUDIO 66 MAGNUM REMOTE PREAAAP MINT/BOXED £1195

SONY TAE9000-ES PRE & TAN9-ES POWER AMPS SALE"

£1250

MAINS CABLES/BLOCKS/CONDITIONERS ETC

£395

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £2750) BRAND NEW .£2250

PS AUDIO P-600 POWER PLANT

£375

MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER WIRED £1600) BRAND NEW £1295

SILTECH OCTOPUS 8-WAY MAINS BLOCK (SHUKO)

MSB LINK DAC 24/96khz MODULE MINT/BOXED

£795

AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE EX.DIS

£895

CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE & PHONO STAGE EXCLT

£495

AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS III CD/TRANSPORT NOS,

£995

ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE & POWER AMPS MINT/BOXED

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P-3 PSU BOXED
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT EXCLT

£ 1795

xrc PRE- 1POWER-1AMPS GLOSS BLACK MINT/BOXED £1795

MEIXING MING DA MC767 RD MM/MC PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED
£375
BILL BEARD MM/MC PHONO STAGE EXCLT
ASR MIN BASIS PHONO STAGE NEW/BOXED

IBA

£1000
£375

WEBS ITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE! CALL GEORGE 07860 511111

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson or 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconn- •
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
Nordost
MIT
Oehlbach
Purist Audio Design
Stereovox
Townshend
van den Hul
Wyrewizard

NORDOST
UK sales only
We are aSupreme Referenc,
Odin 1
-• •
"rel1111111111111111111

Co&

IsoTek - Power Conditioning
Cable Tower
Cleadight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
STAX headphones
Tannoy
Echo Busters
Arpe CD - IsoTek CD
Oehlbach Phono Pre Amp
Lyra Moving Coil
Ottofon Moving Coil
Sumiko Moving Coil
Second hand
Sub woofer cables
Media cables
iPod cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Component cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HDMI cables
DVI cables
Jumpers
Optical cables
Mains & Power cables
SCART
Svideo

Up to 25%

Cable trade in allowance

• TurerrivrtS
SEI600ii & BAL600
Reference interconnects

CHORD
4:09PAW.

New Anthem2
Chorus2

„reli-----mar 7

Cable burn in
Golden Oval

Please visit www.highend-hifi.co.uk
Bel Canto - Leema - Townshend - STAX - Tannoy - Project

definitive audio
Definitive Audio otters you afresh arid focused way of choosing asophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dern items

Sale

New

Esoteric P03 / 003 CD player - boxed - unused - owned 1week - whoops! £ 14000 £20000
Audio Research Reference 3line pre-amp - with Jorma 15A mains lead
£6000 £9500
VPVTNT Junior record player
£1500 £4500
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace with LV mat - 15 months old - perfect
£1400 £2450
Lyra Helicon Mono - only very light use
£600 £ 1200
Sheu Premier Mk11 turntable with upgraded platter
£500
Schroeder DPS 9" tonearm - Bocele wood - hens' teeth
£2000 £3000
Jan Allaerts Finish - light use
£1500 £4000
VDH Various MC cartidges - Frogs, Grasshoppers, Colibris - 10 - 150 hrs use please
£
call
Jorma Prime Interconnect 1m XLR XLR
1000 £3200
Jorma Pnme Interconnect 2m XLR - XLR
£1400 £4200
Jorma Prime Interconnect 1.5m phono - phono
£1200 £3600
Kuzma Airline tonearm - Rondo silver internal and external lead - ouch
£3500 £7500
Kuzma Stogi'S' unipivot tonearm - new - lovely sound - giveaway
£350 £650
Rogue Audio Zeus stereo power amplifier - very big and very heavy
£3000 £7500
Naim NAC 72 & NAP 140
£650
Mactone MA300B 20 watts power amp - as new - 2months old
£3000 £6500
Mactone XX330 line pre-amp - as new - 2months old - boxed
£2500 £8000
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple - very tidy
£2500 £7000
Unison Research Smart 300B class A monos - 12 months use - giveaway
£1800 £4500
Lavardin PE Reference line per-amplifier - 1lady driver - perfect
£1500 £2400
Lavardin AP power amplifier - spotless as above
£2100 £3400
Exposure 3010 CD player - as new - boxed - 100 hours use
£850 £ 1400
Audio Aero Capitole CD24 / 192 - factory serviced - vgc
£1700 £4000
Audionet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 6months old
£1500 £2500
Audionet Art V2 CD player - perfect, as new - 18 months old
£1300 £2500
Audlonet SAM integrated amplifier - perfect, as new - 6months old
£1500 £2500
Cairn 4808 integrated amplifier with remote - 10 months old - boxed - mint
£550 £ 1200
Esoteric X03 CD player - perfect - boxed - 200 hours max use
£3750 £5000
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old
£700 £ 1600
Cardas Golden Reference speaker cable - 3m single set - very light use
£1250 £2250
Border Patrol 30013 SE - Western Electrics
£1900
Canary 601 line pre-amplifier - very smart - Living Voice upgrades - lovely
£1500 £3000
Nottingham Analogue Mentor - SME 345 tonearm - old timer - much loved
£1250
Canary 303 monos - 22 watts 300B power with Living Voice upgrades
£3500 £7500
Canary 608 integrated amp - standard unit
£1000
Canary 300B monos - 10 watts - excellent condition - giveaway
£800
Horning Agathon - Silver Oak - excellent condition - no packaging - giveaway £1000 £4000

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: wvvvv.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

z
COOL GALES
It's abreeze to click and buy high-end gear at www.coolgales.com.

Check out the reviews and brochure
downloads on our website product
listings. Read how the extraordinary
Clearaudio Performance with magnetic
bearing " plays exactly what's on the vinyl
and most other decks don't" (
HiFi Plus).

Give us afree call on 0800 043
6710 if you need more info or prefer
to order by phone. We'll tell you the
astounding Leema Acoustics Antila
CD player " positively shimmers with
low-level detail and musical beauty"
(HiFi Choice).

el)
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•

Free delivery on all orders over £ 100, including the astonishing
NuForce Reference 9SE monoblocs, "with startling dynamics, a
big and transparent soundstage, and outstanding resolution...
explosive transient impact and center-of-the-earth bottom- end
solidity and power" (
The Absolute Sound).

iieammdk

A 30-day money-back guarantee on most
products ( details on our website), including
Clearaudio's brilliant Smart Matrix record
cleaning machine. At this incredibly low price,
why listen to dirty records?

A huge selection of hi-fi components with style, like the
spectacular Eclipse TD712z, "whose clarity, transparency,
resolution, imaging, and timbral accuracy match or exceed
those of just about every other speaker I've had in my
system or heard at shows" (
Stereophile).

Cool Gales, hi-fi made easy.
Give us a click. Give us a call.

www.co
ales.com
0 0043 6710
The Victoria School House

Henriett

oad

Bath BA2 6LU

www.manger-audio.co.uk

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best in Audio Components

At last acure for Melophobia,
Manger full range bending

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.

wave transducers.

Professionally designed kits from VISATON

Cd))
ig

I

a

2

precision
in sound

High specification drive units

Fully assembled and tested crossovers

0

Cabinets available in real wood veneers

• Manger Speakers

See website for full specs, plans and drawings

Aew 2

D

• ASR amplifiers

State of the art drive units

• HMS cables

Huge range of accessories

MCI 12 Ribbon tweeter

e

ellP
re

"e»

V,P 130 TL

Stereophile Recommended components
The Absolute Sound Golden Ear Award

Transmission line kits

World's
Best
Amplifier?

High End Kits
0

Home Cinema and surround sound

Visaton make some of the
best drive units in the world,
and are used in some of t
best systems around. Th
also offer great value f
money and total

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

JWILANTRA

•
•

ASR's Revolutionary

103 zerotor

Emitter II Exclusive
Tnis Amp is so far beyond the usual that Icall it ' revolutionary,' and
this in afield where design breakthroughs are, at best, evolutionary.
it's taken me six months to get its measure and in the process l' ve
had to upgrade the reference system to meet the ASR's mettle.
iarry ' ear«ii)t) Abçolute

yang

info@manger-audio.co.uk

Demonstration by
appointment

call:0161 304 0099

VISATeW

mobile: 07970 908619

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND ! HIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Aiwa°
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

eadefnerre tile
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NSULTANTS

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winn•ng Headphones

Goldring
Elektra

GEX

£24

SR 60

£75

£70

GEX

£65

SR 80

£90

£ 116 £93

GEX

£77

SR 125

£140

£ 153

£ 33 £28

1006

£88

1012 GX
1042

£ 122

GEX

£97

SR 225

£175

GEX

£120

SR 325i

£260

£ 153 £ 122

GEX

N/A

RS 1

£635

GEX

N/A

RS 2

£450

Eroica WH
Elite

Prestige Series

£ 171 £ 137

1022 GX

£273

£217

2000 Series ( new) full range in stock

Reference Series

DR50

£30

AT 95 E

£25

£16

DR' 00

£40

AT 110 E

£ 30

£18

DR150

£70

AT 0C9 MLII

£ 330

£295

EX

Sennheiser Headphones

Cenon

H0415
EX

N/A

£ 170

EX

N/A

£ 79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

WA

D_ 304

£ 210

£ 190

EX

N/A

D, 103

£ 105 £95

DL 103R

£ 190

DL 110

Grado
Pr estige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold

£ 110

£77

Lyra

HD435

£29
£38

Orpheus

Stax
Thiel

IsoTek

Quadraspire

Na

£85

Kingsaudio

REF 3A

Yeri

Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Lamm

Renaissance_

Goldring Super Exsta:ic Brush

£13

HIFI ACCESSORIES

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Milly Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standad Headshell

£15

Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini jack to two Phono
plug 3m connectors

£27

EX

Spectral

dcs

ARIcessones USB Plions Plus Pre -Amp

N/A

EX

Oracle

Plinius

N/A

£ 585 £ 500

SME

AVID

Harmonic Tech

EX

Blackbird

Silver Arrow

Nu Force

£54

EX

Blue Point Special £ 235 £ 200

Nagra

HD485

£395

Sumiko

Anatek Audio
A.R.T

Peak Consult

£795 £695

£58

Resolution Audio
Siltech

DNM

£495

£ 98

LYRA
Metronome

£45

Dorian
SDure

Accuphase
Acoustic Solid

H0465

Argo
M 97 XE

tAffmeetkyffrodicts.
tfir mimic foveveet»ce (90.

eYleCia/f;SY>L9

New Goldring Headphones

Audio Technica

de

re *

Over 500 replacenent styli types stocked

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

=

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTF YORKSHIRE

714

YO8 5S0

Hul

Audio

many

Expert; friendly eg un biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon ropiest
Comfortable listening rooms

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price same make moving coil cartridge
V`SA

t3

f

MON -SAT: 9AM-6PM
HIGH WYCOMBE -TEL: 01494 865 829
PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

Central Audio
41
1:

40-'
gig

DEMONSTRATOR AND

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
nee

AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH LS22
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
AUDION PREMIER PHONO STAGE 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SILVER NIGHT MK2 INT 3008 4MTHS OLD
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8$
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
ATC SCM35
ATC SCM7
ATC C1
ACCUPHASE PS1200
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH A/O INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
AYRE K5XE PRE
AYRE V5XE POWER
AYRE AX7E
BAT VKD5SE
BAT P5.6 PACK PHONO STAGE BRAND NEW IN BOX
B&VV 802
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE BRAND NEW
BOULDER 850 MONOS BRAND NEW
BURMESTER REFERENCE 969/970
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
BURMESTER 956 MK2
CHORD CPM3300
CYRUS PSXR
COPLAND CTA520 NEW IN BOX
DARTZEEL NHB 108.
DCS VERDI LASCAL4
DYNAUDIO 1.8 MK2
EAR V20
EMM LABS DCC2/CDSD
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA ( MONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS 1027 8E
FOCAL 1007 BE EX DEM INC STANDS
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
JEFF ROWL4ND MODEL 2 + BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
KRELL KPS 28C CD
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2 BRAND NEW
KRELL 280P BRAND NEW
LINN ISOBARIKS + STANDS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN NOT CHAKRA
LINN C5100
LINN C4200 1WEEK OLD
LINN 2100 1WEEK OLD
LEXICON MC128 V2
MAGNUM DYNALAB FTIO1A ETUDE 4MTHS OLD
MCINTOSH 2200 PRE
MCINTOSH 252 POWER
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW CD/SACD
NAIM NV! DAB S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N 210XXX
NAIM XPS2 S/N 209XXX
NAIM CDS2 S/N177XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM FL4TCAP 2S/N 168XXX
NAIM FIATCAP 2X S/N219XXX
NAIM 250 SN796XX
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 2X 5MTR
NORDOST RED DAWN 2X2 MIR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
NORDOST OUAMOFIL 1MTR XLR
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS
PEN AUDIO REBEL? SPECIAL 90 WAN FINISH
REGA FONO MM
REL STADIUM 3
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DMA 100S
SPECTRAL MIT 350 IMIR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH RUBY MAINS BRAND NEW
SILTECH SCI28 IMIR XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH LS88 2X3 MIR SPADES SINGLE WIRE
SILTECH S028 IMIR RCA NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SO 110 1Mm XLR NEW IN BOX
SILTECH SPX 30 2M7R NEW IN BOX SHUKO/1EC
SILTECH SPX 202 Ii4TR SHUKO/IEC NEW IN BOX
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TALK HURRICANE 3.1
THIEL 2.3
WILSON SYSTEM 5
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
WILSON 6ENESCH DISCOVERY

11
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3250.. . . 2195
70000 .. .. 3995
2200
795
4000.... 1395
2500.... 1595
6500 . . 3495
2500 . .. 1695
750
445
2680 .... 1595
1200
595
3000 .... 1395
2000
995
500
245
350
175
8000 .... 2995
4600 .... 2695
8500 . .. 3495
6500
2200. 1295
4800 .... 2495
1995.... 1195
2995 ... 1995
1995 ... 1295
4200.... 1995
3050.... 1995
6000 .... 3495
8000 . . 2495
3500 .... 1795
5500 .
3995
7500 .... 5495
45000... 79995
5000.... 1495
8000 .... 3495
6500 .... 3495
400
250
1900.... 1295
11500 .... 7495
9000 .... 3495
2000
795
3500 . 1295
13000 . 5995
8500 . 4995
4000 . 2695
3100 . 1995
180
45
7500 . 2995
9000 . 3495
3500
595
6000 . 1595
12000 . 4995
4000 . 2495
3000 . 1995
N/A
495
6000 . 1995
2200 . 1295
3680 . 2295
1400
895
9000 . 2995
1200
795
4400 . 2795
4000 . 2395
2600 . 1295
4000 . 2495
3250 . 2195
2995 . 1795
2650 . 1595
4500. 1595
750
445
700
345
565
295
565
395
1800
695
450
250
600
295
1000
395
5000 . 2795
5000 . 2795
1200
595
165
95
1500
795
4750 . 2495
4750 . 2495
1500
895
1375
795
400
245
1700
995
400
295
1430
995
550
395
315
195
595
295
1900
995
1200
595
4000 . 1195
18000 . 4995
4000 . 1695
5500 . 3495

ITEMS

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Wanted quaility hifi

Was

Now

47 labs Dumpty SIN

1435

899

47 Labs Flatfish MK', Transport 5/H
dC5 Dem. 1394 DAC a-demo
dC5 Elgar Plus DAC MID

3020
6499
9500

1995
2999
6449

dCS V•rdl Entor• Transport ( NIB
Linn Num•rok DAC S/H
Nagra DAC x-d•mo
Na,.., Audio CD3 S/H
Orel. CD1OOEVO S/H
Prons•r• C1331 Solver X.D•rato
Rote BCD 865 CD plity•r S/H

9500
1500

6449
449

7250
NIA

3999
299

1500
1500
N/A
1499
6290
2990

975
11.9
99
1099
1299
695

125
NIA
650

179
1.199
199

Sugd•n CD21SF CO Player SIN
rhea G•n•ration V Balanced 5/H
Thea Pro leasIc II DAC with O•comillalanc•d SIN

Analogue
H••d Audio Orbit
TT PSU No.
Bo•ed
Kuarna Stabr/Stoge S T
I. Nerrà Boxed
Mc Cormack Mrcro Drire Phono Stage S/H
Phonom•na BPS Battery supply for phono BINS
Phonomena Phono stag• MM/MC BINS
R•ga P3 / Bias T
I. 5/H
Roksan
X
MK I/Linn Irtok LVII S/H
MM/MC Phono ***** S/H
Vdh Grasshopp•r GLAIII MC Cartridge a•demo
Vdh PICO,. Spec. ONiS
Vdh Tb. Frog spar. L O carmen BN1B
VPI HR- X Tu aaaaa le a-d•ino

•50
•50

199
199

170
N,
N/A
2500
950
1700

179
450
499
1699
649
1199

9250

6999

62$
2249
4700
4000
6000
1799
899

199
1/49
2749
1999
2299
599
499

5450
7250
1099
2299
2699

2999
4999
999
995
1299

7600

4499

9000

7499

2499
6400

1699
1999

Preamplifi•rs
Audio Analogu• Butin, R•mot. Pr•amplrfrer X-densis
Audio R
h SPI6 With Phono Stag• er•dairno
Conrad Johnson CT6 Preamplifier BINO
Conrad Johnson Pr•mierr IOLS ir.d•mo
ro CAT SL I Si
lack S/H
Electrocompanie EC4R Pr•amplifrIar S/H
MusKal Fidelity X P100 Pr•ansplefo•r 5/H
Nava PLL retch remote at•d•mo
hlra
p
,
g
. r:

Luna
bpazi:.
y.P
.h3
onpor

re,. x
i. .., m
a.
o
d

Amplifiers
Audio a
h VM220

Valy• mono Ampleli•rs x-d•rno
Audio R.a.arn h VSSS Ster•o Pow•r Amplifier SIN
Audio eeeeeee h VTIOOMIKIII Valve Power Amplifier •- darne
Audio II
h VT60 Star.. Pow« A/Tsui/14r S/H
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Vale• Amplifier •• d•mo

1995

795

2500
2498
2195

1895
2199
1499

/0450
899
•198
/99
1099
1200

7999
699
950
625
899
6/5
11.9

11399
4700
31119
3500
350
2700
1995
9.5

6499
3750
1999
1895
219
1599
999
699

Irai)
‘c.
r
EA.U 00
. x1
. "13 .
17,1t pw
x
.-d a
.
o
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Nava PIPA RCM' X - demo
Prima Luna Prologu• 1 x- demo
Prima Luna Prologue 2 x.d•mo
Pr ma Luna Prologue 4 e. dime
Prima Luna Prologue S x- dame
Ore. SA100 Eve S.
Vertas P400 Digital Amplo.r S/H

loudspeakers
JM lai,
JM Lab
Mart).
Marius

Alto Utopia be Sign eeeee S/H
Micro Utopia be Classic 4-d.mo
Logan A•on I Oak e•d•ono
Logan Clarity Ch•rry •- damo

Monitor Audio Rai... 360 Seeeee fer Ch•rry S/H
ProAc 02S Maple floor" eeeeee S/H
Pen Audio Charm Alalia Subwooler a- demo
Pen Mid.> Rabel 2 x•d•mo
R•ga ( LA 2000 S/H

850
N/A

R•g• Ela MEI Black S/H
Re Acoustics Studio Ill Subwooler x- dime
Sones e
Cr•mon• Maple X-d•rtio
Son. labor Crain°. Auditor IINIB

4500
S000
2500
599
299
16000

Sp•ndor SI Ch.,.; SIN
Tsunamo 75300 Be•ch Seeeee ler S/H
WIlatan Aud,e SystrimS Black SIN

Cables

.•.
.••
•••
•••
.. •

99
590
N/A
675
420
1165

EAT KTOO matched 1;1
In Painted Box S/H
Madrigal MDC2 1m RCA/RCA 75ohrn DagItal Cable n•ro boxed
Nord.", Balder Sm pair hi mirad Seeeeee cable a-dirrno
Nardost Pray Im RCA I
- dame
Nordost Tyr Im Balanc•d int•rconn•ctIon x-dtinno
Nordost Tyr Im RCA In eeeee nnect a- demo
Nordost Valhalla 1m Balanc•d AES/EBU Digital •- dime
Shun Moak 1pr Spatial Controller it- demo
Shun Moak Ultra Dilimand R•so eeeeee ial of 1 a- daunts
SIltech L511111 Classic 111m Sile•r /I Gold Speaker table BNI8
Some Link I.4m Gold mains cable S/H
Spectral M1-330 1011 Ieeeee ann.," OCA -RCA SIN
Sp
M14-750 Mt Speaker cable SIN
Spectral M1-1513 2011
CA- RCA ar-derno
Transparent Music Link Bal•nced Im SIN
Vdh CD102 Mk111 2m SIN
W eeeeee ( lam. 3006 Vale•s IP•or NEW

Tuners

449
225
2995
1999
1999
3/9
16 17
5999

and Accessories

Audioqu•st I Sm Topaz RCA- RCA SIN
Cardas Cross 2M RCA- RCA S/H
Cogan Hall Intense,. END 0.7Sm RCA 5/FI

CABLES & TABLES

Tel:

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

wvvw.centralaudio.co.uk
a.prutton@sky.com

AMPLIFICATION

Open Mon-Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:

USED

Digital

&

Tape decks,

power

) 99
99
399
249
999

550
1115
1100

449
899
879

1480
450
710

899
229
199

1950
NIA
650

2995
59
299

900
1100
379
199
450

199
799
119
99
549

supplies

Arcarn De. 00 LW/MW/FM p
Cymbal COAS t
S/14

J9.
1100

169
599

Donen DRM20 2 h•ad eeeeeee d•clt 5/H
Ieeeee Substation spelal vesion S/H
Magnum Dynalab FTR rermareTune for Etud• SIN

N/A
1600
195
1740

99
695
1.9
/99
99

PA Audro P5300 with multiwav• SIN
Rote RTOSOL AM/FM Tun•r S/H

Midland Audio X -change are looking
Krell,

Mark

Levinson,

Nairn

for

Atadlo,

Audoo
SME,

Research.

Wadla

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

t.01562 731100

f.01562

730228

m.07721

605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Atacama
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Ace
Monitor
Mordaun
NAD
Nordost
imy
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugcien
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

Winning North of England Retailers...
airy

#
All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3 vis 0% fina

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

- Since 1967

ecialists in Ilefecidelity Sound Reproduct

AUDIOJUMBLE
2007

tweakmy
>cartridges
dynavector
lyra

SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:

Ortofon

THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

sumiko
>cables

SUNDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER 2007
10.30AM - 4.30PM

, corn

worth
growing up

chord company
nordost
headphones
grado

Stalls £25-00
10.30am Standard Entry £4-00
9:30am Early Entry £10-00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /
info@audiojumble.co.uk
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for

stax

the full Naim

hardware
atc

500 series

arcam

now on

epos
focal jm labs

demonstration

kudos

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.

at:

lexicon

d

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live

•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •
•SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • C.D. PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •

www.audiojumble.co.uk

roksan
something solid

signals

trichorci

hi-fi for grown-ups

sme

ipswich ( 0 1 473 )
lax ( 01473) 655172
signals
bucklesham
w
w
w.sign

65517 1

ennail.enqesigrtals.uk.com
ipswich
suffolk
I.D10 ODY
a Is.uk
o m

Essential Components for High End!
Audiophiles tend to associate audible improvements with upgrading
hardware, until they replace their ordinary cables with MIT
Interfaces. Hear for yourself sonic improvements that the MIT
Interfaces make in your system. You will find it hard to believe that
MIT cables are so important to the overall performance of your
system.
Once you have experienced the benefits of MIT network

IT®

Music Interface Technologies

technologies, everything else is "just cable."

MIT Interconnects Give You:
•Better Bass
•Clearer Midrange
•Smoother Highs
•Presence, Detail fi Clarity

www.mitcables.com
Distributed by: Audiobility, PO Box 988, Cheltenham,
GL50 9FJ, Tel 0870 777 2991, enquiriesriïaudiobility.co.uk

NEW CD2

•

Proteus

From Bel Canto

Integrated Valve Amplifier

«Mum

•

411111itk OPP'
"

The CD-2completes the core
components in the new e.One series
products, providing top performance
and system flexibility.
•Internal 24/96 Sample Rate Conversion
and Ultra-ClockTM provides 24/96 digital
outputs for high stability and ultra-low
jitter.
•High performance digital output
provides optimum drive for Dac3
•Adjustable 4VBalanced and 2VRCA
Analog outputs drive amplifier's directly.
•AES, BNC SPDIF and TosIink 24/96
digital outputs.
•Ultra-ClockTM 0.0001% accuracy with
1pS RMS jitter.

Proteus is acompletely new integrated
valve amplifier built to exacting
standards.
Driving each output transformer is apair
of KT88 Tetrode valves, connected in
Triode class A mode and with cathode
bias to provide very low distortion and
awide frequency response with total
stability and clarity.
Totally hand built using the best quality
components and materials, Proteus is
one amplifier you won't want to miss
at iditioning ,

- 111111211110—

Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road

English valve am

St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex. TN38 OTU

1

brands

include

Advanced Acoustics, Anatek Audio, Amphion Loudspeakers, Custom Design, DH labs cables. English Valve
Company, Isophon Loudspeakers, LFD Audio, Spiralex, Stellavox, Stereovox, Weiss Digital Audio and many more..

T. 01424 445107
M.07842 126218
E paul@valve-amps co uk
W. www.valve-amps.co.uk

Radlett

Audio

sensible hi-fi since 1973

ATC
Audio Physics
Bryston
Chord Cable
Dynayector
EAR/Yoshino
Helms
lsotek
Koetsu
Kudos
Lyra
Michell
Naim Audio
Neat
Nottingham Analogue
Rego Research
Spender
Tannoy
Tron
TW Acustic
Unison
ZYX

Tel/fax:01799 599080

Near Saffron Walden, Essex. Please contact before visiting
Emai:radlettaudio@hotmail.co.uk www, radlettaudio.co.uk.

,Wocitegtee

e

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RAYSONIC, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a,
TANNOY, PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Pemier Audio
We are

now demonstrating

Manchester - Cleveland Humberside -

Yorkshire -

Nottingham -

Durham -

in

the

Wakefield 01924 255045
07970541239
Doncaster 01302 711528
07931524266

following

Cumbria -

Lgeu_

200w

areas:

Linconshire -

Lancashire -

Leeds -

•
cA
LC-074_

Birmingham

Sheffield

A small selection below of our current line up
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Auno Sunthests

Powerful, Versatile, Practical, Beautiful 81 Affordable!
These amps have just about everything you could ask for. Incredible smooth, textured,
detailed sound that has our "easy to listen to" sonic signatur. Totally without
harshness. Whist they can "rock" with the best! The massive headroom means that
you can hear Ma and Vivaldi with intimate fluidity.

e
rre

M B 90

Our new best-seller. No compromise hand crafted mono blocks exceed the
performance of many other brands. Incredible 100 watts ( 28.3v @ 80). New
all valve designed by Icon Audio. Low & high sensitivity. Can be passive or
pre-amp driven. All Triode driver stage using excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves.
Silver audio cable. Switchable 50w Triode output. Choke PSU. Hand wired
"Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel and
Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility.

A good range of used e ex dem always available at affordable prices

For latest deals & info

www.premier-audio.net

From

£1,699pr Inc Russian valves

(
Various upgrades available)

LAL-4 Line pre—eznie
fteotnifully conifollen sounll..imooing very detailed
time low of 0000e... excellent tenability Hill News July 2006

Kelease tile Magic
After

5 years

production, the Dino is still one of the

in

best phono stages around.
switches

on

cartridge

and

the

baseplate

gain

Highly

versatile with

to facilitate

a wide

accessible

range

of

settings.

listen io tile music not the surface noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.
Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

MOViNq Coil

Moving MActivt
SWITChAblE GAlN

From only £449.95 complete IMC E599.951

SwiickAbli LoAdiNq
SupER RECILIAIORS

New Passive Preamp.

Otoput STACIE

4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot, silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £ 229.95

UpcioAcluAblE Powm Supply
REAdll-IE RaiEWS ON OUR WEIATE:

Ne
Novar-Corwi
lec-ted

BIM

From £699.95 complete

Ask about our new KT88100w mono blocks from £1.699.95
PS 1 All YEilire
c» Stage

D iNO

DiSCREIE

Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High & low level outputs
Will match any power amp

on all

WWW.TRidiORdRESEARCI-1.COM

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRi C [1
0 Rd RESEARC

Tel: + 4410)1684 311600
sales(çbtrichardresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trIchordresearch.com

Common Features: Hand built Pon: to Punt wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen. Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction Soft staff Uniooe HT delay. Comprehensive manual lar DIY valve cha,,r,

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice back up service. Ask your local dealer or contact us.

find out more:wefts& at ¡twiticonaldio.coni

àee & Near Ifs at Me Heal/vow Ni fi now
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales©iconaudio.com
•
LCCFP._ ‘7111Lthe:0— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
*Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

cc marked

hear the difference...
join our Campaign for Real Music
Beauhoms reveal the textures that
conventional speakers smother • more Definition
• more Dynamics
• more Depth
...equal to real 3D sound!
if you can't come to us, maybe we

12

can bring them to you, why not ask?

12

12

Or, hear for yourself in the Bader room
at the London Sound & Vision Show,

Park Inn, Heathrow, 22/23 September, 2007

BeauhorniNi
-you can hear the difference with Beauhom
website: www.beauhom.com email: infon@beauhom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England Telephone: +44 (0)1424 813888

Nola Viper Reference

More cable.
More music.

At the 2007 CES Show in Las Vegas,
the speaker that appeared in more
rooms than any other must have been
various models from the Nola Viper
range, looking particularly beautiful in
their new piano finishes (see photo).
As you go up the range more of the
drivers employ alnico magnets, which
are very expensive, hence the price
increase from around £3.5K to £ 13K.
The fact that other manufactures use
Nola to demonstrate their equipment,
speaks volumes about their quality.
These are unique speakers, so
please do view their website
(www.nolaspeakers.com), for more
details and reviews from the Show,
and then give us a call for a demo!

Kimber's Select KS- 1036
analogue interconnect is now
available exclusively in the
UK from Russ Andrews
Accessories.
50% more Black Pearl silver
conductors than KS- 1030,
Kimber Select cable
geometry and WBT's new
0102 Ag NextGen connectors
combine to provide aclassleading interconnect.

To find out more about
improving your system
with unique, proven
Russ Andrews upgrades,
contact us now at

Nimber Select 1(0- 7036

www.russandrews.com/hfn

Perfect Mains :Am just evaluating the ASR 100UK Sinewave
Regenerator, which Ihave heard on another system, with
interesting results for such areasonably priced unit (£282).

or phone us on 0845 3451550
Exclusive UK Retailer for

KIM3ERKABLE

CË,)

Solutions for better music & movies

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court,
Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA9 6195, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1539 797300 Email: infoe,russandrews.com

V'
audi O HIFI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
fel/Fv, , 0117 968 6005
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
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Serious sound from serious retailers...

NAP 500 - Amplifier

,

... experience the
500 series for yourself

•

THE RETAILERS
EAST

WEST

The Sound

Signals

Audience

Organisation

020 8567 8703

01473 655 171

01225 333 310

01904 e7 108

Billy Vee

Tom Tom Audio

Gulliford Hi Fi

Sound Systems

01727 893 92a

NAC 552 - Preamplifier
AullIO

LONDON
Venue Ltd

020 8318 5755
Grahams Hi Fi

SOUTH CENTRAL

020 7226 5500

NORTH WEST
tico

01935 479 361

01244 344 227

Sevenoaks Hi Fi

Adventures In Hi Fi

Oranges and Lemons

0118 982 0402

01392 218 895

01244 345 576

020 7924 2040

Overture

Ultimate Home

Audio Counsel

01295 272 158

Entertainment

0161 4916 090

SOUTH EAST
MIDLANDS

world class sound...

01392 491 194
Mike Manning Audio

Solutions

Fortissimo

0845 6780 787

0161 8325 060

01483 304 756

inbiosis

Soundcraft Hi- Fi

0116 262 3754

NORTH EAST

SCOTLAND

01233 624 441

Honeydale Audio

Audio Republic

01694 771 351

0113 2177 294

Loud & Clear Ltd
0141 2210 221

Audio Room

Robert Ritchie

01482 891 375

01674 673 765

AUDIO EXCELLENCE GROUP
01179 264 975

AUDIO TGROUP
01372 748 888

www.naim500.com

ACCESSORIES CLUB

hi-finew
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Pawnshop Re-visited

UK
Wells
GET Fin I, T.,
OSTA

P
n
PACKING

The recent launch of the anniversary issue
of Jazz at the Pawnshop in alimited edition

ud4

SACD set has rekindled memories of a
number of Proprius titles that were widely
used as reference and demonstration discs
throughout the ' 80s and ' 90s by virtually the
whole of the audio community.
Jazz at the Pawnshop - the Complete
Sessions is proof that good music never gets
old - it matures like fine wine!
This definitive three- album set comes

•.4.--„,,

CNVIAku

complete with 20 minutes of previously
unreleased music, plus aOVO of an
interview that took place with George Riedel
and Lars Erstrand in 2006.

ry
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For those of you not familiar with the
disc that has been billed as ' the finest jazz
recording of the 20th Century', Jazz at the

r..a of .• (are,

Pawnshop was recorded in the simplest
way by Gert Palmcrantz in the Stampen

(A\ Lut
txmiNe, . . r.
t
.

restaurant lyes, Swedish for pawnshop!)
in Sweden in 1976. He used two Nagra
two- channel tape recorders set up in the
restaurant kitchen, one pair of microphones
at 20cm spacing for the main pick-up, with

in acrowded, smoky bar! For those not

awonderful piece with stunning organ

acouple of others placed to register the

convinced by the benefits of the digital

introduction, followed by pieces from

'live' atmosphere of the Pawnshop Jazz

format, we have managed to track down

Handel, Otto Olsson, Adam and a

club. It sounds simple, but the results are

alimited quantity of the original double

selection of Swedish Folk songs with a

downright remarkable!

album LP, pressed on 180g premium vinyl

Christmas flavour.

The line-up included Arne Domnerus

in Germany - finest quality recording on
To complete the Proprius picture, we

George Riedel ( bass) and Egil Johansen
(drums), with guest soloist Lars Erstrand

have included Cantate Domino and Antiphone

(vibraphone), swinging through limehouse

Blues both in SACD and vinyl format.

again features Arne Domnerus, this time
with Gustaf SjoKviSt at the organ in the
Spanga Church, recorded by Hakan Sjogren.
As well as 'Antiphone Blue', tracks include

Cantate Domino is famous for its

Blues', ' Mood Indigo', ' Take Five', ' Lady

Antiphone Blues, awonderful mix of jazz
and folk music including Ellington titles,

finest quality vinyl!

(alto sax), Bengt Hallberg ( piano).

'Nobody Knows The Trouble I've Seen',

Be Good' and awhole string of other

incredible sound quality. It starts with

favourites, all recorded with the most

Enrico Bossi's ' Cantate Domino' fo"

'Sometimes IFeel Like A Motherless Child'

startling ambience - you really are there

choir, organ, trumpets and trombones,

and ' Largo'.

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Address

Tel ephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Post Code

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

Ater'«

Prices

Jazz at the Pawnshop three album
Anniversary SACD

£24.00

Jazz at the Pawnshop two- album
180gm LP

£29.00

Cantate Domino SACO

£13.00

Cantate Domino LP

£16.00

Antiphone Blues SACD

£16.00

Antiphone Blues LP

£16.00

Quantity

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

LJI_Jr1
Expiry (date)
Signature

Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN
Aci essories Club 8. CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesc Jb.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hiti3ccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size. anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax). bu: will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please coitact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. U0E.

TOORDER

Card Number

CV Security Number

Art Audio build valve amplifiers
of timeless beauty and sonic
prowess. Own one and you are a
step closer to the original recording
in all of its majesty. Variety of
configurations are available.
Contact us for more details.

Taunton, Somerset

Tel: 01984 624242

Art Audio - Tempo

Email: peler@allernativeaudio.co.Jk
Web: www.alternaliveauclio.co.uk

Like all Vandersteen speakers, Quatros
are completely time- and phase- accurate.
Ihey set new standards for speakers at
this price point with wide bandwidth
and linearity; exceptional resolution and
imaging; and outstanding naturalness
and musicality. Contact us for more
details.

Home Evaluation service available
See our web site for used items list
Art Audio, Border Patrol, Clearaudm
Diapason, EAR / Yoshino, Experience
filtration, Lector, LED Audio, Lyra.
Music first Audio, Nottingham
Analogue, Opera, Quadrospire
Shun Mock, SME, Transfiguration,
Unison Research, Vandersleen
Audio.

Vandersteen Audio - Quafro
HOW TO CONTACT US...
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ROUNDUP
Virtually unknown now,
Worden Audio produced
some interesting equipment
in the 1960s, including a
novel tonearm, explains
John Howes

W

orden was afamily firm
fhat made loudspeakers,
Irriplifiers, and apickup

arm of unusual design. Its
products were handmade and due to low
production, examples are difficult to find.
Wilfred Worden was horn in Lancashire
in 1915 and had astrong musical

education, studying under Herbert Fryer
at the Royal College of Music. At 13, he
made his debut at the Old Queens Hall
in London, under Sir (then Dr) Malcolm
Sargent. In 1931, he made commercial
recordings with first Imperial and later
Decca, and was appointed music master
at the Benedictine Abbey School, Scotland
in 1940. Later in life he studied acoustics.
Wilfred's father, James, was acabinet
maker by trade. He had alove of music
and was very interested in good quality
reproduction. He invented the articulated
pickup arm, showing the first prototype in

. ,
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Worden articulated pickup arm made its
first appearance. The price including tax

battery. A matching stereo four watt/
channel single-ended valve amplifier was

was £ 12.12s, compared to an SME 3009 at

also marketed followed by aten watt

£25. This arm was adeparture from other

amplifier in 1965 to complete the range.

designs of its time and was protected by UK

SPEAKERS' CORNER

patent 741639. The pickup head alignment
was constantly adjusted by alight linking

Three speakeil, were mai keted, all

rod as it traversed the record. The claimed

designed for coiner placement. These

tracking accuracy of the headshell was
within aquarter of adegree at all points on

'Panasona -eproducers' were available
in three versions, type A, Band C. They

an LP record. It stated in the brochure that
astraight arm of 37 feet in length would be

were all fitted with asingle full- range
drive unit and were horn loaded. The type

'A straight arm of 37 feet in length would be
needed to achieve the same accuracy!'
needed to achieve the same accuracy!
The arm pivots were of unique design,
permitting complete freedom of movement

A stood 54in high and 24in wide: type

Panasona were available with either the
Wharfedale Super 10 or Lowther PM6

1955. After leaving his post in Scotland.

combined with maximum torsional and
lateral stability. Depending on pickup
compliance the arm could track perfectly

Wilfred returned to the family home in

with stylus pressures of under one gram.

London. After his father's death, all his
energy was focused into Worden Audio.
In the 1961 HiFi Year Book, the

In the September 1962 The
Gramophone, Percy Wilson wrote a

8was 48in by 21 1/
2in: and type C 25in
high and 22 1/
2in wide. The type A and B

drive units. The small type C had either
aWharfedale Super 8or Lowther PM6
fitted. A pair of the larger type A can give
very open and realistic reproduction. In

technical report on the arm. To quote:
'Finally, how does this arm perform in

1967. the Panasona bookshelf speaker
was introduced, having an 8in Richard

practise? To this Ican reply that Irank it

Allen driver fitted.
The last mention of Worden
equipment was in the 1978 HiFi Year

amongst the best of those that have come
my way. Which means that it performs very
well indeed.'
In 1963, asolid-state stereo control
unit was introduced, using an internal PP9

Nove

Book. Wilfred Worden died in May
1979 and sadly another small specialist
manufacturer vanished. (5

r

issue goes on sale
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ON TEST:
- Pro-Ject Debut USB turntable
- Shanling CD-T1500 CD player
NAD C315BEE amplifier
SIM2 H15000 projector
JBL ES80 loudspeakers

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Audio Exposed:
How Much Power? The conclusion!
PLUS:
On Location: Harbeth loudspeakers
celebrates its MY anniversary

Ayre

MX- R

Stereophile, April 2007 — Wes Phillips
its sole purpose appears to be to praise music and to glorify it."

"...full-bodied, liquid, and three-dimensional..."
"...one of the most remarkable performers at any price."
Stereo Sound, Winter 2006 — Takahito Miura

"...a radiant, supple musical quality, with incredibly spacious sound."
"The life-sized soundstage was so vivid it gave me goosebumps."
"...a magical transparency that illuminates the individuality of each
performance from within."
Hi Fi+, June 2007 — Roy Gregory

"...these amps rewrite the rulebcok on power"
"...when it cornes to musical enjoyment, the effect is smack you
in the face obvious."
"...the Ayres establish abenchmark for all round excellence."

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

HOMAGE SERIES. MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS

"A MAGICAL SOUND BACKED UP
BY ONE OF THE BEST LOOKING
CABINETS MONEY CAN BUY"
HI FI CHOICE / ALAN SIRCOM / GUARNERI MEMENTO

IF YOU WANT TO OWN THE BEST- LOOKING
SMALL SPEAKER EVER MADE, WHICH JUST
HAPPENS TO SOUND AS AMAZING AS IT LOOKS,
TURN YOUR EYES TOWARD ITALY"
HI FI NEWS / KEN KESSLER / GUARNERI MEMENTO

"THIS OUTSTANDING SPEAKER CARRIES MY
ENTHUSIASTIC RECOMMENDATION"
HI FI NEWS / MARTIN CCLLOMS / AMATI ANNIVERSARIO

For nearly three decades, Sonus Faber have treated us
to speakers so elegantly styled and crafted that they've
revolutionisec the entire audio industry. Where once
there were only parallel sides, we now have curves.
Where once we suffered pooi-ve -)eers, we now savour
finishes worthy of the finest furniture The exquisite
Homage series represents the ultimate in Sonus
Faber artistry, exhibiting all the virtues of the
company's pfli.osophy ansl.the vision and passion of
its founder, Franco Serbrin, with Dut arly recourse to
compromise.
When Sonus Faber created the Homage family, as an
homage to hiîery's greatest lLtwakers, it was
always intendWrthat its three original members
would evolve. Benefiting from the disco
during the development of the flagship
both of its predecessors - the Guarneri and Amati have arrived heir in seccnd ' generations'.
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Amati Anniversario and Guarner Memento have
been subtly refined exterially, to identify the new
editions, while key components have teen changed
to improve the performance. The floor- standing
Amati Anniversario provides ful-range sound for
rooms that demand a larger speaker, while the
Guarneri Memento, with redes g-ied pedestal,
satisfies the demand of hose for wham asmaller
system will suffice.
Beyond the sheer beauty of the Homage systems
is the sound, ïr tended to reflect : he majesty of
the violin makers that they honour For the only
time in the history of audio, here are
loudspeakers bat sould as
beautiful as tl-ey look.
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